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I. D. STEWART,

all letters on business, remittances of

past as well as the future. Blessed are
we if we consent to drink of the water of
life which quenches mortal thirstings by
giving present peace.
As the year ot mental work: begins,

SEPTEMBER

schools and colleges are again to take
up their accustomed . routine of studies,
as the lengthening evenings give more

17, 1879.

THE BURNING BUSH.
In the tangled, dim cold garden,
Where the frost had traced its name,
1 saw one autumn morning
4

time to rural

tematic course

Yet it flamed like the fiery pillar
That led old Israel's host.
And a voice, like perfume stealing,
Spake soft, but made no sound;
And I knew that God was saying,
** This ground is holy ground;

vital energy is wasted;

glancing needed

And the voice that thrilled the prophet
To deeds before unwronght,
Is the same that now interprets

|

|
|{

“ O'er the busy Present’s pathway
Stitl ¢ signs and wonders’ move,
And the miracles of nature
Her laws unchanging prove;
Ye have need to walk with rev’rence,
Bare-browed und feet unshod,
Lest ye fuil to see the glory
And hear the Word of God.”
— Chicago Unity.

received

a

member

in the letter referred to, but, to our mind,

tween them.

relation

be-

Cuan any one really
do a

better thing for the cause than to introduce the card system of giving into a
church that is dying for the very reason
that it is not interested in our missionary
work?
Fa
We are at the mercy of our notions.
Be they high notions or be they low notions, notions are notions, and there is no

getting smround the fact. A disordered
mind never thinks itself disordered, but
imagines other people are disordered.
Notional people are either too hard or too

easy

to reach.

They

ean be

readily

reached through their whims, but ignore
what does not in some way teach their
chosen ideals. What may be a healthy
awakening appears to them personally a
season of spiritual desolation, and: they

hanker after their accustomed
opiates
or stimulants,

be,

as

the

religious
case

may

.

How many a church

is foolishly

and

_ wickedly exhausting its strength and 'destroying its possibilities of usefulness
through internal sirifes and bickerings.
And it is undoubtedly often true that a
church falls to quarreling for the very
reason that it has nothing to do. Some
brethren—and sisters, too-- have a superabundance of energy which must be
worked off in some way.
If it is not utilized in the turning of the machinery of
the church, it will rush out

through

the

escape-valves with a great deal of sputter

and noise.

whether one is a

some

people

.run

clare, as is generally done, that | they are

fundamentals in the nature

times most profitable ; 4a routine of exercise becomes
supplemental
labor,
an

of his church, which contained the following sentences: ** I shall strive as
“long as I stay here to do all I can for the
cause.” ‘‘Iam going to try and introduce the card system of giving for missions.” These sentences stand far apart
there is a very close logical

perused,

of living, is
{| what we don’t believe.
For recreation
{ the most * profitless” reading is some-

ih Ee——————

absent

be

the risk of burning their house down by
using newspaper lighters instead of legitimate matches; some people, who are
given to rising at unearthly hours of the
morning, find their working hours abridged in useless preaching to others to fol| low their own hobby. These habits and
| others like them may be a source of gen| nine profit to-eertaiy persons, but to de-

To teach thee what to do;
For the bush that burned for Moses
Glows bright 10-day for you;

communication from an

to

the futagainst
reading,
of a sys-

minister or a farmer.
Outside of business or professional hours it is questionable how much one should be a. sluve to
regular, systematic grinding away at
‘* profitable” recreation of mind or body.
Some people are so bent on the improvement of every minute that much of their

No tissue scorched or lost,

One of our pastors recently

of books

in our regular pursuits,

Not a fiber curled or shrivéied,

dit fi

to glanee

but the whole of the truth—is not on that
side. There most be system and routine

All its leaves like burning falchions
Leaped up in a glowing blaze,
And I thought, the old-time marvel
Is wrought in latter days.

Jehovah's mighty thoughts

toilers, it is well

at the past and revise plans for
ure, - There is a deal. to. be said
desultory snd
miscellaneous
| there is a deal to be said in favor

A sumach bush aflame ;

“ There's no backward

as

that

its advocates

hold it up to be.. It is easy to call these
honest-hearted folk old fogies, but that is
not quite a convincing refutation. We
clip a paragraph from the Christian Union, which bears on this line of thought:

The culture of to-day

of fashion and taste it becomes also a dis-

ense,

Taste and refinement elevated into

ends unfit one for the active work of life,

disgust one with the slow and imperfect
steps by which humanity rises to better
things, and end in ennui and disappoint-

utilized. Is there any one better
than to set the people all to work as

way
mis-

sionaries?
A thorough-going missionary church wus never known to be
engaged in a quarrel! Set the people to
work—and especially the Young coaverts

who are just coming int

the church,

to do

the

little duties connected. with it in happy

humility, to sow theiseed put into our
hands unsparingly over allsorts of ground,
cast bread upon the Waters, knowing
that it will be

food for some

unknown,

hungering soul, this is life indeed. To
become a character is worth living for.
The days and the nights, every one of
them, are making and, unmaking the
worth of manly and womanly characters,

Lives are made lovely by the sunshine of
human happiness, are made tender by the

invitation.

siastic and pervading

among them,

Well, had I not traveled
might be made

to believe

this, but having had as good a chance
any man

in the denomination

ately and advisedly, that I believe no such
statement.
We
have in our
churches

going any fur-

a God-given call

for a

body of Christian workers in these United
States, who wil band themselves together to do simply and solely ‘2ospel work,
and with the apostolic missionary spirit

go forth into the highways of our rural
districts and into the streets, lanes and
and city, preaching
crucified,
gathering

churches and entering into the

work

as

heartily and systematically as did the
primitive Chri-tians ?
:
Mission appendages to our regular
churches, although doing great’ good in

probably as many wealthy persons,in pro-

portion to their number and size, as any
other body of Christians in America. The
truth,however, is this : We have not been
trained, as other larger sects

have

been,

to giving liberally for benevolent enterprises. But even this statement will not
stand much longer, after such advance
medsures as Ive been taken during the

twice or
take this

1. The mission church must have

com-

modious and comfortable, but inexpensive
meeting-houses,

2. Free sittings must be made a universal principle.
'Aslong as .churches for
‘the poor”

have free sittings,

it will be

ments

may

be

found in

some

de-

nominations and in more or less individual churches; but taken as a whole and
in their spirit, where is there a religious
body of people willing to give them a
hearty indorsement?
Zz.
4040

INDIA LETTER.
MIDNAPORE, INDIA, July 28, 1879.

Last week, our quarterly remittance
from America was received. Besides be-

ing full a month late, it contained not one
cent for schools, native preachers, etc.
We have the fullest confidence in the

for the welcome

news.

Come,

brother,

month.

not more, persons killed at the car

val. This is attributed to carelessness on
the parof the officials in charge; i.e.,the
more intelligent so regard it. But the
orthodox Hindoos take a very different,
view of the matter. The Puri correspondent of the * Utkal Darpan,”an Oriya sheet
published at Cuttack, says: ¢ The Hindoos attribute the above accidents to the
m ny sacrileges committed this year, which
they were extremely sorry for. Never
had Mussleman constables been deputed |
to

assist

at

the

car

festival;

even

the |

Hindoo constables did not approach the
car top close. But this year the Mussleman constables were seen pulling the
cars and sometimes seated onthem.
The
assistant superintendents also sat on them.
Another grave irregularity was that the
car of Suhaddra (Jagannath's sister),
having been pulled before the ¢Abokosh’
ceremony was performed, no food-offering could take place. If the authorities
had kept their patience only for an hour,
the idols could have been easily removed
to the car after the offering, but it having
been pulled with unnecessary haste, many
people had their food-offerings desecrated. These sacrilegious acts have created
great discontent among the Hindoos.” Is

it not not high time that the government
of India put a complete stop to this car
pulling? The lives of many are imperiled by it every year, and almost every
year we are hearing of some being killed.
Let all devout Christians thank God that
the palmy days of this car festival are
gone forever. It is only the dead form of

a spiritless superstition that is enacted at

about

we
for

the poor foot-sore pilgrims, who are now
walking homeward, you will readily per-

the maintenance: of our work, remains to

ceive that there is none of that old time
enthusiasm left among the devotees of

For-

eign Missionary Board. They are doing
nobly, and were all our pastors doing as
well, there

would

be

no

trouble

late and ccanty remittances. What
shall do without the funds necessary

hundred dollars short.
a rule means

Cutting down as

disaster’in a

Would our friends

Mission

enjoy

like

hearing

dictory, in which he roundly takes the
world to task for its injustice toward him,

that our schools had been disbanded,

and proclaims

tend to excite Missiouary spirit at home

withdrawal

from

abandon a public career

highly endowed.

for which

he

is

The after thought must

reveal to him the greatness of the Christ
whose words he has taught others to re-

and

this ‘god ofthe world.”
grows less popular every

Puri,as a shrine,
year,

and the

number of pilgrims is fast falling off.

A

brighter day for poor deluded Orissa has-

panied by their daughter, left us
B. bas been a great

sufferer

for

months past, and the doctor has

from

well,

snows,”

and

The
the

sight of *‘the
blessed

cold

for the
several
been

far

eternal
hreeze,

the native teachers dismissed ? Would it should put life and health enough into
to send you the news that half or

all

of

our devoted native preachers, who live on
from five to twenty rupees a month, have
been told,

as

we

have

sometimes

obliged to tell some of our
workers, ** There

is no

native

been

fellow

more ‘money

for

you; we can not keep you any longer in
the field ; you must look about for something else to do, and so earn your daily
bread.” Let the brethren consider these
things. We can not afford to ‘part with
these trained and experienced workers.
cified, and rising up fron the weakness
It would be most suicidal policy for the
of human effort, receive power from on
Mission to pursue.. Every man of busihigh. Then, instead of passionately ac- "ness will approve of the determination of

gard more than the commandments of
men, and the littleness of self whichis
the other half of the same revelation.
Let Mr. Murray forget the things that are
behind, forget all else but one supreme
purpose of preaching Christ and him cru-

out

these tired workers to let them toil on for
a few years longer in this unfriendly climate. But the churches should know
that these toilers of so many years can
uot be expected to stay here many years
more. As we have said so often before,
let there be some calculation made with
reference to this matter. Let the Board,
and through it the churches, take up this
case now, not waiting till a vacaney actually occurs in the Mission. There should
be a man looked for, fitted, engaged for
service, and expecting to come to our relief, as soon as he is needed, indeed before he is actually needed, so that he may
have acquired the language and become

We

thank

God

and take
Js L..P,

EXOHANGE NOTES AND QUOTES.
Courtesy is cheap, but 1t comes hard to
some people.— Congregational.
Send

festi-

this.

his

sent

EE

Thank God, there have not been

Puri from year to year; and before many
years, whether the English Government
interferes or not, even this formal worship will pass away. By conversing with

plans of our beloved brethren of the

of the cross.
courage.

so many of them by half, perhaps by twothirds, as there used to be ten and fifteen
years ago. This year there were two, if

publicity what has been called a vale-

Commonly speaking, Mr. Mur-

man,

younger disciples to push on the conquest

*¢ How much owest thou my Lord?’
The poor pilgrims returning from Puri
have thronged the Great Trunk Road this

hills,to be gone two or three months, Mrs.

or two.

for

38

dustry on our soil. Thousands of preceeding migrations of a similar kind have
rendered immense service in increasing

national

wealth,

developing latent re-

sources, and advancing our industrial position, while the inventive ingenuity and:
enterprise of native-born citizens have
had a large share in the progressive steps
which have made the Unite States capable of great achievements in all the leading industries.
Immigrating artisans.
have also rendered indispensable aid tomany of these movements. It is no small:
matter that our free institutions make it a
comparatively easy task to attract: hitherskilled laborers of any class born in any
other country, when there is ‘a speci
need for their services. English tenantfarmers are coming, too,

some

of whom:

have accumulated
considerable capital,
‘and it is reported that a large proportion
of the Canadians who go to Manitoba
soon drift southward to find cheaper lands.

and

more

agreeable

surroundings

in

could discover in

the

some of the new Territories of the great:
Republic, than they

New Dominion.
In many instances the
most sanguine expectations of these newcomers will be realized. The industry,
economy,

and

enterprise,

which

might

bave vainly been exerted in efforts to secure a meager living in their old homes,
will here insure abundance, comfort,

and

a competency. With all our troubles and
fears, this Republic continues to be infi-nitely the best country in the world for
men who must depend upon their own:
exertions for a livelihood, and this truth is-

now becoming specially well appreciated
excuse about training out of our mouths
at home and abroad.— Progress.
before
long!
Where
are
our
rich
men
special cases, yet from the nature of
0-0 -4-o
women?
Shall they be heard preacher of the cross, who did such exthings can not hope to do this large work, and
There is a lack of independence on the from next? Now is just the time for them k cellent service in Orissa for ‘many years,
_ MISSION WORK.
part of so-called mission branches that to speak. I am thinking of men whom it Rama Mishra. The last was the daughCONDUCTED BY REV. G. C. WATERMAN’
has not in it the assurance and self-reli- was my pleasure to meet in New Eng- ter of one cf those new converts,whom he |
SCHOOLS IN INDIA.
ance that must stand at the basis of an land, in New York and in the far West. received into the church several years ago
There
are
in
connection with our mis—
Let
some,
good
Free
Baptist
send
his
aggressive church.
in the district, forty miles west of this
Are churches as they ave at present or- check for ten or twenty thousand dollars city. So the kingdom comes in this dark sion in India ninety-five primary schools, in
ganized and conducted adapted to serve to the Foreign Mission Treasurer. Why land, slowly to be sure, but none the less which the average attendance last yeaz was
1729 pupils, and the average monthly ex—
as models of home mission churches?
1 should the other and bigger sects have the surely, we hope.
When the present genpense
about two hundred and eighty-seven.
-| monopoly of this large business? My eration of native Christians passes away,
think not.
dollars, or about fifteen cents per month.
ears have been listening for these months
These are my reasons:
there will remain a larger company of for each pupil.
The work done in these

were we to cut down our work here, to
fit a remittance,that chances to be. several

‘There has been a good deal said about
the Rev. W, H. H. Murray, within a week

money

has now come into the fold of the good
shepherd. This is one
of the most
illustrating the
encouraging
cases,
power of believing’ prayer, that I have
known. Another
was
the
youngest
daughter of our dear brother now at rest,
of whom I used to write very often,
Mahes Chandra Rai. Another was the
grandchild of that faithful and winning

last few years in the way of systematic be -

ray has made a failure of life, and the
indications are that the consciousness of
the failure coming home to himself, he
impulsively launched forth into the sea of

:

ask,

aged Santal brother, whose entire family

neficence. Those cards seat by our energetic Financial Secretary to every: pastor
in the denomination, and that
three times over, must surely

we

to India !
I
Yesterday, was one of the bright days
in the Midnapore church, five happy converts were baptized and welcomed to the
fellowship of the church. One was from
the heathen, a young man who has been
receiving Christian instruction for several
years. ‘The other four were all of them
the children of the Mission, though not
one of them is connected withour orphanages. One was the youngest son of an

to learn

evangelistic ef-

of

the

that other man, the wrong

as

about this, I am preparedto say deliber-

Now let me ask before

byways of village
Christ. and him

tists are poor.”

once more

were to present himself,

quite

The most enthu-

forts will not modify this statement.
ther, Is there not

I used to hear the remark

tens on apace.
+ This day Dr. and Mrs. Bacheler,accom-

ment.

publiclife. There is too much nobility in
| the man, young:
as he yet is, for him to

—

To stick to one's own work,

ulation but comparatively few give heartheed to this

list.

And

his passage and support would probably
not be wanting. May God in great mercy
soon find for us that right man! Surely,
we can better wait ten years than have

frequently when in America, ¢ Free Bap-

be seen, but, God helping us, we shall
not curtail it one whit until we receive
express orders to that ‘effect from the
Board. Our good friends little realize
what retrenchment means on foreign
soil. ‘We should incur the just displeasure of all the patrons of this Mission,

A church quarrel is a sort of

escape-valve ; when the steam begins to
rush out, it will be better to turn the lever and set the engine to work. We
ought to devise means whereby all the
energy generated in our churches may be

Herald, quite a number oflarge donations

is often only an-

other name for refined
selfishness. Men
seek it as an end instead of a means, not
perceiving that in spending all their years
on the perfection of the telescope they are
never able to watch thé courses of the
stars. It has its dialect and its watchwords, and becomes the test of social position and the sign of a man's cosmopolitan training, instead of being the free and
vital mediumby which he brings himself
into closest contact with life, to meet its
requirements and discharge its ‘duties.
When culture becomes merely a matter

Missionary Review,also in the Missionary
for Foreign Missions. Naturally enough
I have been inquiring why our Free Baptist men of wealth are not found inthis

Facts show that of our whole pop-

his shoulders.

:
in the

Home mission work in this article is
intended to designate gospel work in the
United States. I would not undervalue
the great and good work done by the
churches of the various denominations already organized. These say to the péople, Come with us, and we will do _you

overweaning care about
many
little
hard to get the body of the common peothings defeats life’s purposes. The sim- ple to patronize the system.
ple fact is we are neither able to give nor
8. The individual expenses must be so
receive much advice. Those who are reduced that the common day-laborer and
guided by others are never satisfied with’
his family can feel not pride,but a healthy
themselves, It is a good thing to have
independence in doing his share in supuntoward whims and fancies, but a bad
porting the gospel services.
5
thing to let them become tyrants. Look
4. No such worldly organization as a
over life and see how the flights of fancy
society in contradistinction to the church
really weigh more than the weightiest:
to he allowed. The official management
principles. We pride ourselves in acting
of the church shall be vested in’ the
accordingto reason, and then let the visionchurch ; and where men and women shall
ary reign in our inner lives. The light of
in spirit and in fact be fellow-laborers in
truth as well as the depths of deceit are
the work of the Lord.
often hard to be distinguished in what
5. Metaphysical statements to be elimithe world calls whimsical and fantastic
nated from the creeds, and the concrete
and visionary; hence, respectable selfstatements of Christ put in their stead.
ishness compels the most of us to fight
6. A devoted and educated, but not an
shy of it.
intellectualized ministry.
7. A church where,if your foremost deThere is a feeling which can not be cot sire is for an intellectnal treat, you shall
rid of, and which is at the basis of the in- be disappointed ; where, if your foremost
desire is for esthetic influences, you shall
definable distrust of the country’s educational institutions.
Honest-hearted
folk be disappointed ; but where again if your
are shy of the word culture, as evi- heart-hungering is for the bread of life,
denced by the fruits of the colleges and you shall be satisfied.
One or
more
of these
requireuniversities, and they can not make
it

seem quite the thing

solve!
:
Recently, T have been noticing

A HOME MISSION OHURCH.

good.

year; if paid strictly
4 See the 8th page of

The Worning Star,

HRSA

previous

aspirations seem childish, is ever teaching the uncertainty which clothes the

EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTORS:
PROF. J. FULLONTON,
PROF. J. J. BT
Rev, W.
REV
REY. A. H, HULING.

WEDNESDAY,

where is the man for the central section
of our field, so recently vacated by the
pioneer missionary now on his passage
home? There was a most cheering remark in the last good letter of the Cor.
Sec.to the effect, that if the right man

occasional insights which make

Dover, N. H,

per

enable the Board to stand by tbat re-

ting others in their place, is ever ' giving

should be addressed to Editor 7'he Morning Star,

Terms 1—$2.50
IN ADVANCE, 4
this paper.

neys’ sake, and become a power in arousing and persuading people to become like
uuto as Christ was,
oo
:
ere

is

itself,

repeating

mingling the new and the old, is ever
taking away the props under life and put-

money, &c., should be addressed, at Dover, N. H.
;
All communications designed for publication

NO.

fully prepared for the work that falls on

turmoil, and thus the whole round

EN

1879.

the F. M. Board not to run into debt.
May the faith and works of the churches

of existence is ever

Publisher,
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star-lit darkness of human sorrow, are cusing his accusers, he will glory in pamade brave amid the ceaseless surging of tiently bearing persecutions for righteoushuman
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your

long

articles

to other ‘journals,

friends.— Christian Leader.

Do you call that Christian,
#

—Alliance.

0 Leader?
.

" The validity of a baptism depends on
the fitness of the candidate to be baptized, and on nothing in the administrator.
— Watchman.

If you wish to enjoy the preaching this
winter, then go to work

learn how

precious

for

Christ,

and

is the truth that is

How many churches, instead

of caring

for the health and life of their pastors,
seem proud of the exhibition of thought
which has been wrung from the fevered
brain by the lavish expenditure of vitality.— Church Advocate.
Let the churches in these days of dishonesty set an example of strictest integrity. Let the Lord's business be as wisely conducted as our own private business. A reform in church building must
come. The pressing need of means to
spread the gospel at home and abroad,
the crippled condition of our benevolent
societies, would seem almost to make it a
sin to invest sums so extravagant in edifices erected to show rather than service.—Chicago Standard.
People have to take vacation when
they can get it easiest and most conveniently, but they certainly are to be congratulated
who, having plodded on
through the summer, now are about sallying forth to enjoy the clearer, cooler days

of éarly autumn.

The weeks of Septem-

ber and the beginning of October are the
best for vacation on many accounts, if one

only can wait for them.—Congregationalist.
’
College students ought to understand
clearly that it is not the business of college to prepare them for immediate success in life, but only to develop a charagter on which future special preparation
may be built. After college, either a
professional training or a practical apprenticeship,

generally

both,

is essen-

tial to complete the preparation for actual
and active life-work.— Christian Union.
When the pastor anew sanctifies himself for his service, the Lord is quite sure
to work wonders in the eyes of his people. If the leaders of the church with
their minister will heartily unite in a
fresh and real consecration to God, and
pursue the work of renewing their covenant until the sacrifice is accepted and acknowledged from on high, there is no
doubt what the effect will be in the church

and in the surrounding community,

It is

‘better than the presence of an evangelist ;

schools was of a very

ter,

and included

satisfactory

something

charac-

of religious

instruction
in all, the amount
varying
with circumstances.
Besides
these primary schools, there
were also in operation two Normal, one

Lower Class and one Middle Class

school,

with

pupils,.

an

attendance,

in all, of 203

and costing about one
six dollars per month.

hundred and
The Middle

tiftyClass.

school at Midnapore stood first among all
the schools of its grade in Orissa, at the

last examinations.

This is sufficient evi-

dence of the thorough work done by its
teachers. In this school the only religious
instruction givenis such as may be included in the devotional

exercises, with which

each session is opened, consisting of sing—
ing, reading the Scriptures and prayer. Fn |these . exercises
all the pupils are expected
to join.
More than this is prokibited by
the conditions gun which the government
The Normal School at.
aid is received.
Santipore was closed in March, it being no
longer needed.
It is probable, however,,

that a school of a different grade has beew
or will be established, instead. The Lower Class Girls’ school, at Jellasore, under
the care of Miss Crawford, was conducted
with very marked success during the last
year. As was mentioned last week, two
girls from this school passed the last gov
ernment
examination
successfully,” and +
were the first girls who had ever passed”
such an examination in Orissa.
This
school is in some respects the most impor-tant one we have in India. It has been.
and must continue to be our only source of”
supply for Zenana teachers.
It must also.
be the Biblical training school for women, .
who, for many reasons, can not be instruct—
ed in the Bible School recently established. °
for men.

It is suggested,

in the Indian Report;

that some changes be made in the schoob
work, and it is intended that this depart-.
ment of the work shall be kept in an effi
cient condition.
It is urged that more:
money be appropriated for girls’ sehools..
The Zenana work is important and must not.
be

neglected

or

diminished,

but it is only.

the women of the wealthier classes who are
confined in these secluded places.
Thegreat masses of Hindoo women belong.to:
the lower classes and are not reachad.by
Zenana work.

For them,

schools must be

kept, and, moreover, the same; amount of
money will reach and benefit a much larg—
er

number

through

such

through the Zenanas.
are even more

needy

the Zenanas.

No

those within,
the Zenanas.

but more for

THE

schools:

than

These poor women.
than

less

MISSION

the

must

women

be done
those

of

for

without.

PRESS.

The past year has been one: of ‘'unprece«
dented prosperity in this department of
the work.
Much more has been done than
ever before, and a marked. improvement
has been made in the style and quality of
the work, as the “Report” itself shows.
Is
is expected that a mew, strong, ecommodi-~
ous, fire-proof printing office will be. built

during the ensuing year..

:

During the year one dolar has beea.con--

and

tributed for the publication of tracts, and

more permanent than those of our ¢¢ modern revivals.”—~Zion's Herald.

the aonor thereof receives- the warmest
thanks of those in charge of this imper—-

the results will

be wider,

S000

sweeter,

tant

:

IMMIGRATION.
Foreign immigration to this country is
again steadily increasing. A considerable portion of it will form a desirable and
useful addition to our population. A hundred razor-makers recently arrived in
New York, who are to be employed

effort to permanently

establish

in an

their in-

part

of the

work.

Are

there

net:

ninety-nine, if not nine hundred and nine~
ty-nine others, who will give one dollar each.
for the Bible and Tract cause in India.
during the present year?
:
CHURCH

, The whole

MEMBERS.

number of church: members

in the Indian churches
number of Sunday-school

is 478, and the
scholars, 453.

Mh

their multitudinous antipathies are

S.. S$. Bepartment.

harmonized by the

Who is against war? Whois

MENT.
)
do not say the reading, occasion-

al, or even regular,

but the study of the

New Testament; for the readers of a religious journal may be assumed to use the
New Testament for devotional purposes.
As a careful lawyer studies the authorities; as

a

conscientious

what bears

upon

studies the

details

doctor

studies

his cases;

asa

man

of his own

business;

the New, we have the full disclosure.

In

the Old, we have the light of the sun
coming up behind the horizon, as one
may see it in the long-protracted dawn of
a North European summer morning; in
the New Testament we have the clear
shining of the visible sun.
Inthe Old
Testament not a few lessons taught men,
and not a few laws given them, had re-

spect to their condition and power to receive. Some things were tolerated *‘ for
the hardness of men’s hearts.” The light
was givento men as they were able to
* bear it. Inthe New Testament, on the
other hand, the principles are stated,

un-

folded, and often illustrated in their application, by which, till the second coming of the Lord, his people are to be controlled.
The New Testament unfolds to us the
life lived among men—like which, history
no

other—the

wondrous,

manifold

life of the man Christ Jesus.
Four men
take their stand at different angles of observation, and report,

each the side of

it

that comes nearest to him.
One hears
him speak with the heart of a son ot Abraham, to the literal seed of Abraham.

One

marks him * going about doing good,”
and sets before us his swift and unwearying movement from place to place in his
labors of pity.
Another, conversant with

Gentile ways and wants, catches every
word and deed that looks toward the ingathering of the nations; while a fourth,
waiting until thoughtful men have come
to raise the question again, in the light of

history, ** Who is this Son of man?” heaps
up the overwhelming evidence

that he is

also *¢ the Son of God,” that men

may be-

lieve.© We see him as he moved, taught,
labored, pitied, prayed, died, until the
day when he ‘* went up, into heaven;”
and not content

therewith,

the

record is

continued in the history of his mystical
body, and we see what he continued to
«do after he was taken up in the gift of the
Spirit, the founding of a charch, in which
Jews and Gentiles stand on the same
level, and which:

is therefore fitted to the

‘race.

out?

of living them

for world-

human mind.

the New-Testament church history of the
« Acts” with side-lights thrown upon it
hy the Epistles.
« The devotion of the poet or the philosopher,” says Gibbon, ‘‘ may be secretly nourished by prayer, meditation, and
study; but the exercise’ of public worship appears to be the only

solid

founda-

tion of the religious sentiments of the
people, which derive their force from imitation and habit. The interruption of
that public exercise may consummate, in
the period of a few years, the important
work of a national revolution.”

How is public worship
ed?

By

whom?

what spirit? To
swers, we study

With

get
the

Timothy and Titus are

to be conductwhat ends?

In

authoritative anNew Testament.
instructed

in this

very thing, and are shown, furthermore,
how the machinery of the organization is
to be perfected and perpetuated. How
many questions of this kind face us now!
But no man need contemplate them with
dismay. They are easy in comparison
with the task of making the transition

in Golden Rule.

life,

of a

them ;” for the

Divine

Book

is

for

Not a detail of the

individual,

‘¢ Phebe our sister”

hand by the Church at Rome,

and

John

with

the elect lady and ‘her children, or the
clearly as it can be to usin the body— well-beloved Gaius, and we seem to
ithe foundation on which we are to build breathe air from heaven as we watch the
elevation and sanctification of true hu-<our hope, the Son of God,and Son of man,
in his person and in his work of atone- man affections. And what is to come of
it all? Is this Christianityto go the way
ment aod intercession.
And that there
of
all the earth? Is it to sink like the
may not be the least possible room for
mythologies
of Egypt and Greece? Or is
misapprehension, we are shown the efit
to
hold
on
it; uninterrupted course
forts of one, and another, and another, to
with a uniform and steady growiborate,
modify the foundation.
Judaizers, phitill the world is its own?
-dosophers,and well-meaning, but misguidWho does not wish for lighton the fut:
«ed, ascetics wish to shape it as it will suit
ure of a community so full of influence
them. One likes some sacramentarianas the Christian? And light is given,—
ism ; another likes some ingenious thinknot the light of history written in arddag, which yet the sacred writer ' does not
vance, which would déstroy the freedom
In the New Testament is laid bare—as

embalm in his immortal epistles, but only

refers to ; another is in favor of artificial
and physical methods of mortifying the
body.
All are put aside, just as our
Lord set aside Pharisaism and Sadddceeism, and the refrain is heard from evangelist and apostle, ‘‘no othername; no
other foundation.”
Men may be expected, with their diwerse habits of thought, to raise different
questions regarding this name and foundation. Accordingly,we huveit presented to the Roman mind, the Athenian
mind, the Hebrew mind. The luxurious
Corinthian and the hardy Phillippian are
seen in contact with the Redeemer of man
and his saving truth. Kings and jailors,
officers and slaves are seen under the
spell of his truth, and hardly any reader
of the Book can fail to find some parallel
to himselfor herself in the pages where
men, women and children are dealt with
as they are, that they may become indescribably better, and be lifted to the rank
of eonsioys children of God.
Jesus was a teacher, emphatically a
teacher. Even Nicodemus saw so much,
and bis apostles followed in his steps.
“¢ Go and teach,” he said to them. The
priesthood of the old economy had been
gradually receding from the front,and the
prophets had been coming forward. The
apostles do not take the falling censer
Arom the hands of the priests; they take
ap the prophets role.
And what will
vome of it? The New Testament is a
book of church history and ‘supplies the
answer. A truth by itself is one thing;
the same truth embodied in appropriate
action is another, to common apprehension. It was a great truth that all men
can corde, on the same basis, into relations

with God in Christ. It was no easy thing
to get this truth incarnated in Gentiles

and Jews in the same synagogue,
same communion table.

and how the gospel

at the

How it was done,

of Christ, the Elder

Brother,of all believers to the end, can
‘bring all men into one brotherhood is set
forth in the Acts of the Apostles.
Is not the problem of Paul,

and Peter,

and James the problem of to-day? White
man and negro; Anglo-Saxon and Mon-

golian; Sclav and Arab,—all
Wy,

MEN

Sadi

these with

of human action, but light enough to keep
Christians watching, waiting, working.

There will be troubles,
tles.

warfares,

bathard-

ly knowing what they mean, and is confused among lightnings and thunderings
and tempests. But at length the sky is
clear; the field is peaceful ; the enemy is
out of sight; Emmanuel’s host is in possession ; there is a new heaven and earth
wherein dwelleth righteousness.
When
it will be, we can not tell,
how.
We may guess and
the Second Adventists of

or where, or
blunder, like
Thessalonica,

with whom Paul deals so gently; but the
consummation will come,and the city will

be erected of which

mighty

and

the

the

Lamb

Lord

God Al-

are the tem-

ple.
Therefore, we say, study the New Testament. And he who honestly tries to do
this, will study the Old. Why? Because
the
Old gives the language of the
New.
:
It was no easy task to find for manta

vocabulary

available for religious and

tional ends, and trace

its allusions,

battle

** Yes, in part, though that is a lesser
offense. Whenever, for the sake of pleasing

the votaries of fashion, yon wear what is
injurious to the health of the body, you

heart

But

ache

to

:

for

a moment,

and I feared was

about to

faint and fall to the earth.
Your wound hurts yon sore,” I said.
She was silent.
¢ And you will not tell me who has
wounded you,” I continued, sadly.
«« How can I?” she asked.
Then I gazed steadily in the half-down-

HARP.

my hammock, in
take in these lower
(the poorest one,
above the world.”

It is heaven I see, and

the fair loveliness

«Your eyes are strangely like those of
th» Christ, in the picture by Leonardo
aaVinei.”
¢* They are his eyes,” she said; ‘ why
should not the child have the father's
eyes? It is you who have wounded me.”
The words were uttered in the faintest
whisper, and seemed to have come almost
without

her

consent,

and thrilled.
“Then I abhor

but

myself,”

man,

and

author, has

said, ¢“ his

idea of

heaven is swinging in'a hammock under’
green

trees, to the

sound of sweet

mu-

sie,Y”
Iincline to think there will be hammocks in heaven, or their equivalent; @rial, etherial hammocks—perhaps of looped
rainbows

yet

shot

cooler

through

than

swan’s-down, in

with

dew,

and

which

the

sunbeams,

softer than
white

saints

and angel children will gently sway to
and fro, pendant from the evergreen
boughs of the tree of life, on the banks of
the silvery, pellucid river, in an atmosphere whose every breath is instinct with
power, rife

with sweet

odors,

and ravishing with sweet sounds.
But here I lie this morning, under the
old barn-loft, and it is earth's blue sky
which I see, and the faint, balsamic odor,
which salutes ray nostrils, is

wafted from

the forest of pines just across the

dusty

road-way, not more than twenty paces
from my

window,

where I hear, but

do

not see, the carriages go past, all day
long.
I have had a night of restlessness and
pain; the sight I look out upon is soothing. I half forget the world below, and

gazing

skyward

and

forestward,

there

comes at length, between two “cathedral
elms,” in the

yard, and

in strong

relief

against the background of the pine woods,

even

of

Armageddon, and he will find the basis of
them in the foregoing Scriptures.
The
very paradise of God in which the Apocalypse ends is the glorified reproduction
of the Eden of Genesis, the evidencs of
evil put down and good in safe and permanent ascendancy.

«I see you are

I cried; ‘I

»
surprised,”

she

said,

with a soft smile in her divine eyes, ¢ but

you profess to be my child.”
*t Yes."
«¢ And you accept-me?
¢ Why, yes.”
¢ Then you must accept me as one
above the plane of Bviute, as one gifted
with supernatural powers.”
¢¢ Yes,” I said, more slowly and thoughtfully.
“Well,

then, I see not, and

judge not

by this world’s standards. You have a
rude, coarse courage as towards worldly
things, but you lack a true, strong courage toward God. You have a sort of steel
and iron courage, but not much of the fine

gold and white diamond sort.”
« I stand corrected ; I stand
I said, while warm, relieving
ed from my eyes. Sweeter
from this beneficent being,
from coarser lips.

convicted ;”
tears flowwas reproof
than praise

« T want this fine courage,” I said.

A little shadow flitted across the fair
face.
¢ Don’t you believe me?” T asked.
“¢1 believe you think you do. It is a
great knowledge for one to know his own
nature, and fully comprehend his own motives. Few, or none, attain to such under-

almost un-

standing, in the earthly life.
«I think you act too much under the

look, I am

moved

with

adwiration

and

compassion, and ery out:
«What is the matter, O peerless one?

¢¢ That is moral cowardice,” I said.

¢¢ Yes, and dishonesty.”
«“ Worse and worse.”
«« Toward yourself and toward God.”

“4s I am wounded,” is the soft answer.

“Unto blood?"
“Yes.”

-

But I see no stains upon your

they are altogether spotless.”

:

¢¢ The one supreme foolishness is dishonesty,” she said; *‘ if you profess to
be my child, then you are the child of the
supernatural, and if you bave not the
courage to declare by words and deeds
and

then,

that

when

one

wants to be just enough of ‘a Christian to
save him .in a still, secret,—miscalled
modest-—way, the motive is’ bad beyond

respect ?- dishonest, cowardly, a fraud on
heaven, as it were,

robes;

among

the

frivolous

Ile

wants

to

benelit without cost.”
«T see this would be both ‘mean

are

wear

They may

robes, but they do not

live

sucred

sacred

lives,

If they are not wolves in sheep's clothing,
they are, some of them, donkeys in lions’

skins: and they will succeed much better

in obeying God's original direction to till
the ground, than they will in

attempting

to teach men the gospel which they have
never been anointed to declare.

* The things that thou hast ‘heard of
me,” says the apostle, ** the same commit

thou to faithful men, who shall be able to
teach others, also.”

The faithful word of God should be in
the hands of faithful men; and though no
church or assembly of ministers or people
can confer divine authority where God

are not competent to hold converse with

has never given it, or invalidate it where

spirits so far above them. I am wounded
when you lower yourself to a level with
the worldly,”

God sends forth a man to do his will, yet
they do well to have a care how they
sanction, endorse,

and

recommend

men

to go forth as teachers and preachers cf

of the gospel, whose real calling is evidentaught save worldly things. Even the ly to put their hands to the plow, and not
professed ‘Christians don’t talk of Christ.” look back until they have raised corn
My eyelids drooped, and as I lifted enough to support themselves and their
them again toward the shining figure, families.—Christian.
she was waving a fair, deprecating hand
and gliding away.
I cried, * Come
BE YE ALSO PATIENT.
back, and I will not again be guilty of
Many persons die without learning to
parading the faultsof others,to screen or be patient. It is-a hard lesson to learn;
excuse my own.”
but very precious when it is learned.
She smiled back, softly, but sadly, and
Happy is the man who learns it soon and
was gone. I had wounded her afresh, I fear. well.
She had left new thoughts with me in my
Patience is a plant of slow growth.
hammock, however, and a faith that I It grows in the mellow soil of trial —* the
should see her heavenly face again.’ Its trying of your faith worketh patience.”
benignity had convinced me that she + It strikes its root deep down into the
would not be niggardly in giving me op- subsoil of fuith, and pushes its head out
portunities to heal the wounds my clumsi- into sunlight and storm. It bears preness and carelessness inflicted, for she cious fruit of experience and hope. Its
had said all such wounds were curable. blossoms are full of fragrance and beauty.
Was- it, then, the implication that she . God is the God of patience. Christ is
might receive wounds which could not be the one great, perfect model of patience.
healed? I longed for her coming again, The saints of all ages have been examfor a thousand queries were starting,
ples of patience. Be ye also patient. If
which I felt she alone could satisfy.
God gives grace to be patient, you can
exercise it, If Christ goes before you as
FEW OR MANY,
|
a perfect and inspiring example, you can
Many preachers of the gospel preach follow himin patience. Ifother saints are
to very small congregations. They seem patient, you may be, also.— Evangelical
to be restricted to a very small field, and Messenger.
;
hedged in by very narrow bounds. They
sometimes almost lose heart as they face
“TAKE A FRONT SEAT.”
their little company of hearers to preach |. One peculiarity we have often noticed
the gospel to them. It seems scarcely
among Christian people. If a concert
worth while to make much effort in or a lecture is to be given, front seats are
preaching to them. - Indeed, it seemns alat a premium. Nobody, on such an ocmost a pity to preach the carefully precusion, wants to be poked off into a corner
pared sermon to so small a numberof by the door. Bnt let it be a social meethearers. = Oh, what inspiration there ing, instead of a concert, and it is aston"
would be in a crowded church! With ishing how modest everybody becomes
what fire and power of utterance could all at once. The further back a seat, ‘the
the preacher proclaim his message before more desirable it is ; and if there is a bench
an eager multitude of listening hundreds!
within two feet of the door, it is always the
But is it not a matter of fact that a
first one filled. Why this should be so is
great deal of the very best work of the
one of those profound problems of human
church of Christ is done in those out-ofnature that we have notsucceeded in solvthe-way places, among the small asseming. A Peuansylvéhia pastor—he isa Presblies? So it seems to us. In these places
byterian—has hit upon a device for overare to be found not a few of the most
coming this tendency, that may be worth
faithful

and . diligent

ministers,

who,

er.

:

For those who sigh for larger fields
and greater numbers, it would be well
to ponder the suggestive and startling
thought uttered by an aged minister:
“ You have as large a congregation, perhaps, as you will want to account for at
the day of judgment. ” Solemn thought! Every soul added to your congregation is a
soul laid upon your heart as a sacred trust
from God. Every enlargement of field or
facility is an addition to the burden of responsibility. Before you ask for a large
field

of work,

be sure

to

ask

imitation.

A neat pocket list of prayer-

meeting topics for the year has been
printed, and placed in the hands of every
member of the church; and at frequent
intervals in the list, in conspicuous type,

are the words “TAKE A FRONT Skat.”
This, though possibly quite as effectual,
is a milder method than one that was

ed a few years ago ina certain
church.

The pastor had ropes tied across

front, and people had to take front seats
or climb over. A temporary reformation
way effected, but when the ropes were re-

moved there was a great backsliding in
that congregatlon. —Ex. & Chronicle.
PEP
++

In solitude a man may go to heaven by
whether you are ready to give account to the way of prayer and devotion; but in
God for all that he has already entrusted ‘society he carries others with him, by the
to you. And remember that only he who way of mercy and charity.. In solitude

is faithful in little wall be faithful also in

vine, rather than a human, call.

theory,

This, in

is very widely admitted.

The

idea that has sometimes prevailed, that a
theological. education fitted a man to assume the duties of the Christian ministry,

there are fewer temptations,
but then
there is likewise the exercise of fewer vir:
tues.—Bishop Tay,ylor.
>

+e

There are men in the worlil:'who wear
a girdle of fret, as trying as any friar’s,
to annoy themselves. They fancy that in
such experience is to be found the highest
fulfillment of religious duty, and the tru-

est expression of “this world’s probation.
— Rev. Stephen 11. Tyng.
When are we with Jesus where he is?
Not when we say his name most loudly.
Not when we crowd into the center of his
church.
Not when we come, if such a

thing be possible,qf0 some supernal vegion where, with new sort of visibility,
he walks among a people who ree him

‘a

is largely abandoned,
A man, if he
would save others, must first be saved

in the ‘new
as men
once
saw
in the old Jerusalem.
Never, never

and

himself; and then, if he would win other
souls, he ‘must seek and gain that wisdom

till he is formed in us do

get

tri-

Baptist

the entrance to the pews, except those in

yourself

are aided and sustainedin living this life much. So long as you face a single soul
by a power above and beyond yourself, thatis yet unsaved, you have a 'sphera of
then you practically disown me, and I am work of the highest moment.
So long as
grieved and wounded. «I niight say I am you have before you any one who needs
defrauded and insulted.
Think how it clearer light on doctrine and duty, nearer
wouldbe if | you were helping a person, ‘intimacy with truth and God, higher &tand he accepted your bounty freely, but tainments of life’and service, your sphere
‘kept the fact of your aid to himself as is large—very large.— Evang gelical Mesmuch as. possible, suppressed - any ex- Songer,
jit
pression of gratitude, withheld any public
acknowledgment, would you not
A FAITHFUL MINISTRY.
think he was a heartless ingrate P"
~The call, to, the gospel ministry is a di‘“ Yes, I should.”
“Don't you see,

men

such

been conferred.

for the sake of be-

Jesus’ sake, until they are called up high-

impulsion of the natural forces, and in all
your efforts but gain the lesser and lose
the greater good. Lack of true courage.”

that you are living above this world,

that

evidence that special gifts have thereby

Whenever,

though almost without recognition, and
altogether
without applause, toil on for

a figure at once majestic and graceful, en¢t People call me honest to foulishveloped in flowing, fleecy robes, in color
and softness like white clouds. There is. ness,’ I said.
nobility in every line of the figure; the
Christianity smiled, in a modest but
face benignant, winning, divine. As I sublimely superior way.
look, the verse of Milton falls

there is no evidence

in seven mouths of illness, who spoke

I was startled

and customs.

of

Christian.

* There hasn't a person called on me

never would have done it knowingly.”

are soon back again, scampering over the
floor, or nimbly scaling the rafiers. There
is a league of peace between me and the
animal creation, and tkey seem to understand and approve it as much as I do.
Well, a hammock is peculiarly restful
to a maimed, neuralgicinvalid, Ahealthy

salvation

It takes a healthy

+ * That would be out of place: mortals

cast eyes, and said:

than ‘the

body and a healthy mind to make a whole
ing thought comely and fair, you lavish
time and money on your person, I pity
the weakness and folly; but still more

with

I hastened

rather

perishing men.
They muy desire to be put in the |
priest's office that they may eat a piece of
bread; they may seein the ministry an
easy path to comfort and respect; but
called of God to any special service in
his vineyard. They may have had ¢¢ holy hands” luid upon them, but there is no

wound and offend me.

« Surely, I am your friend; pray. tell
me who has wounded you, and how?”
The fair figure quivered like an aspen,

spiritual uses. Even aided by the Bible consciously from my lips:
in many tongues, the missionaries find it
“ Comé, pensive nun, devout and pure,
hard to give to Chinamen a Bible that
Sober, steadfast and demure:
shall be ¢¢ pure speech,” its words infectAnd looks commercing with the skies,
ed by no taint of the vileness with which
Thy rapt soul sitting in thine eyes.”
they have been linked in heathen life.
| But I do not go on to add:
|
How hard it was to put things invisible
gh
Thou goddess pure and holy,
Suble-vested melancholy.”
and holy into the language of men, who
« served other gods beyond ‘the flood!”
My fair ‘visitant wears no sable garb;
So if we wish’ to understand the New
she is wrapped about in hues of light; she
Testament, we must uss its ‘appropriate beams with brightness. ‘Yet, as I scan
“glossary,” not put, as in some modern
more closely the radiant shape, thereis
books, ‘at the end, but more wisely and that in its pose,a slight droop, au all bug
fitly at the beginning, and inwoven with imperceptible languor, which carries to my
history, itself «of thrilling interest. "If any heart a fear, a conviction that this fair beone doubts the need of knowing the Old ing, all beaming with ‘beneficen¢e and
Testamentin order to the understanding love, us she seems, is in pain; is griev- |
of the New, let him read its 1ast book,not ously hurt; and yet, bearing” the anguish
as an interpreter, but for ordinary devo- with heroie patience and fortitude. As I

when most mysterious,4s ‘the

my

pain.

say:

D. D.,

‘‘ But what do you mean

and worldly, you are one with then;
talking and acting on their low plane;
not showing them that you live under a
nobler inspiration, and for nobler ends.
It is something to know that you are dissatisfied and condemned whenever you
thus do.”
“I thank you for giving me credit for
this feeling,” I said, quickly, ¢ though it
is a very painful one. I wish I knew
how to talk like an angel.”

made

their lives is the securing of a comforta-

other indictment, *¢ dress?"

in

called

do not save souls; and in many instances
they show that the great motive that rules

by conformity ?" I added, turning to the

if I may

not

to the work of saving souls, because they

ble salary,

me,

which

the gospel ; and that they are

thus;"

am I pained when,

strange, keen

ries of pleasure. But
its airy swing, doesn’t
sights. In one sense
however), * I have got

vitalizing

One hears the sound of trumpets,

[ said, weakly.

Itis

that they are not called to proclaim the
gospel, because théy ‘do not understand

in

the divine eyes, as they turned full upon

they only beat a half retreat, at most, and

by the

the beloved and the aged at home

No, but itis natural to speak

+] believe you; I have so many friends
that wound me -thoughtlessly and ignodow; they alight and look in on me,somerantly. These 1 always forgive, and try
times, with fearless bright eyes. They ‘to help to better ways of living.”
are not afraid. The squirrels are much
«+ And how did I wound you?”
more familiar; they actually come in, and
‘* By cowardice and conformity.”
their ways are endlessly amusing. They
1 was half stunned at these words, for
will show some signs of going if I shout people called me bold, to recklessness,
out, or make some quick movement, hut and a very defier of conventional forms

spiritual,

taken

can not help you that there are others
the same condemnation.”

that

and there was a certain mournfulness

of Nature in her summer glory. Iamalmost on a level with the flight of birds;
their wings sweep close before the win-

or social, or domestic life is untouched,
and nothing ix touched but with indescribable grace and delicacy.
We are able to see, as we study the
book,

too well,

Word without being called of God.

plain that they are not called to preach |
because they do not know how to preach ;

any excuse for your own shortcomings ; it

The whole figure radiated light, as the

ly affairs, and carriages are driven to and

world and for all time; but it lays
down and illustrates principle; it assumes candor, docility and common sense
on the part of its readers; and it leaves
them: principles, to do” their own work.

but

’

which is from above. But notwithstanding the general admission of the necessity
of a divine call to the ministry of the
Word, it has come to pass that many persons are set apart to the ministry of the

apologetically.
* “Iam not here to tell you your neighbors’ faults, or to have them paraded as

word was softly spoken.
*¢ Ah, I might have known. I always
pictured you as most fair; but you are far
more lovely than I have ever dreamed.”
‘« Then are you my friend ? ” she asked,

fro, bearing the men of business, or vota-

the

not

“Yes,” in the same heavenly voice.

low, where people walk, intent on world-

wines; as to non-believers; as to civil
governments?
Not one of these questions is .untouched in the New Testament. Not that they
are set forth as Dr. Parsons expounds the
« rights of a citizen of the United States,
—howto exercise and how to preserve

know

- «And what is your name,
ask?" _ ¢ Christianity.”

From my hammock in the barn-loft, I
can see but the sky and upper portion of
a pine forest. There is a dusty road be-

as te

One would

w

Christianity turned away her majestic
and shapely head.
** Tam not a busybody,” she said in a
tone of mild reproach.
« Of course not,” I hastened to say,

pretended friends afflict us most. Has,
then, some enemy, calling himself iriend,
wounded you ?

UP HIGHER.

perfect standard to the course of imperfect man. What is proper for Christians
as to social life; as to amusements;

“Alas! I do

4%

BY ZABETH

14 Who does?”

could have had an enemy in the world.”
“An enemy? You must have had very
meager experience, or be a very superficial person,if you do not know if is never
enemies that inflict the deepest wounds.”

Communications.

tian Church,and breathing a new life into
the venerable popular institutions of Judaism.
Numerous and delicate questions are
continually coming up as to the applicahuman

Hall,

pr

have thought so'fair and sweet a being

words,—study

the New Testament.—John

from the Jewish Synagogue to the Chris- |

tion of divine truth to

opening

fate!

I did try

“+ You do in part, but not to the full of
~tall your powers.”
\

come.”

- *“What a cruel

—e

| «| to acknowledge God.”

ways expect10 be, or at least, for ages to”

wanting to all who will not
read,
mark,and inwardly digest” the book.
So

we reiterate our

never

I was mystified by this avswer,
«I always have been wounded, and al-

The use of a revelation by

a man implies their being there. Even
so there are points in which the * New
Testament is silent, as far as set terms
are concerned, but which are assumed to
be in the mind from the ‘know ledge of
foregoing Scripture. They are not formulated in the New Testament pages.
Much
They lie in solution, in the book.
of it you can not understand without remembering these truths. It is not that
you read them between the lines; they
are in the lines themselves, so that they
would not be coherent but for them.
The sway of coxscience ; the sense of
sin; the indwelling evil ; the craving for
an endless life; the dread and awful alternative; the individual freeness and
consequent
responsibility; these = and
_many other truths that enter into the
very essence of personal religion are incorporated in the New Testament, as the
nerves in the human body: never apparent to the superficial observer, never forgotten by the interested student.
There is a ** sense of the whole” which
only yields itself to the student, and
which plays no mean part in enlightening and inspiring religicus resolution
and shaping the inner life, and which is

study

Let all such

“1

W

—
TC
stain my robes: ming. are: cowardly, but I really thought

heart-wounds that bleed inwardly.”
. *¢ Are you mortally wounded?” |
¢ Immortally.”

Bible does not formally state, but habitually assume. They were already in the

wide peace? Who desires evangelical alliances ? Who is in favor of cordial goodwill, not with thé ‘mighty dead of other
denominations buried at the antipodes,
but with the lowly living of other denominations in the next parish or in his own?
Who wishes to magnify catholic sentiments P Who dares the more difficult task

so,to say the least of it, sx Christian ought
to study the New Testament,
It is the full and completed written revelation of the way of life. In the Old
Testament there was slow preparation. In

has

So we Say again, study the New Testament., There are points which the whole

to be

on which

Peter aud Cornelivs came into fellowship.

THE STUDY OF THE NEW TESTAWe

prineiple

:

i
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we with Christ till we are like
into him!— Phillips Brooks.

we

him.

enter

him
are

Not
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Selections.

dreds

closure.

Put perfect sunshine into my sky,
Banish the shadow of sorrow and doubt;
And all my suffering stricken out;

If I could have known in years now gone,;
The best that a woman comes to know
:

will mnke her

Or whatever she thinks will make her 80;
Have found the highest and purest bliss
That the bridal wrenth and ring enclose;
And gained the one out of all the world

That my heart as well as my reason chose;

And if this had been, and I stood to-night
By my children, lying asleep, in their beds,
And could count in my prayers, for a rosary,
The shining row of their golden heads;

Yea! I said, if a miracle such as atthismy

bidding,

me,

for

Could be wrought
*

still

1 would choose to have my past as it is,

And to let my future come us it will!

I would not make the path I have trod
More least

more, straight or

even,

or

Si
wide:
Nor change my course the breadth of a hair,
to either side.
way,
that
or
This way
My

past is mine, and I take it all;

Tes wenkness—iss folly, if you please;
Nay, even ny sins, if you come to that,

May bave

been my helps, not hindrances!

;
If 1 saved my body from the flames
Because thut once I bad burned my hand;

Or kept myself from a greater sin
By doing a less—you will understand ;
Tt was better I suffered a little pain,

buck from death,

If the smarting warned me

Who knows its strength by trial will know
What strength must be set against a sin;

And how temptation is overcome,
He as learned, who has felt its power with-

n.

And who knows how

a

life

last may

at the

There was nothing

show
from where we
Why, look at the moon
stand!
Opaque, uneven, you say, yet it shines,
A luminous sphere, complete and grand!

So le, my past stand, just as it stands,
And fet me now, as I muy, grow old,
1am what I am, und my life for me
Is the best—or it had not been, I hold.
— Phebe Carey.

“ HOLINESS" AND THE SABBATH

;
the Sabbath.”
If the Sabbath “is to be a day of recreation and travel for the man "—a day for
circuses, theaters, and

buffoons

to make

money--then Sunday, the 17th of August,
was well observed at Urbana, O.

But to

call this Bible holiness and set up tis
mercenary, canting religion as something
above the attainments of ordinary Christians is a piece of indecent assumption.
That * collection to meet expenses” is,
perhaps, a ** holy ” euphemism for a Sunday admission fee, and it is of a piece
with the low morals of the arrogant Association which employs it.

Respectable

and responsible organizations take great
pains to discourage, even to closing their
grounds against the public on that day,
That offense is
all Sabbath desecration.
left to a pretentious body, who assume to

“be wiser and better than the rest of the
an world and for whose conduct
of high Christi
pone but a Mercenary excuse can easily
be made.— Independent.

AT URBANA.
An Ohio Methodist mipister

standing writes us as follows:
«To THE EDITOR OF THE INDEPENDENT :

« Now that you have spoken out on
the question of * Holiness and Business,’

suffer-

o-o-0

“PREVENTAPLE

0-9+

LAPSINGS."

NE

.

T

during the past year, from 40,00 to 100,000
sittings.
The statistics of the Episcopal Church

| and satisfactory answer to most of the objections to holding camp-meetings over

And the sting of sin witbbeld from crime.

J

hear the opera. Immediately came & polite note, with tickets for the whole purty
for the desired music on a week-day evening. Did the ycuog lady gainor lose by
standing true to her conviutions p—Congregationalist.

to mar the spiritual interests of the occasion. ' The collection lo ‘meet expenses
[our Italics] was taken up at the entrance,
and not in the congregation, as is frequently done both in churches and at
camp-meetings. We think this new method of taking the contributions of the peole as they enter the grounds much the
st plan. The old plan of raising money by pledges and contributions and an
hour's delay and interruption of the public services, to listen to & begging speech
and bantering propositions, is liable to
This new
many serious objections.
method is certainly the best and most ef»
an
*
fective.
« The afternoon service was attended
by as large a crowd as could get into the
Brother Macdonald preached on
circle.
The Lord en« Seek and ye shall find.’
abled him to struggle successfully through
the unpropitious chapter of the circum‘stances, and preach an excellent sermon.
Over fifteen hundred carriages are reported to have been admitted to the
grounds, and at least eight thousand per:
Many who claim to
sons were present,
know say ten thousand. ° It was the most
orderly multitude that could be desired.
Accompanied by a friend, we went around
the entire grounds, and saw and heard
| nothing but what was becoming the place
and the occasion. The entire appearance
of things was such as to be a complete

Better I sinned for a little time,

ba

| ely
Tripoli.
"The British Wesleyans have

ADVERTISEMENTS
igh

RELIGIOUS MISOELLANY.
CHURCH

$065,474.

uiposes during the past year

NEWS,

is paid

000, upon which $24,000 interest

annually.
A new Baptist academy will be opened
Y. A
in September, at Copenhagen, N.
fow yeurs ago there were only seventeen
Baptists in the place; now this denomination is the leading one in town, having 100 members and a new church
building.
The number of Presbyterian churches
in the United States is 5,415.
The Missouri Lutheran Seminary sent
73 German young men into the ministry
last year.
for the ConThe new stone building
gregational church at xrinnell, Iowa,
costing $30,000, and seating eight hundred and fifty persons, is one of the finest
;
:
in that State.

MINISTERIAL PERSONALS.

Rev. B. W. Tomlinson,
ence, Pa.,

English

The Methodist church at Highgate, Vt.,

has received a legacy of $3,000 from the
estate of the late Abel Sterns, of that city,

has

accepted

Lutheran

Flor-

of New
the

Church

of the

call

at Lockport,

Rev. A. Morton Brown, D. D., a prominent English preacher, died recently, at
Cheltenham,

pastor

been

where

gland,

for thirty-four

he

years.

had

He

was the author of * Evenings with the
Prophets,” and other books.

Bishop

J. J. Keane,

Catholic Church, lectured

The Methodist

Church,

south,

report,

of their Mexican Mission, twelve native
preachers, 8 teachers and 268 members ;
of their Brazilian Mission they report 19
members, 6 of whom are Brazilian citizens and 13 foreigners ; these are in Rio
Janeiro.
The Southern Presbyterians are slowly
organizing colored churches in their communion. They have just opened Berean
chureh, in

New

Orleans,

as

a

States have for their accommodation fifty
places of worship, where services are

conducted in the sign language.
The Primitive Methodists of England,
recently in conference at Leeds, reported

182,877 members, a decrease of 171, and
There
1,135 ministers, a decrease of 2.

was, during the year, an increase .of 62
chapels, and 86 Sunday-schools, with

}

:
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sick
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dizzil| headache and
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{i ness, Hop Bitters
with a few doses.”

“Take Hop Bitters
“Hop Bitters hasrea day and
stored to sobriety and Jl three times
wit have no docJou
wrecks
health, perfect
bills to pay."
intemperance,”
from

in the Method-

Brunswick,

N.

remedy

Is a sure

A. C., Sussex Coun-

ty, N. J., writes: ‘I have a horse that
has swollen badly under the abdomen;
it is

about 18 inches in length and in an

oval shape on the sides, and is hard; he
eats and seems to be hearty. I have given him spicewood and wild-cherry tea,
and

put

a rowel in his breast.

give the name

of the disease

Please

and treat-

ment.

Reply. This is a blood disease somewhat akin.to dropsy. It is often caused

heated at work, or

ANNOUNCEMENT FOR

1873.

In placing the Morning Star before the
public for another year we do so with a
firm conviction of its increased usefulness .
as a family visitor and religious instruc-

WHAT

WE OFFER.

For $2.20—the twenty cents being to

Cough, and all Lung diseases, when used in season.

postage and incidentals that must be pre

paid at this office—we offer an eight-pag®
paper, fifty-two times a year, each paper

containing an average of forty columns oi
reading matter, that costs the subscribei
only a fraction over four cents. Thi
reading matter embraces correspondence
from the principal countries of the world,
contributed articles on topics of interest

For sale everywhere,

CURED ASS Asi.

in

social,

national

and

religious

stories adapted to the entertainment

Freewill Baptist Publications.

From the N. ¥, Times.

H,

The Morning Star”

for

Rev. Moses How, of Portsmouth, N. H.,

AcuTE ANASACA.

I. D. STEWART, Dover. N

For sale also by
:
FAIRBANKS & C0., 46 Maison 8t., Chicago,lll.
PENFIELD & CO., Hillsdale, Mich.
D. LoraroP & Co. 82 Franklin 8t..Boston,
Mass.
i

4 Coughs, Colds, Whooping

is said to be the oldest preacher in New
England. He. is ninety-six years old,
has preached for sixty-five years.
and
He is hearty and well, and does not stop
preaching.

TOPIOS.

the aozen,
the order,

We mean that it shall continue to stimulate the growth of all that is true and
good in the daily life.

associated with Dr. William M. Taylor
and M. H. Bright in the editorial management of the Christian at Work.

FARM

cts.

25 and 8 cts,

tor.

J. He has baptized 1,762 persons, assisted many pastors, and built six good
houses of worship.
»

The Farm,

25

WEL. Prilips,

The above named books are sold by
at 20 per cent. dicount for cash with
or on recei
the books.
Send your
orders to
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ist Church at Covington, Va., Avg. 6, to
a large audience of Protestants and Cath2
olics,
Dr. Isaac Westcott, who has spent
fity-two years in the Baptist ministry,
principally in New York State, is now
resting from ministerial duties on bis lit-

colored

Presbyterian church.
The Baptistsof Ann Arbor, Mich., have
decided to build a new church at cost of
$18,000.
he $0,000 deaf mutes’ in the United

++

| PROVERBS. § 1
R 2BittersS300 lot Tog
eipkng epee
ant
spirits,
tation and low

The life of the late Dr. Horace Bush‘nell, of Hartford, has been written by his
to be used for the support of preachers.
daughter, Mrs., Frank Cheney of South
Seven of the chief missionary and BiManchester, and will be published soon,
year
this
received
London
ble societies of
with selections from Dr. Bushnell’s cor4 total income of $4,879,605, which is an
respondence.
increase of $675,000 over the receipts of
7. Sanford Doolittle, D. D., becomes
the sume societies in 1869.

11linois ranks second in the payment of
money into the treasury-of the American
Bible Society.

: . Cul

PROVERES.os.

in South Carolina are as follows, viz:
Ministers 44, churches 59, mission stations
10; communicants 3,741 white and 714
colored, total 4,455 ; net gain in communicants 96; total contributions for all

The Methodist churches in: the Boston
District of the New England Conference
have an aggregate indebtedness of $400,-

oo

N\

increased

jcans, and regretting their inability to their church accomodations in Londen,

It seemed as if the whole coun-

corum throughout.

Have all my happiness multiplied,

have had whatever

the

r

Lo

‘H. Jessup, D. D., and will be stationed at

try had come out to participate in the exercises of the meeting. ‘We never before
saw so many horses, carriages, and private conveyances at a camp-meeting.
| There was the most perfect order and de-

Might have my life whatever I chose, ;
ad live it in any part of the earth

blest,

to the tabernacle, and

SEPTEMBER 17, 1879.

Ah

reluctance gave up the pleasure. The
young girl wrote to the manager, stating
the conscientious views of a party of Amer-

hearts of all in the encampment. Early the
people commenced to crowd into the en-

1 said, if I might go back again
To the very hour that gave me birth,

" Could

came

Huo-

shouts ‘and songs of victory stirred the

OONOLUSIONS,

A WOMAN'S

'

occasion.

was an extraordinary

Li.
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is a large religious paper of eight pages, in its
It is able, literary and pro.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

COLOGNE,

GERMANY,

We had supposed that Switzerland was
And

it is

not wholly a difference of frontiers, either.
Of course one would expect to find less
French, for instance, as one crossed from

the

western

or French

frontier

to the

er

That applies to the

where probably the purest French is
found, but to the peasantry through the
country, as one finds them in the fields
and about their accustomed labor. At
‘the same time they are a composite people. While they have a measure of the
French vivacity, they have also the Teusolidity,

and

some-

auable, but all more

or

less

artistic

and

fanciful. There isno end to the pretty
specimens of this industry that one wants
‘te buy.

As we have intimated, it runs in

‘the families. The children take to it naturally.
Often one may find a family
whose proudest boast is that from time
out of mind its ancestors have sat at the
same old benches pursuing the same

bus--

iness of wood-carving. The art appears
everywhere. Many of the cottages of the

peasantry—mere huts they seem to be at
a distance—may be found,

on

closer

ex-

amination, to have some of the most delicate tracery cut in the weather-beaten

timbers—eithera vine, or a wreath, or
clusters of fruit, or figures of animals,

adorning the otherwise homely exteriors.
‘Sometimes an inscription,—either a passage of Scripture, or the record of some
event in the national history, or the

fami-

1y genealogy—will be cut in letters of the
‘highest wor knanship across the end of a
gable or upun.a wooden tablet over the
door. - We saw some beautiful examples
of this kind of work on some weatherbeaten chalets high up on the side of the
*Grand Scheideck. In the midst of the en-circling forest and the overhanging cliffs
and the sweeping torrents this art had
strangely blossomed.
We shall not try to make it clear

why,

-02 sitting down to write a letter from this
-city on the Rhine, we should first speak
-of a certain combination of vivacity and
heaviness, art and idleness,

plodding

in-

. dustry and skilled workmanship, in the
Swiss people. But the combination itself has impressed us the more as we
have seen more of the German people.
At shows liow little of the real German
mature the Swiss have acquired along
with their use of the German language.
Thre Germans are heavy, and awkward,

and apparently ‘dull.

They

and coarse, and seem to be

are

rude,

ill-mannered.

Bat along with their seeming ill-manners
dhey are a remarkably hearty and corlial
people, und certainly, if they be dull,
they are nevertheless the leading nation
«of the earth, whether in scholarship or in
political and military achievement. To
specify: You can hardly enter a German
- railway carriage without the risk of being smoked out; and in the dining halls
of several of the first class hotels that we
have visited, so great an offense "has the

‘habit of lingering

after

smoke become,

conspicuous

that

the

meal

notices

particularly request that gentlemen
to smoke.

At Baden-Baden,

to

retire

where

rep-

that

combine

such

river,

and

always

bearing

oth-

itself as

though it were conscious of its name and
fame and meant to dishonor none of its
traditions. The stranger can not but admire it. It is no wonder that it stirs all
the patriotism of the rative German, nor
that a mere song, breathing its magic
and its name, should have helped them
win at Metz and Sedan. Our two days
on the Rhine from Mayence to Cologne,
and the Sabbath that we rested at Coblenz, combined all kinds of weather, but

we never missed for a moment the deep
spell in which the river enchains one.
As we climbed down by the fall at Schaff-

hausen and felt the very rock tremble

as

all the Rhine-current went roaring over
it, as we looked upon it at Strassburg
where a thousand German workmen were
still more strongly fortifying the city
which guards it, as we sat in our room

Mayence and Coblenz and Cologne and
saw it rolling past, and as we felt the
steady, ocean-like strength with

which

is

a

national

habit—

«not confined to Germany by any means)
-—and all due allowance must be made.
' But when there is'added to these habits

- “that ether one of eating Bologna ‘sausage
and Limburger cheese until not only the
odor from the lunch-basket of your trav«eling companions nearly drives you out of
~ the car but their partaking of lunch quité
unakes you nauseated, one is puzzled to
know just how much quiet and silent al-

bore the great steamer on its breast, there

scene

of such

chivalric deeds,

and

still

They aimed the air-guns at the vibrating

marks or mounted the wooden horses
and rode about with the air of persons
shooting

at

the jaws of
was the lithe
kitten ; with
phant trying
tect a similar

an

enemy

or

riding

¢ into

death.” With the Freneh it
and nimble motions of the
the Germans it was the eleto be frolicsome. We dedifference at ail points bc?

thggén the two people.

But with the Ger-

man, there is always an air of seriousness
about his sport that at least makes it
amusing.—G. ¥. M.

GERMANY.”

In the August number of the Contemporary Review, Professor. Friedrich von
Schulte,

a leading

layman

of the

Old

Catholic party, contributes an able and exhaustive article bearing’ the above title.
Recognizing the place of thé church in
European States “‘as one of the most powerful

factors in

the

social

system,”

the

# key to some of the political movements

of the day.” With this end in view, he
gives a general view of the social aspect
of the question,
and follows with a description of German church-life itself.
:

Of the population of Germany thirty-six

per cent. is Catholic, sixty-two and .one
half per cent. is Protestant and one and
one half per cent. is Jewish, while the

Austrian Empire is almost wholly Cath-

But one nowhere sees such lovely chil-

dren as in Germany.

In Italy they were

sallow and dirty and were asleep in the
an. In France they were unkempt and

This is a significant fact,

indicating that

the influence of the Catholics in the state
is declining, while that ot the Protestants

and the Jews is increasing. + History teaches that the masses have no effect upon

ty
0

SRO

& 9

Wa

——

asiat religion itself, but they have not the
courage to stand forth openly; and thus

content themselved with

teachers, of their

own

faith,

religious views developed
their education, while the
the

contrary,

either

have

their

as a part of
Catholics, on

receive

training, or learn to think

a

of

bigoted

cation.
women

While, therefore, the Protestant
of the higher classes generally

hold fast their religion, the Catholics

fre-

quently grow up mere indifferentists.”
The

Universities

and

their

influence

constitute an important feature in the ec.
clesiastical life of Germany. There are

twenty

of these

institutions,

of

which

count in which he goes into many details
respecting religious societies, the relig-

um thunkful rosay, in ubout her usual health,

ious press, literature, meetings and exter-

nal church

organization.

Ie

{Hemi

compares

closes

Bro. Phillips's address is Cleveland
ER

signifi-

thority which seems to them so imposing

in the church of Rome, and would enable

ly Protestant Universities.
The proportion of Catholic students to Protestants
is in the entire number of faculties of jurisprudence as one to five; in the faculties

of medicine as one to nine;
sophical

faculties

to

out their own issues;

departments,

must

complete

life

itself, the

these

days

are

for

increased business and pleasure, The
picture drawn of Sabbath desecration even
by the clergy is distressing. While the
Catholic population are more given to

is this

true of the lawer classes who

are

more under the influence of the clergy.
Protestant services are fewer than the

Catholic,

and

the

sanctuaries

are sadly

deserted. In many cases there is outward
conformity where there is no corresponding faith and life.
:
Respecting religion in the home, the
author presents some interesiing, yet by
no means encouraging, facts. “fh the
country and in small towns in North and
in some parts of South Germany, the .domestic lite of both the educated and the
uneducated bears the impress of their religious convictions,”
This is true of
their religious observances at meals and of
their

devotional

books,

-and

in

some

cases with the women far more than with
the men.
““In thousands and ‘thousands
of families, the iufluence of ‘home life upon the religious education
“of ‘children is
absolutely

ail;

they see no religious act,

they hear no religious word.”

an entire lack in Germany

There is

of religious

o 4B fr gu omen

love to their homes,

who

—

are

rarely seen,

If you gave

them

reduced,

or will reduce, them to penury with the
name of generosity. And these are as great
idolators as those whom they often scorn.

What multitudes there are who worship
their greatness!
‘ My opinion” is a
golden idol tenderly enshrined in such

hearts. Scholars may pen the wisdom of
a long lifetime. Travelers may
print
their careful researches. Faith and prayer may spread forth their glittering treasures. Years, dignity, love, gentleness,
may speak. But it is ail as the morning
dew to the men and women who like to
be considered original thinkers. They
would like to be classed with Rufus
Choate who is said never to have made a
"|
commonplace remark.
:
J
But there may be quite as many among
the children of men who worship their
weakness. “I would help you in this work
work if I was fitted for it, if I wasn’t

so

weak. No one knows how nwch I suffer
because I can not give as much as other
people do, and aid in all things that ‘are
good and true.” Among all disgusting
idols there is none worse than this poor
puppet,

wheezing

and

whining.

One

is excusable now and then, in the midst
of harangues about sudden spasms and
chronic difficulties, if he goes out and
shuts the door, knowing that in less than
an hpur, if some trivial subject demands
attention, the poor, weak creature will go

down or up the street with brisk and active

terest whatever in religious

or ecclesias-

tical questions. And the reason is that
they possess no knowledge of the subject, for the little they learned at school,

declared

There are also two

classes

of persons

bowing at the shrine of Pride, one follow-

ing each beck of fashion, one clinging to
the customs of youth. Both are equally
Both sadly idolators. |
&+
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Star has received a kindly and

at,

almost wholly demoralized

by its use.

The consequences are deplorable and the
prospect even more so. The Administra-

tion admits the increase of crime in every
form, but shuts its eyes tJ the fearful and
prolific cause of all this widespread and
fast increasing mischief. A reckoning day
will surely ¢ome, and even a mighty nation can not escape the penalty of its sins.

——THAT is not a short or pleasant ree-

ord to examine, which shows what the
South has proved itself to be in the matter
of local obligations. An American can
hardly read or think of the record without shame. Southerners have always
boasted of their lofty pride in their States,
and have considered fidelity to their States
of more importance thaa faithfulness to

the nation.

Yet they have, by their own

hands, tinged with dishonor
States.

The solid

South,

those
though

same
it has

been growing rich by a successful industry
since the war, has repudiated State and
municipal debts amounting to more than

$300,000,000, and a careful investigation
shows that the excuses given are false,

and honest debts have been repudiated as
recklessly as those of doubtful validity.
Debts contracted under Republican management, and those made by other par-

ties, old and new,

honest and

dishonest,

large and small have met the same

fate.

They are not a few cases here and there,
but so numerous that the South seems

be infected.

The extent of the

of the burden of the
northern communities

debts, for many
without difficulty

carry much larger proportional debts,
neither is it, as is sometimes urged, because property owners can not make as

much as with slave-labor;

proved false.

this

has

been

‘But the truth is they have

little idea of the first principles of commercial integrity. The
institution of

more frequent intérviews.’

‘By the way,

how do those Free Baptists get along and

keep house who never
never being practically exercised or de- glimmer of your light?
veloped in the home life, they have grad- tainly sustain great loss,
inconsistencivs the same thing, fail of a
The
ually forgotten.”
and monstrocities of Ultramontanism are ‘The writer continues:
allowed and acquiesced in as the result of
Glad would I be to get
a lack of interest. ‘A hundred thousand the ear of my friends,who

that

the sense of honor prevailing elsewhere
is there unknown,
These men
acknowledge that they love their State better than
they love the nation. They do not refrain
from disgracing their State for their own
interest.
The question
arises: * Can
we afford to trust the prosperity of our

—_Tur

or two for the past three months enly
serves to whet the appetite for longer and

to

spirit

seeming to be almost identical with that
of the recent rebellion. It. is not because

miah Phillips, nowat

sanitarium in

and

even encouragement of, the use of opium
by the natives of British India. Prior to
British rule in Burmah this drug was strictly forbidden by the native government,
and the consumer thereof was treated as
a social outcast and deprived of all civil
standing. But now under British policy,
making it a source of revenue to the
government, some districts have become

Union to such a class of men?”

the

in

There are some branches of indus-

appreciative
note from the Rev. Dr, JereCleveland, - Ohio. "** I did not know,”

The

themselves

slavery so blunted their sensibilities

steps.

proud.

have

in consequence of its connivance

closely allied with these, speak vaunting-

many of their deeds which have

cast.

——It is plain to every candid observer
that “the British Government will some
time have a heavy account to answer for

a new

ly of their carelessness, how much they
have expended for this and that; branding

to

whisper

in

eep your company,

the

bitter,

and

there

is

considerable

similarity in the situation of affairs in the

LWo countries.

In each caso the contest

is over legislation, the purpose. of which
is to lesseu the control which the ' priests
have over the public schools. Ia Belgium

denounced the methods of instruction

godless, they endeavor to make

of heavy penalties. The priests had
a
greater control in Belgium in this matte
r
than in any other European country,
This new law strikes at the roots of their
power, and they evidently do not mean to
give up without a fight. Their influence

is great over the large part of the popula-

tion and the government can only succe
ed

after a long and bitter struggle.
BRIEF
The Detroit

NOTES.

Free Press

remarks

that hay

fever is * the greatest vacation
promoter in
America.
Long may it sneeze.”
There is no reason to suppose that
the Ruys-

sian government regrets the rapid decrease
of
students in the universities
cutions,

owing to its prose-

The world is moving.
The authorities at
Leipsic, Germany, have prohibited
duels between students of tlie University,
A mission has been opened for
the Spanish
sailors and residents in Marseilles,
France.
Of
the former there about two thousa
nd.

It is not to be wondered that Lord
Beaconsfield is credited with the statement
that he sees
acting enough in the world, and
never goes to
theaters,
That is a sad state of society which
can reveal the news itemn that seven men,
charged
with the murder of eight women
, are in the

8t. Louis juil, awaiting trial.

Our readers will note with intere
st the programme of exercises, published
in this issue, of
the coming Anniversaries,
‘We are assured

that the blanks will be duly filled.

The New York Observer notes an
increasing
‘ modesty ” on the part of Britis
h scientists

“on the questions that have

divided men

of

Christian faith-and men of * science
so-called.” »

The Catholics have something to do
to pay
the indebtedness of one of their Brook
lyn (N.

Y.) churches.

St.

Anthony’s

charch

in

that

city has an incumbrance of $160,000 on
it,
It is stated that Miss Louisa M. Alcott
was

the first woman to register in the
town of Concord, Mass., in order to vote for
members of
the School Committee.
:
A writer in the Watchman asks
a home

question: “ Can Christian women, face
to face
with the vice and ruin wrought by intem
per-

ance, consent to remnin an inutilized
force#

Zion's Herald doesn’t hesitate to say
that
“ there is a great deal of thoroughly ortho
dox

and profoundly learned preaching,
which ut
terly fails to accomplish the ends
for which

preaching was instituted.”
The Parisians are wondering

over an Amer:

ican prodigy in the form of a young man
who
has distinguished himself at the College
Stanislaus, baving taken the grand prize for
the
Concours at the Sarbonne, and 13 others,
including first Greek and Latin.

Lady

Stanley

of Alderly,

in

her

Nine-

teenth Century article, “on personal
recollections of women’s education, remarks: “
While

the importance of women’s education
has
ceased to be a question among men of the best

culture, society generally considers it still
as a
fancy exotic, that probably is, not worth
its
cost; and sp plans are crippled, reform
s re-

tarded and the nation is still left to. suffer the
consequences of the prejudices bequeathedby
ignorant

generations,”

In

the

same

article

Ludy Stanley adds, * that women may legitimately use their time and intelligence on some-

thing beyond’ the homely comforts

husbands is pretty generally granted.”

of their

THE RELIGIOUS OUTLOOK.’
Missions

in Central

Africa.

The labors of Livingstone and
have awakened a great interest in
to Central Africa, so long ¢losed to
trance of light and liberty.
Some
since, a’ few

Christian

men

Stanley
respect
the enmonths

in Great

Brit-

ain, founded a fnission to’ the Congo River

country. Six men, two of whom.

were ac-

Massachusetts in which women ‘are
allowed the privilege of voti
in ng
school

series of, rapids and falls, and by, the hos-

in

matters, says tha. this is only an entering
wedgel:
“hosiit 10 alo
wan
if
i iwe

Next winter a push will be made

to

widen the trial, and allow women to vote
on all questions affecting temperance and
general morality.
If that is secured, the

treated as a ‘‘side issue.”

siderations

outweigh

Political

‘moral

con.

principles,

so

by forbidding religious teaching under pain °

Boston "letter iu the ‘Chicago

Standard, referring to the coming election

as -

them

companied by their wives, went to that almost unknown land, established two
stations, and pushed their way up the
river

a —

receive even a
They must cer- women of Massachusetts will vote, and
At presor what is about they will vote in the right way.
ent the
great blessing.” «cause aregreat interests of the temperance
ignored by the dominant party.
:
The suppression of the liquor sale ‘is
ou

traffic, the women should have

right to protect themselves, und in the
Old Buy State the day is not far distant
when they will have it.
|

more

in Maine
called a
ordinary
heaviest

try in the East that need a reinforcement,
but for enterprising, energetic men, the
great West, with its ample opportunities,
is open, especially for the cultivation of
the soil.

broom each Monday morning, their floors
would remuin unswept. If you gave
them print and doeskin for new suits,
these would remain unmade for half a
year. * This taat T have now is good
enough,” these say. “It is a fearful
thing. to spend so much time in sweeping
sand primping as some folks do.” Others,

he
home-culture, This is soon apparent to writes, * that
I should feel so ‘much like
any one competentto form a’'juégment, a divorced wife without
you, as I have
even to a foreigner, from the fact that the’
come todo. But a glimpse at you a time

great mass of educated people take no in-

sort.

without them, engaged in works of mercy.
Others adore in the same measure their
wealth. And.yet it was the inordinate
affection for gain which grieved the Saviour’s heart so decply when he was on
earth. At the Last Supper how sorrowfal was his tone, * One of you shall betray me.” For thirty pieces of silver
Judas betrayed his Lord. It was no sudden passion which overwhelmed him, but
one which he had allowed to grow upon
him day after day. “One of you shall
betray me.” As ifat that late hour he
would touch that erring heart with his
sad tones, his sorrowful words, assuring‘
him then of speedy pardon if he would repent of his acts.
But we also find many worshiping
their poverty.

ed to do so. Ifthe fen will not protect
the fireside from the invasions ‘of the
liquor

in France and Belgium constantly grows

SY

favor of general emigration to the United
States. No modification of the bad financial condition is to be immediately looked
for. On the contrary greater troubles
may be expected and emigration will
most certainly follow. At this the United
States should not complain ; if only the
crisis will bring producers of the right

it to

their

author

occasions

leave

A FEW IDOLATORS.
We meet some in life who give supreme

speaks first of ‘‘worship in its externals.”
As respects the observance of the Sabbath
and holidays, the standard is far below
that in England and America. Although
work is forbidden by law on these days,
or *‘ at least such work as would be disturbingto cthers,” yet, with but few re-

strictions,

and to

The

five.

operatives

namely, to cease

time to prove what is true and lasting,
and what: must be abandoned as injurious and false.

influence of the Universities is enormous
in Germany, as Government officials of
ull ranks unless they belong to purely tech-

nical

is sharing

in the restlessness which pervades every
other department of society—social, >
litical and economic. Every one is
dissatisfied, and each accuses the other of
the cause of the
general depression.
Meanwhile there is But one reasonable
the present sy-tem of experimenting; to
allow existing institutions quietly to work

in the philo-

as one

litical and domestic evils. . Every day
shows that the. more sentiments like
these prevail in the high places of the
church, the more rapid will be the growth
of indifferentism and atheism all around.

matters:

was

ance issue, the woiaen ought to be allow
-

——THE strife between church and state

RE

election
surely be
more than
vote, the

ever polled in the State,

and no gain is made for temperance
trom
year to year. The wives aud mothe
rs
will look at the.
sub
[from the home
stand-point. Ny lors ham biased by
mere political considerations. - They will
vote to sup
She salofeyum, And
the men will not take care of the temper-it

contest has been an unusually earnest one the contest has advanced furthe
r than in
and Republicans throughout the country France. A'law has there
been passed,
| 1uve good cause to congratu
late tho party after a hot discussion, by a very close
inthe ** Pine Tree State.” This insures vote, removing the schools
from ecclesiasMaine in the Republican ranks in 1880. tical control. This law has
gone into
The Democrats are despondent at the re- effect. Certain hours are
allowed, during
sult.
A leader of that purty
said which the priests are permitted to give
that there is but one hope now and religious instruction
to the children of
York.
that New
those parents who wish it. Some of
With
California,
the
Maine, Ohio and New
York Repub- Bishops have determined to put under
lican the question of the Presidential elec- the bar the teachers
and scholars of the
tion in 1880 will be seutled beyond a schools, and those instru
ctors who imdoubt.
part reliffious education in the schools by
——
teaching
the catechism are ordered to be
——THE difficulties in the financial, manuexcom
municated, This is a decisive and
facturing, and sgricultural circlesin Engimportant step for the church authorities,
land are not yet very much decreasing,
‘and means that they propose to retaliate
Should further reduction be made in the
wages at the mills, as is contemplated, for the loss of their privileges. Having

clergy who long for the same sort of power which the Romish clergy possess.
There ure very many Conservatives who
earnestly desire a more rigid ecclesiasti-

way to amend

EE

OURRENT TOPICS.

to hoid out a hand to Ultramontanism,
There is a large class of the Protestant

In fine, church life in Germany

cn ro

~——THE result of the
on Monday week can
Republican victory of
i portance.
A large

them to hold in check the Social DemoProtestant faculty only, and three have a crats, and to remedy all other social, po-

Catholic faculty
only. Besides these
there are two academies which bave onl y
a Catholic theological and a philosophical
faculty :
There are also seventeen Protestant and
) eight Catholic theological faculties estabpistes by the state. In these are one hunred and fifty Protestant and sixty Catholic students.” OF the other faculties there
are none with a distinctively Catholic
character, thoush there are some distinct-

hear trom them

x

Sanitarium, Cleveland, Ohio. «

as a rule that the
and potent with the
with the educated
which presents, on

picture,

when they call,or 0

ull.

Catholic and Protestant influence in these

particulars, showing
former is more direct
masses’ and less 80
classes. The article,

—
wig

At present, Lam in quite too weak 1 state 10 get
about und visit, thougn Lum: very glad to sde

cal constitution, because they think this
would give them that tirm support of au-

three have both Catholic and Protestant
theological faculties, fourteen
have a

fresno

that DOCTOR.
I bave nowsOMEWENE
been here Foon
eighteennd days,
is
and
hd

cantly, as follows:
The signs of the times are not to be
mistaken. ‘Orthodoxy has already begun

something apart from their general edu-

SA

from numerous bodily ‘puins ‘and aches, to
which
1 bave been subject for many: months
I was so badly off the lattes hart of my
they allow themselves to be numbered past,
voyage, and on landing, that I ma
made
haste to
with.the Ultramontane party.” ‘All this reach this sanitariam, without
stolplog to bur,
parents or say good-bye to friends,
The malresults from the want of proper religious udy from which I
suffer had’ heen pronounce
gducution in the family.
bye * incurable” by several eminent physicinus,beThe author continues and gives an ‘ac. fore we lel Indin, What Dr. Seclye will make
of it remuins to be seen,
Mrs,
Phillips iy, I

the whole, a dark

religion us

ye

—

i
WN
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sitory way; and that it is the educatad

the Protestant, the former are also more
| observant of public worship. Especially

OF

von

educated men laugh at papal infallibilit
i y,

certain forms of Sabbath desecration than

“THE RELIGIOUS CONDITION

STi
FYE
OO

-

the development of the state or of society,

holdirg in its embrace such eloquent, not studies there.”
:
to say picturesque and beautiful, ruins
Of the direct influence of the Universilike a string of jewels partly consumed ties upon ecclesiastical life, nothing can
by time, that here was a force fit to stir be said. *Religion is simply a separate
both artist and poet as it has done in so -branch of knowledge, an academic exercise in the theological faculty.” There %s
many ways.
We will not take space to speak at no obligation to attend the religious
length of the graceful, airy and fine old academic services, and sermons meet
Cathedral at Strassburg, which we used with a very scanty appreciation or hearto daily fear would fall before the shots ing. “In a word, the ecclesiastical or
of the Prussian cannon in 70, nor of religious element in the Universities is
this earlier and still finer one at Cologne, simply a private affair.” But since the
the purest and most harmonious specimen Year 1850, efforts have been made to give
of Gothic architecture that we have seen, the church, both Catholic and Protestant,
nor of Heidelberg with its University and greater influence in the Universities, and
its dueling students, its old ruined castle they have been in a measure successful.
uvext to the Alhambra the most pictur- But life in a German University is espeesque and delightful ruin in Europe, and cially adapted to an independent formation
its old Church of St. Peter on whose door of character.
Jerome of Prague nailed his celebrated
Respecting the social influence natu.
theses for which he was afterwards burn- rally possessed by a man of ed ucation, the
ed at the stake in Constance, nor of the author concludes :
many other interesting features of our
1. That the mass ot the Catholic popujourney. The German soldier is every- lation is far more under clerical influence
where—stout, well-built, and Serious, the than the Protestant.
2. That a highly
foundation of the Empire and the pride of educated Catholic layman, if he stands
well with the clergy, that is to say if he
the people.
is an Ultramontane, has a far greater inThere was a fair at Mayence,” We fluence over Catholics than a Protestant
strolled through its lighted grounds one of the same iatellectnal standing has over
evening. It was similar to a fete that we his co-religionists. . 3. The Catholic who
witnessed in ‘Paris in June. That was (does not stand well with the clergy has,
as a rule, no influence at all in places
sparkling like champagne; this was where the population
is purely or mainheavy like lager beer.
Each had its ly Catholic. 4. The Catholic who is not
gingerbread accompaniments, its; shoot- in favor with the Ultramontane clergy
ing galleries and its automatic race-course. can, as a rule, only achieve a positionof
political induence in places where the
But with the French it was sport. They population is
mainly Protestant.
were animated in the enjoyment of it.
In the description of the character of
With the Germans it was business.
German church

olic, Butin the schools of Prussia which
‘lowance should be made for such nation- may be regarded ad fairly ‘repreventative
al customs. We make no claims as to | of the condition of the whole of Germany
ithe class of people that we meet. They in this particular, the percentage of @ath:are such as one naturally meets in travel- olic scholars is. materially diminished,
dang. It would be strange if they did not while those of Protestant and Jewish, es. Jdnclude representatives of nearly all pecially the latter, are largely increased.
«classes.

it

was always the feeling, born of the river
itself, rich in so many associations, the

ivesentatives of the wealth and fashion of writer desiresto make his readers
‘‘ac“Germany were gathered, we saw finely quainted with the present positio
n of the
«dressed women sit at the table and drink church in Germany, both in its social
and
beer by the pint, while their male escorts legal aspect, with the twofol
d object,
only varied the practice by drinking it by first, of contributing
to a right under‘the quart and smoking besides.
Of standing of the life of the' German people,
~eourse the beer is ¢ the national bever- and second,of furnishing the
politician with

~age,” and smoking

at

;

the minimum of culture.” The attention
also which is given to the education of
girls by the Catholics and Protestants respectively is greatly in favor of the latter.
“The Protestant girls using Protestant
school-books, and coming in coatact with

German

grace and strength as one sees in no

people not in the Protestant Swiss centers,

times the solidity witha fin it—the real
German stolidity. But they are a wonder-fully artistic people, particularly in the
ase of the favorite Yankee instrument—
ithe jack-knife. One is kept in a state of
almost constant admiration while passing
from place to place in Switzerland, at
“witnessing the exquisite specimens of
«carving and sculpture in wood and ivory
that are everywhere to be found. In
' rude board shanties by the road side one
may often find an old man,—the grandfather; and a middle-aged man—the son;
and two or three boys
— the grandchildren, all apparently whittling, but
. really engaged in the. industry that delights them—carving all sorts of beautiful
~ ithings from wood— some useful and val-

in some

g
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lic population

found

with a broad, majestic sweep, and a deep,
steady current.
Its dignity is impressive.
There is no nervous, fidgety, hurrying

ruins, making curves

tenths of the Swiss, outside of Geneva,
speak German, and the other tenth not

‘tonic heaviness, and

his cherubs

have

rush about it, as though it had lest its
way and were trying confusedly to find
it. But with a collected, grand motion it
Winds past its old castles and crumbling

‘eastern or German boundary.
But, more
than that, so far as we observed, nine-

very good French.

must

“ wl

SR

classes who hold the future in their hands.”
Itis the Catholic policyto oppose the
higher education among their clergy, and
‘‘the school returns show that the Catho-

And all this time the Rhine—** the noble river” —is flowing past our window,

Aug. 19, 1879.

French, instead, it is German.

Raphael

—

except in a revolutionary and hence. tran-

kind word with 1 smile and never asking

for a penny.
the type of
village.

. addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

EDITORIAL

vagabondish and were usually teasing the
cat or dog or making
grimaces. But
here they are fresh and plump and rosy,
with sunny hair and mild blue eyes, playing with a kind of diligent air that par
takes of business, always rewarding your

MORNING STAR, SEPTEMBER 17, 1879.

until their progress was arrested by a long

tilty of the native kings and

people, who.

were violently opposed to the entrance
of

the white men. ‘ The missionaries were

told that it would require an army of 500

or 1000 mien, and a large expenditure of

money to open up the country beyond, Un-

able to command

these

resources,

and un-

willing to make progress by force of arms,
they waited patiently the working of cir- |

cumstances, or the pleasure of Divine Providence. Now, without effort on their part,
or expense to them, the way is opening before them. The king of Belgium has een

.

“

t

7

——————.
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.

—
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Greeley, Oolotado.

under

expedition,

an

induced to send out

Mr. Staplay, himself, to
ofce
the guidan
open up this very region, in the interest of

ci

:

new country,

be pleased to spare my life.

matter to your ¢losets
sire to
bunks,

Article II of the Constitution reads: * The
union and co-operation in Missionary, Educational, and general Christian work among the
ecclesiastical bodies composing it.”
This cer-

tainly is sufficiently eatholic—yet not too catholic. Along this line our churches need to
work and success is assured.
Our churches

are too isolated—Kknow too little of each other.
We

five

acquainted.
The increase

men were apparently awed by the words of
God presented to them. At all such services

Scripture, for It is the

be much

interested in the work of the

apt
from

power of God unto

salvation.

Denominational Hetos.
Books for Christian Ministers.
Is it desirable
for ministersto read? And if
0, should they read systematically, and upon

their professional work? Is there not danger
that such reading will so far satisfy the demand for discipline and knowledge as to prevent the pursuit of education

at the

in the collections

schools?

J. H. DURKEE,

rainisters are demanded as can possibly be carried or pushed through a classical course?
‘What shall be done with those men and their

many
be

Shall

they

of them

held

off

ministry, or be leftto toil on without
agement

in

efforts

for

such

are so

from

the

encour-

qualifications

as

private study might furnish, or shall such
books and practices be recommended as are
Jpracticable and calculated to increase the use1uluess of true Christisn workers.
If men can

not secure the discipline of classical education,
is it not best for them to secure at least such
knowledge of the truth and doctrine to be
taught and the best methods of teaching it us
books can furnish?
:
;
¥
We are

often

requested to

books for this purpose, and

furnish

lists

without

of

assuming

any responsibility for others, or making any
suggestions respecting the common Engiish
studies which are indispensable, or the hizher
scientific, mathematical or linguistic branches
which are of great value, the following partial
and imperfect list is suggested, with the hope
that some may be benefiteds

Rhetoric: Hill, Haven or Hickok.

Logie: Jevoun, Tappan or McCosh,

:

Mental Philosophy: Hvven, Hickok or Porter,

Moral Phylosophy;
Fairchild.

Wayland,
y

Hickok or
;

Natural Theology: Godwin, Paley or Chadbhourn.
Church History:

Guerike, Gregory,

as re-

vised by Rutter and True, or Neander.
History of the Bible: Kitto, Stowe,Morne’s
Introduction.
Evidences of Christianity : Hopkins, Greg
ory, Neyes or Paley.
y
Systematic
Theology:
Butler,
Watson,
Knapp or Van Osterzee.
;
Pastoral ‘Theology: Vinet, Shedd or Pond.
Homiletics: Vinet, Shedd or Kidder.
. ‘Which subject and book shall be taken first
must depend upon previous study, present eircumstances and personal judgment.
And any
‘one who will take one book at a time and
carefully read ten or fifteen puges two or three

times uver each day may make much improves
ment, although much less than with the lectures, classes
and advantages of a good
school.

Mental power and discipline and general edwcation are of greal worth, but a man must
have knowledge of his work:
And a preacher
of the gospel can no more: ‘perform “his work:
without the knowledge of the'truths and: docs"

trines to be preached,
the duties to be enforced
and the methods of preaching these truths and
duties than a man

can

practice

teaching ‘without the’ ‘knowledge

fession.

medicine or

of

his

‘pro-

If the best means sre not practicable,’

let the best means possible be employed

*¢ that

the ministry be not blamed.”
D. W. €. DURGIN,

Winisters and Churches.
Eastern.
Owing to business depression and the loss of
property, the little church

has been obliged
ship and
services.

to

at

Kennebunkport

close its place

of wor-

give up the maintenance of public
These dear people are worthy of the

sympathy of our entire people.

We hope that

prosperity will be theirs’ in the near future.
Rev. Mr. Bartlett has resigned the pastorate
of the church in Lisbon. Mr. George, of Bates
Theological School, has succeeded Lim.
Mr.
Depuy, of the Theological School, is supplying
the pulpit of the Corliss street church, Bath,
1t is hoped that all the pulpits which have been

closed through the

summer will be filled by

earnest workers for
churches arise and
Lord.

the Master.
Let all the
build in the name of the

The

last session

of the York Co. Quarterly

Meeting was well attended and interesting.
Whil@'the absence of Bros. Stevens and With-

am’ was regretted, we saw many younger

men

Excellent ser“coming up to fill their places.
mons were preached by Brethren J. F. Lord,
B. G. Blaisdell, C. L. Plummer, and B. A.
Sherwood. The ladies held a mis-ionary meet-

ing

Wednesday

afternoon.

Mrs.

Lucretia

Small, of Biddeford, presided, and inte resting
exercises were conducted by Mrs. Ramsey,

of nearly

A collection

Mrs, Hills and others.

eleven dollars was taken for the Woman’s Misgion work. An hour of Thursday was devoted
to temperance, and after an earnest address by
a resolutibn, declaring itself on thé side of
temperance, and especially against the use of
cider.
Tor a number of years, on my return from
“Y.M., I have spent a Sabbath at Danforth—a
smart little village on the European R, R.,at
On my
its crossing of the Baskahegan stream,
way out this year I left an appointment to meet
the friends on my return and organize a church,
if sufficient material could be found. In compa-

ny

with

Bro.
two

received

New Hampshire.

“A correspondent writes from Strafford Cen-

has ministered to that church for five years.
As pastor of the church and principal of the
sym-

Acadeiny, his scholarship and Christian

pathy and prayers of friefds in the death of

ciples are well known.

their eldest child, a little girl of four years,

ceived into the church by baptism

‘while on a visit at Manchester, N. H.

Sept. T.

Two persons

prin

were re-

on Sunday,

all

made by the State Central

61:2

712~2

8

(West

Me-

and

communi-

ty. This may well be said to be the seed time,
and a good prospect awaits the harvest.
The
pastor is faithfully working with the people,

and good results are expected.

Middle Grove

and Cottonwood churches are still awake;
Prairie City still low, but faith strong in the

Lord.

The

Churches

are all supplied

last named Q. M. is very

low.

Some

of the

churches are contributing to nullify the past
teachings of Free Baptists, by allowing our
own ministers to remain unemployed, or seek
employment in other Q. Ms.,while ministers of
other denominations are employed at living
salaries; thus (unintentionally, perhaps) com-

pelling our own ministers to remove and
fields in: other places,
Oh! when
learn wisdom ?==J. S. DINSMORE.

CLEVELAND

Q. M.--Held

its last

session

with the Hinckly church, Ang. 22—24,
Business
eonference
was organized by makin
choice of Bro. A. Striemer, moderator.
Al
the churches were represented by delegates,
and the reports from them show steadfastness
in the faith and an interest in the moral forces
used for the promotion of pure and undefiled
religion, including therein every good word
and work.
‘The present year, beginning with
April 1st, Rev. J. Phillips, Jr., has removed
to the Chagrin
Falls church,
Portage
&
Geauga Q. M.
Rev. A. Striemer takes his
lace as pastor of Hinckley church.
Rev. J.
1. Baldwin, from the Harmony Q. M., O., assumes the pastorate of the Royalton church, in
place of Rev. I. Slater, removed to Ashtabula,
O.
Also Rev. Mr. Baldwin is ‘pastor of the
Liverpool church, taking the place of Rev. G.
H. Damon, who still resides in the Q. M.,whe,
together with Rev. E. Ensign, has no regular
appointments the present year. Rev. P. Randall, Whittlesey, O., who formerly was a member of this Q. M., but now of Lorain Q. M., is
gospel which he has preached so faithfully for
many years.
It is proposed to make extra
efforts in protracted meetings during the coming autumn to awaken a deeper. interest in the
churches, and to save souls. Preaching during
the session was highly practical, and will tend
to good.
Appropriate resolutions were passed
on the death of Brother Edwin Wilcox, of the
Royalton church, recognizing his zeal and

earnestness and love for the cause and the Q.,
M. for so many years, and tendering sympathy
to the widow and her family.
Next session to be held with the Liverpool

church, Friday before the 1st Sabbath in Nov.
G: H. Damon,
’
; Clerk.
T10GA C0.

Q. M.—Held

an

interesting

ses-

sion, in which
all hearts were cheered, with
the Delmar church. Preaching by Revs. Peck,
Pope, Butler, Dodge, and Leach. Fifty dollars
were raised in pledges, one half of which was
paid to supply a deticiency arising from unpaid
Subsor]ptions and pledges on our church property.
hen the remaining
pledges taken are
paid, together with a few dollars yet good on
the old, and both soon will be, not a dime will
stand against our new and excellent church
edifice. The Sunday-school was made prominent, in its usual time, instead of being choked
out by other meetings, as has sometimes been
the case. After the communion on Sunday.
one was baptized by the pastor and received
the hund of fellowship.
Next session with the Chatham church, Oct.
31—Nov, 2.
0. C. HiLLs, Clerk.
ENOSBURG Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Enosburg church, under rather unfavorable circumstances.
Notwithstanding, the session wus one of spiritual profit, and a blessing
to church and people,
Next session with the East Farnham church,

Sept. 27—29,

R. J. RUSSELL, Clerk.

WATERVILLE (Me.) Q. M.—Held its last
gession with the South Norridgewoc¢k church,
June 20—22.
A very pleasant season was eénjoyed by those present.
Everything had been
done by the good brethren and sisters to muke
the time pass pleasantly, The meeting was to
be in a schoel-house, which was clean and well
fitted up, but it proved to be too small to hold
the congregation, and the meeting was moved
to a barn near by, which was all ready, if needed.
We all felt the session to be one of profit
and encouragement.
Quite a number rose for

prayers.

The devotional services

were

go for Home State Mission,
Next session will be with

the 2nd. Clinton

church at Pishons Ferry.
Gro. W. FARNHAM,
RicHLAND

&

LickiNg

(0.)

its May session with the Rome

Q.

Clerk.
M.—Held

church,

May

16, 17. (There was not a very large number
out on Saturday, but a very good season was
enjoyed,
We had a good congregation on the
Sabbath, who hstened attentively to the word,
Next session with the Concord
church, Nov.
15,16."
Rev. J. J. Mills will preach ‘a sermon
on Friday evening before the Q. M.

i

|

1

:H. W. VAUGHN, Clerk.

| "Rock & Dang (Wis,) Q. M.—Held

its Au-

gust session with the Rutland church and was
one of more than ‘usual interest.
Preaching by

Revs. True, Gifford, Bryant, W. €. Hulse, and

M. G. Pett, The two last named, from the,
Honey Creek Q. M., were gladly welcomed,
and added much to the interest of the occasion.
Our dear Brother Gidney is laboring successfully with that chureb, and also with the Ore«:
gon church, and the brethren seem to co-operate with him in building up the Saviour’s

cause,
Next session with
Opening

sermon

Rev. J. B. Gidney.

.
the Evansville church.

Friday evening, Nov. 14, by

L. HULSE, Clerk.

AND

for the'clioice of officers and the transaction of any othheld
legally come

er business that may

all local aches and Pains,
best known remedy. Ask any

BACK,
Hidand

Behoboth,

they are the
one who has

used them, or any good physician and

confirm the above statements.
Druggists. Price 25 cents.

he.

Rhode Island Association.

will

Sold by all
4w37

churches

brethren

Riv.
from the
be sent)
Rev J

new

elections by their respective
.
Edgewood, Towa, Aug, 22,1879,

are

not

filled

Q. Ms.
N.W. BIXBY.
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by

report.

11 to 12,

10 to 11, TreasSecretary's

Corresponding

re=

port. 130103, P. a. Home Missions.
Paper by Rev.
J.H. Durkee, Address by Rev. G.H. Ball, D. D.3 to
4, Election
stuart,

of officers.
:

7.30, BP. M.,

Sermon

THURSDAY.
9 to 10. A. 3., Devotional exercises.

Missions,
MeKoon,

Paper

bv.

by

DM.

10 to 11, Foreign

papers by Rev.’T. A. Stevens, Mrs. Anna C.
Miss L. A. Ball,
130
to 2.30,
Revivals—

Rev, J.C. Steele.

Beneticent Societies,

2.30 to 3.50,

Papers

by

come

present at the

Abbey and

Evening— Anniversary
7 o'clock, Meeting for prayer,
Phillips.

71-2
8

Wor-

7.

;

Convention.
led by
Rev.

.
“

p

Meeting of the Executive

Books
BY

Forwarded.

Committee

of

Parsons Spencer Io.
B Cutler Kingston Mich.

superior

make it the most useful work offered
Teachers,
Musical
Conductors, and

singing

people.

beautiful

style.

AMINE
IT
BOOK FOR

192

large

Pages,

Only

$7.50

per

BE SURE

for
all

in

dozen;

TO EX-

BEFORE
YOU
SELECT
THE COMING SEASON,

A

BIGLOW & MAIN, Publishers.
73 Randolph
CHIC
24tf

Street,

+76 East Ninth St.,
NEW YORK.

S A
DO
NT
[clo
ln pele]

AND UVA URS],

TheMos Tolnt ad Suse Rey
~FOR—
Gravel,

Incontinence

of Urine,

Foreign Mission So-

clety.
Public Sarvices—Raport of the Cor. Sec., Rev.
0.8. Perkins, and addresses by Rev. C, F.
Penney and Rev, G. 8, Ricker.

Irrita=

tion or Infla
ion of the Bladder
or Kidne
ny Diseases of
the Prostrate Gland.

TIME HAS PROVED IT.
PHYSICIANS APPROVE

IT.

The shotough tést of this medicine has proved
to be all that

it has claimed.

Not only

has

it

it re-

ceived special DIPLOMAS from leading Fairs and
the endorsement of physicians

‘BIBLE SCHOOL FUND,
August payments.
Con.

P.

Mrs C A Chilson
J 8S Sgaples
Ditus Day
Mrs C H Day
E T Barnum
Harriet Williams
J A Keyes :

on N,
4.23

7
2.60
25
2.50
50
2.00
21,00

standing,

ells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches,
Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, ete, FULL

WARRANTED.

VANDUZEN

3187

Volney.

DRUGGISTS.

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY
Catalogue

sent Free.

& TIFT, Cincinnati, O.

1yl

ELASTIC
TEIIS

a

in

ALL
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Married
parsonage

high

Fifty Cents a Bottle.

Int,

C. B. MILLS.

At the Congregational

of

but the proprietors are in constant receiptof warm
testimonials from parties in this hy and vicinity
who have used © Hollis’ Extract” and reaped
great benefit therefrom.
!
4

2

IEW

N.Y.

Aug.2l, by Rev, W. R.Stone, Mr. Henry
Wellwood
and Miss Grace Gelman,
In Norwich, N.Y. Sept.3,
Mr. J. R. McCall, of Sayre, Penn,, and Miss Nellie L.
¥

morse, of Norwich,

In Rumney, Sept.9, by Rev. Thomas Wyatt, Mr.
Gilman Wheeler and Mrs.SarahA. Dale, both of
Groton,

wupushaped,
with SELF
ADJUST’NG
BALL in the
center,adapts
itself to. all

ADVERTISEMENTS

.

TC

CHES

positions

Chenpest in the known world. -

ron COULTER & COn Chicago

QQ:
Chromo &e. cards, name on, 10c, 42 Mixed cards
a finie Pocket 1nife, 23c. Autograph Album Cc.
Game Aus

thors, 13¢, £5 Fun cards 10c. Clinton Bros.. Clintonville, Ct.
26teows38

TRINITY HALL, Beverly, N. J. "un

Sample copies of the
BOSTON BOOK BULLETIN
and CATALOGUE of PUBLICATION.
Free by mail.
Address
D. LOTHROP & CO., Publishers. Boston.

of the body.

\ while the BALL in the
Cup PRESSES BACK
THE
INTESTINES
JUST AS A PERSON
WOULD WITH THE
AN ENLARGEQ VIEW OF
FINGER,
With light
THE PAD.
pressure the Hernia is
held securely day and night, and a radical cure is certain. It is easy, durable
and cheap. Sent by mail, postage paid.
Circulars free.
Address, Eggleston Truss Co., Manfrs.

1y42

.

Committee of the

F. M, Soc. in the vestry.
Service of Prayer and Praise, led by Mr, A. T.

Salley.
Annual Meeting of the

the

MAIL.

the HJ M. Soc. in the vestry.
;
An
attarctive
Home=School
for Girls.
9
Prayer and Conference meeting, led by Rev,
Varied advantages of the highest order. Fall
I. DD, Stewart.
u
term begins Sepi. 18. For circular address
93-4 ‘* Recess.
Also meeting
of the Conference
8t31 : Miss RACHELLE GIBBONS HUNT, Prin.
Board.
Sh
path
10
** Avnual meeting of the H,M.8oc.
CASH BUSINESS 830 TO
$200 A
101-2* Public services. —Report of the Correspondmonth for Agents, Teachers, Students and
ing Sec., Rev.A.L,Gerrish, and addresses
Ly Rav
i == (w.— dnd Rév. J. D. Veuey.
Ladies, introducing our NEW BOOK. Its
. unrivaled contents
of Prose and Poetry by
Afternoon—Mission Convention and Woman's Missions,
200 eminent authors, elegunt illustrations and
Mission
Woman's
the
of
Meeting
Annual
o'clock,
11-2
:
artistic
binding
make
it a welcome guest ia
LAH
is
Society In the vestry.
Hi
every
home. Iuvtroduction by Theo. L. Cuyler, D.
“ Meeting tor Prayer, led by
Rev. L. Dexter.
2
Societies.
—
4
D.
"Complete
outfit
and
terrritory,
$1.
Benev
21-21% Conveution of the
Report of the Financial Secretary, Rev, E,
The new editions and reduced
prices of our
N. Fernald, followed by discussion,
Standard, Inustrated, Religious, Historical, AgriPublic services of the Woman's Missidn So814
cultural
and
Medical
Works,
with
best
terms and
clety.—Reports of the Secretaries, M¥s. J.
quick sales, are reasons why LIVE agents coin
A. Lowell and Mrs. Jordan, and addresses
money
in
their
sale.
A
single
agent
has
sold over
by Mrs. L.R. Burlingame and Miss Libble
6000 copies. A few more wanted for Fall and
Cilley.
E.
Winter
Work.
Send
stamp
for
circulars.
Evening— Foreign Missions,
TREAT,
805 Broadway, New York.
13636

Meeting ofthe Executive

instruction,

in Maine

work

S Aldrich—A Beebe—A 8 Barron—F W Barker—D C
Burr—RA Coats—W H Cole—J SCushman—F E Cram
—J Durham—Mrs S A Dutton—A Fox—B A Guruey—
H Greene—S ¢ Goodwin—B 8 George—C B Hesty oD
HigJ Haynes—W Hartford—D Jlyde—P Hugg—M A
genbottom—1 Jordan—N Jeffreys—J Lowe—A B Leet
—G Lillie—H 8S Limbocker—J A Lowell—J H Martin
—L Malveru—J Mathews—J C Osgood—M Preble—G
Putney—N N Palmer—J W Paunell—J R Pope—N G
Palmer—H € Perkins—A Pettingil—C L Russell Mrs
Randlett—MrsW J
H Rogers—O
Mary C Russ—G
Stanton—E St Claire—D L Tussing 2—A EW flson—E
N Wright—M A Williams,

SVAT

Mowry

* Business.
“Anniversary sermon by Rev. G. C. WaterComan,
WEDNESDAY, 00T. 8.
Morning— Home Missions.

8o'clock,

of

treatise on Voice Culture, the variety and
excellence of its material, all combine to

Post-Office Addresses.
E.N. FERNALD (t6 whom all contributions
churches for our Benevolent Societies should
£719
Lewiston, Me.
Griffin Oshkosh, Wis.

New York.

Anniversaries.
PROGRAMME,

OCT.

methods

:
BY H. R. PALMER,
Bids fair to outstrip all competi=
ters. The concise and practical

Rufus. Deering, Portland,
i. Per order of Ex.Com,

Complete History of Wall Street Finance, containing valuable information for investors.
Ad.
dress Baxter & Co., Publishers, 17 Wall Street,

Rev. A.T,

J. H. DURKEE, Cor. Sec.

TUESDAY,

HE SOVEREIGN,

MISS8, 80C.

for mission

preaching on Monday

The

12 CENTS.

Temperance.

Rev, M. H.

evening, 22d, by

GEMS 8 Cents

LEAFLETS

night be-

the

JUST PUBLISHED--SENT FREE

27

PACKAGE,

re-dedicatory
PASTOR.

T, 8. Drake. 7.30. Communion service. No paper or
address to exceed fifteen’ minutes. There will also be
den.

FOR SAMPLE

EX. Com.
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.

9 to 10, A. M., Devotional exercises.
urer’s

SEND

PEARLS 16 CENTS.

Money Letters Received.

Central
Association.
Programme for the annual meeting of CENTRAL ASSOCIATION to be Held at Norwich, N. Y., Sept. 23--25,
TUESDAY.
71-2, P. M., opening sermon, to be provided for.
WEDNESDAY

to

invited

ME. F.B. HOME

HELD.

plgces

be

may

All money contributed

Quarterly Meeting Notices.
OTSEGO, N.Y.Q. MM. West Oneonta church, com=
mencing Friday, Oct. 3, at 7 1-2, P.M:
JAMES Rows, Clerk.
AROOSTOOK Q. M., Blaine,
Conférence, Friday,
Sept. 26,at 2, P.M. Meetings over the Sabbath.
‘L.V.TOWLE, Clerk.
STANSTEADQ. M.. 1st Hatley church, at Massawippi Vilage, comiuencing Sept. 27. Ccnference at 10, A.
A. A, WOODMAN, Clerk.
M.
HILLSDALE Q. M., Jackson church.
‘Opening ser
Holt.
by Rev. G. R.
10,
Oct.
mon Friday evening.
J. 8 . HARRINGTON, Clerk.
| WATERLOO, CEDAR VALLEY and DELAWARE &
CLAYTON Q.M’s, take notice.
Whereas, the lowa
Northern Y. M. at its June session at Waterloo consol~
jdated with the Iowa Y. M; and whereas, the new o:ganization adjourned to meet at Pleasant Hill in Jones
Co; therefore, the delegates chosen to represent the
above named Q. M's at the last session of our Y. M,at
Waterloo, will be members of the Y, v, in an adjourn=
ed session at Pleasant Hill,Jones Ce. Towa, Oct. 3, at
thal their

3

the meetings

the time of

237

should be sent directly 10
i¥
5250
Me.

NORTHERN INDIANA Y. M., Francisville, Sept. 26—
28.
10WA STATE Y. M. Pleasaat Hill, Jones Co. Oct, 3.

provided

ILLUS

Peck, A,

B.D.

$¥mithfield,

arrange

are ¢ wrdially

fore, that they
service.

Yearly Meetings.

10,A. M.,

RECARATE

REPAIRS on the F. B, church, of Rockland, Me., are
nearly completed. The re-dedicatory service will he
held on Thursday, Sept. 18, at 7, P. M. _Sermou by Rev.
As the Montville Q.M.
R. L.Homard, of Bangor.
enuvenes with us Sept. 19, delegates and visiting

. Hotices and Appointments.
WHERE

will please

with the visitors.

" No reports for next year’s Register have heen recelv=
ed from the following Q. M's, and ifnot forwarded soon
they will be too late for insertion:
American Asso
Angola
McLean
Apple River
McHenry
Ashtabula
Midunapore
Balasore
Norfolk Co
Cass & Berrien
Oceana
Chautauqua
Ox foro
Chicago
Salem Neb
East Baton Rouge
Shiloh
Enosburg
St Francis Mo
Freeborn
Tioga Co
Genesee
Union
Grand Rapids
Warren & Clinton
Jefferson
Wayne Co
Jefferson Neb
Whitestown
Lebanon
Winchester
London
Winona & Houston
WorthCo

AND

STREET.

MEETINGS.

supplied.

be

to

ARCH

AGENCY,

TRACT

So. Kingston, J. M. Brewster, WwW. H.
J. Eastman.
Waldron, Taunton, F. E. Davison, Geo. Wheeler.
Tiverton, L. Dexter, A. R. Bradbury. Warwick Central, B. D. Peck, J. T. Ward. Warren, to be supplied.
The
West Greenwich, A. R. Bradbury, W. N. Patt.

—elp

WHEN

608

The Executive committee of the R.T. Associ tion of
make the following assign
Free Baptist churches
Auburn,
ments for three days’ or revival meetings:
"A L. Gerrish, B. Phelon, Barueyville: A.J. Eastman,
Piece.
W.
Gerrish,
L,
A.
Blackstone,
Geo. Wheeler.
Carolina Mills, G. J .Abbott, E. 8, Straight. Farnumsville, A. Lovejoy. T. G. Wilder. Georgiaville, T. 6G.
Wilder, W.A. Nealey. Jobuston, A. Lovejoy, J. D.,
Venev. New Shoreham, S. D. Church, W. Crooks. No.
Olueyville, A.T.
Scituate, L. Dexter, A. 1. Sally.
iven, W. H. WalA.G g.
Saily, G.J. Abbott. Pascoa
Roger WilChurch.
D.
8.
Given,
A.
Pawtucket,
dron.
Pond St. S. 8.
Hams. J, M. Brewster, J. D. Veney.
Barney, H, M. Gilman. Park St, F. E. Davison. S. 8.
Rarney. Greenwich St, W. A. Nealey. J. T. Ward.

physicians,

ciatica, Lumbago, Rheumatism,
ey Disease,
Neglécted
Coughs,

52420

PHILADELPHIA

before it, will be

in the vestry of the Freewill Baptis: church at OlneyOct, 9, 1879, at 9 1-2, A.M.
ville, R. I., on-Thursday,
4
G.C. WATERMAN, Rec. Sec.
Dover, N.H.,Sept. 15,1879.
- 3t38

on

805 BROADWAY,
New York.

|

75 cents each by mail.
Society

FREE

JOHN CHURCH & CO.,
66 WEST FOURTH ST.,
Cincinnati, O.

SOCIETY,

EDUCATION.

78 Nasa
yat
|

WEAK

MISSION

The annual ‘mee.ing of the F. B. Education

have received the gheatest number of unquestionable, reliable endorsements that any ex-

inter-

esting and spiritual throughout the session.
Most of the churches were represented by letter and delegates.
Voted that the collection

of the managers of the F.B.

REVIVAL

For LAME

Specimen pages now r¢ady and ‘sent
application,
PUBLISHED BY

SPECIAL NOTICE.

The

lies.

and out.

Price, 50c. by mail; $5.00 per doz, by expres.

Li: GERRISH,

“All persons attending the Anniversaries and paying
full fare over the Eastern R. R., and Boston & Providence R. R. will receive free return ticketsat Olneys
ville. The round trip from Portland to Boston oa the
steamers, ** John Brooks” and “ Forest City,” for those
attending the Anniversaries, will cost two dollars, not
including state-rooms. The tickets must be purchased
ot R. Deering, Esq., who will be on the whart at Port
land, Monday evening, Oct. 6,from 6 to 7 o'clock.
E.W. RICKER, Sec.
3t38

druggists, the press and the public. All praise
hem as a great improvement on the ordinary
orous plasters and all other external reme-

Quarterly leetings.

A,

—

Anv druggist has the ingre.

from

Andy

Be sure to examine “FIRST YEARS IN
SONG-LAND” hefore yon select a hook
for the fall and winter session,

THE F. B, HOME
MISSION SOCIETY.
The annual meeting of the Freewill Baptist Home
of officers and the transMission Society for the choice
action of other business, will be held atthe F. Baptist
church in Otneyville, R. I., Oct. 8, at 10 o'clock, A.M.
G. F. MOSHER, Rec. Sec,
. Dover, N.H., Sept. 15,1879,
538

>
PRESCRIPTION
FREE
For the speedy cure of Seminal Weakness, Loss
of Manhood, and all diserders brought on by in-

ternal remedy ever received

aT

Is far superior to any of its predeces

The annual meeting of the Freewill Baptist Foreign
Mission Society, for the election of officers and for the
transaction of any other business that may legally
will be held in the vestry of
come before the meeting,
the Freew/}l Baptist meeting-house, in Olneyville, R.
Per order
I.,on Wednesday, Oct.8,1879,at7 1 2, P.M.
P, W. PERRY. Rec. Sec.
of the Ex, Com.
3138
Gt. Falls, N. H., Sept. 10, 1879,

seek

will we
:

|

DEPARTMENT.

PPL

——

The fol-

:

Special Occasions

Fist Years in - Song-Land”
sors,

MISSION, SOCIETY,

THE F, B, FOREIGN

West's Liver Pills cure Sick Headache:

& CO.

arrange=-

may be made,

4137

There will be a meeting

Business FHotces.

Address DAVIDSON

¢“

TE

Ret.

W. M. So¢. ili the vestry ofthe F. B. church, Olieyville,
R, 1. Tuesday, Oct. 7,1879, at2 o'clock, P.M.
.
J. A. LOWELL, Cor, Sec.
Danville,N, H., Sept.2, 1879. 4137

organization of a Woman’s Foreign Missiona3 Society, and that we as a Q. M. recognize
their labors and encourage them with our influence and our
prayers.
Collection for Foreign Missions, $5.60.
Next session with the Franklin church, the
fifth Subhath in November.
MARVIN McKim, Clerk.
:

St., New York.

Study or Notation.

“. Recitations.

for the choice of »flicers and the transaction of other
will be held in the vesiry of the F. B, ¢hurch.
business,
Olneyviile, R. I., Wednesday, Oct, 8,1879 at 9 o'clock,
AuMal
iv
todtios
Le
JA LOWELL, Cor. Secy
Danville,N. H., Sept, 2, 1879,
437

5

lowing resolution was adopted :
Resolved 1. That we hail with delight the

dients.

Unionon,

to Oct.3, that

prior

F. Bi WOMAN'S

appointed, consisting of brethren F. N.

discretion or excess.

thes,thes. §8.

Repbrtof the Pop

=

¢“

IN EVERY

Tle anual meeting of the F. B, Woman’s Miss, Soe’

HANCOCK & QUINCY % M.—Held its last ses-

and J. Mathews.

Meetingof
Meeting
of

to the subscriber

Thos.

previous to

For Imitation.

SONG

x

. Page
., and addresses
by Rev.
A,
Given. Rev. H. F, Wood and Prof. J, W,
Chadwick. *
3138

Olneyville, RIL, |

to them the way of truth and salva-

with

preaching except Prairie City.
Rev. J. 8,
Dinsmore is pastor of Cottonwood and Colfax
churches, where he preaches once a month;
also of the Fairview church in the H. & Q. Q.
M., where he preaches twice a month.
The

Annunal
Ansan

Pubile services,

ments for their entertainment

tion—and blind—was something the brothers
and sisters never expected to see; and when
the collection was taken it was announced
that those who wished might reserve their gift
for the bliad Elder.
After the meeting was
dismissed it was evident that many found it
more blessed to give than to receive.
Next session with the Rochester church,
Dec. 27, 28.
J. W. Rosa, Clerk.

The meeting was protracted for one week with

very great profit to the church

names

years ago, but now has lost both
of his eyes.
The seeing of their old pastor in the desk dis-

was

¢*

RE

BY GEORGE F. BOOT.

in the vestry.
i
’
ho
.
“Service of Prayer and Praise, ied by Rev. A

\

.

A well-ordered, interesting aud earefully graded
course of elementary lessons, and a generous supply of good, attractive
:

( Evening —Sunday-schools. Ji
Meeting of the Ex, Com, of the §, S§, Union

*

B,

strips all competitors, 216 pages in beautiful style.

Dimm of Seneca
Q. M. were. present.
Dimm
had been pastor of the Henrietta church at dif-

coursing

2

pox

¥o

{

Day Schools and Juvenile Classes.

of the Temperance

PERSONS proposing to attend the Anniversaries tobe
held at Otneyville, R. T., Oct,7+ 9, will please send their

Thayer, T. Grabam

one

Meeting of the Directors

. W, Porter.

with the Henrietta church, August 30, 31.
churches were all represented by
dele-

ferent times for about 30 years,

§

Afternoon— Temperance.

. A very

Revs. J. B. Tash and

the editor,
Bev. BF. Huyes and E; We

RAT

Union In Jhe vesiry.
q oy PR] ‘Méeting
for Prayer, led by Rev. A. Lovejoy.
. Annual Meeting of the
Temperance Union.
gilli
Public Services,
t of the Bec., Rev. H.
. Wood, and addresses by ———
and Rev.

W. Isaacs, Clerk pro tem.

Jetters.

SONG-L

&

Lad

aud addresses by Pres, .B,
LC. AL Blokford:
iil tl

Cheney, and

@G. ¥. Mosher.

(O.) Q. M —Held its September ses-

guteg and

Comb) ,and a very profitable time was enjoyed.

ask-

felt in that place last spring. Rev. 8. C. Kimball

O-0-O-o

ion
The

s

Ricker,

were all

Jackson Brook, lying

ing for Free Buptist'Inborers. “Where are the
reapers?® | I'go to Danforth next month, in
comping with Bro. Peckham to hold a'meeting
3
of days.~J. W. CARR.

letters.

"FIRST YEARS

t

11.20 * The Morning Star, -Addresses by

be held

Moore, We had the presence
our traveling missionary, Eld, J.
of Lebanon Q.M.
Also received
of 14 members.
By request of
Bethel churches, the writer and

JOHN

' LORAIN

represented except

y

ii

Conference

were mearly

delegates
and

0CT, 9,

Morning— Education.

Meetingof the, Ex. Com,of
Ed, Soc. in
the vestry.
the
)

Meeting for: Jruen Jed hy Rev. J. Malvern. |
* Annual Meeting
of the Ed. Soc,
-* PublicServices—Repart of the Cor. See,, Rev.

Yi)

The last session of the Prairie City Q. M.
was held with the Colfax church. The churches

five more under

twelve miles east, and Forest Station, are

9 (1
91-2
10°

sion at Terre Haute,
lll, Aug.30.
Among
other 1natters of business a mission committee

Finding there were five
care of the church.
Sabbaths. in the month of August, T visited
through ‘the week, atid on the following Sabbath baptized four more, leaving a church of
nineteen members and thirteen under their
The leading men in the place are concare.
rected with the interest, and there is an open-

ilig for n'strong ¢hureh.

:

Committee to speak, commencing at Marysville, Delaware, West Jefferson, Henia, and
Yellow Springs.
Bro. F. is a fine speaker—
excelled by few in the State—and will do good
wherever he may speak. The churches under
his care appear to be prospering, both of which
have new houses of worship.
The membership is wholly composed of colored people,
many of whom were formerly slaves,
Illinois.

Peckham, of Houlton, I organand

will

7 AY
.

ro. K. W. Ingram were ordainedto the min«
stry.
”
‘
Next session with Mt. Moriah church, about
16 miles east of Marieir, Williamson Co., Ill.

Ohio.

ized a church of five members, and took thirteen under their care, The next Sabbath I

baptized

8

B. F. PARKER, Clerk.

‘The churches

Phelps, J.B,
and labor of
C. Gilliland,
a new church
t, Zion and

and

Western.

passed

Maj. Hamilton, of Saco, the conference

QM.

THURSDAY,

_

Al-

profitable session was enjoyed. Miuisters pres
ent, Reve, T. O. MceMin, J. 8. Gullidge, J. 'W.

in feeble health, but finds comfort in the same

Maine.

ter that the prayers of pastor and people are ascending for a return of the shower of mercy

J.J. BUTLER,
R. DUNN.
Hillsdale College, Sept. 8, 1879,

Rev. and Mrs, F. E. Davison have the

Cor Sec.

session of tho

Aug. 8—10.

Association, and

Helper were also obtained.

‘rease tbe probabilities
of a more thorough
/«course? And is it not true that in our denomis
nation as well as others, three times as many

fields of labor in which

that

my daily prayer is for the success of the various enterprises in which it is engaged, and I
hope the churches may feel the importance “of
the work, and contribute the means so liberal
ly that the society may not be hindered or embarrassed in carrying out all of her plans to
build up the cause of the dear Redeemer in
this wicked world.”
May God bless our dear
brother and spare him yet many years.
At the last session of the Oswego (N. Y.) Q.
M. a Woman's Mission Society was organized,
with Mrs. J. Hoose, of Mexico, N. Y., Presi.
dent.
About seventeen dollars were pledged
for missions, besides the regular Q. M. collection. A good number of subcribers to the

This fear has been entertained, but we beg to
whether reading and study diminishes

successful?

prove

our people have money and hearts. The treasurer’s report for July and August, given in the
Star, is cheering, September will show a still
better record.
Rev. J. J. Allen, who has been
laid aside from active life for several months,
by reason of severe sickness, in sending a liberal contribution, writes: ¢ For many weeks I
bave been hopeful that my health would be so
that I conld attend the Central Association at
Norwich, but my heaith is so poor and I am so
very decrepit since I had my last shock of
palsy, last January, that it will not be prudent
for me to go so far from home.
I feel deeply

tors of churches—were there, Three brief
-addresses, by the same speaker, were blended with hymns and prayers, and it seemed
certain that some hearts were greatly
touched.
Two friends; baptized tifty years
ago,were present. Not a few of the rough

quotation

We

need to come together and be introduced and
shake hands.
The meeting at Norwich will
afford an admirable opportunity for becoming

women
with rustic garb and
faces, and kind brethren—pas-

should

are only within telephone distance.

next

represented by

‘>
~~

appointments

5—7.

MAKANDA Q. M,—Held its last session with
the church at Harmony, Franklin Co., (Il).

Prof. T. J. Fargerson, colored, who is pastor of the Pomeroy uud Middleport churches,

object of this Association shall be to promote

and quiet,us the hymns arose amid the green
trees and floated over the fields. Roughlooking nen guthered round. Farmers and
laborers stood together.
Young folk in

there

de-

echo in many a heart; for this is really the
work and mission of the Ceatral Association.

folks came up the roads.
Soon was the
beershop emptied.
The sun was setting,
the harvest moon rising, and all was sweet

clearly- pronounced

you

whatever

forward to Mrs. A. D. Fair.
Co., Colorado, Box 201.
All

A very intelligent brother, in one of our
leading churches, writing of the Association,
suys: ‘If its mission is to cause a stronger
bond of sympathy and a more perfect concert
of action between the various churches composing it, you have my hearty co-operation,
and [ will render you whatever assistance it is
in my power to give at any time.”
This brother strikes a chord that will find an

evening, at seven o'clock,found

it is well that

the

bas

miles from Colchester. A plot of grassy
ground, formed by the junction of several
roads, afforded room fora harmonium and
some forms and chairs.
Soon the country

and

and

carry

ell have returned from their vacations,
begin their full campaign vigorously.

Sept.

1-2

«+++ The pastors of both our churches in Low-

- Central Association Notes.

Essex:

silk attire,
sun-burnt

send,
Weld

little
shall

cbureb,

Friday, Oct. 81st.

lately a member of the Mt. Vernon church,
and its first convert,on leaving. the city, was
made the recipient of a beautiful family Bible
and a handsome pursé of money.
It is understood that Brother Burton contemplates enters
ing upon the work of the. Christian ministry.

> +o rd

in England.

about

spiritual needs

Please

The

who attend its services...,Stéphen H. Burton,

monies received will be acknowledged in the
Star,
"A. J. FAIRBANKS.

The Engiish Baptists have not been
taking a vacation this summer. At least,
evangelical services have been held throughont the country in connection with the
Baptist Union during the summer months.
As an illustration of what is being done,
read this from the notes of Rev. Geo. W.
McCree, who held a series of meetings in

Cross,

the

of the people, I think I can work with
thought of home or rest so long as God

by for school-rooms, &e., but that would
come from the same treasury as this had
come. There had been no collecting or
begging; they had waited on God, and he
had sents it, as he always would. Mr. SpurZeon then asked the congregation to sing
the doxology in token of gratitude to God
for his goodness, and this was done with
muclr heartiness and feeling.

Boxted

Considering

Effingham

with the Effingham Falls church,

pose of people and pastor to make their church
a pleasant and helpful Christian home to all

causes of our. denomination; indeed, I should
consider it robbery to accept it. It has occurred to me that some of you ( I speak tothe sisters especinlly) would be willing to do without
some article of dress or some household -comfort and help open a place of worship in this

he said, would be required by-and-

at

farthing

1st

though but few active ministers were present,
the
Holy Spirit graced ithe int Friew, nd
Christians were refreshed.
C. W.
Dealtry
preached three, and P. 8. Burbank two ser:
mons. There were present five ministers)
aged respectivel y 0.78.
79 years.
40, 19, 70 10,

of the cosiest and most attractive audience
rooms to be found anywhere.
It is the pur

which should go for any one of the benevolent

Mr, Spuxgeon’s Girls! Orphanage,

Monday

I wish to

to help
a little, I do not, wish one

‘The London’ Christian reports that at the
"Metropolitan Tabernacle, on a' recent Sunday morning,
Mr. Spurgeon stated that not
only had he received the £2000 needed for
the purchase of a site for the Orphanage,
but different friends had undertaken the
cost of building seven of the houses. More.

us gathered

sure.

rent a hall th which to hold religious services
each Sabbath. .I write to ask my many friends

and as the entrance of his word, giveth
light, we may hope that by and by the Sun
of Righteousness: will drive out the dense
darkness ‘by which thut land has been en-

the

thoroughly renovated during the summer yacation, ‘The vestries
and ante-rooms hive heen
whitened and the audience room has ‘been
greatly improved by whitening the ceiling,
tinting the walls, and decorating them with
beautiful emblems and mottoes. Tt is now one

to health us to

I can not tell, to many I am

sion Committee, is the Lord opening the
heart of the dark continent to his servants,

Work

\

be able to do considerable service for my Master. To how many prayers this is an answer,

and will adsist them in their work, Thus,
_peaceably, and withoat expense to the Mis-

Evangelistic

¢

“i

I am so far restored

‘Catholic himself, he admires the zeal and
.Christian fortitude of these missionaries,

money,

how

Dear Friendsy ©: J.

He desires this to
‘commerce and science.
be done without bloodshed, and’ though‘a

shrouded for ages.

>

WOLFBOROUGH Q. M.—Held a session with

Massachusetts.

The Mt, Vernon church (Lowell) has, been

]

Ld

i

ots

=}
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—

Or (C. H. EGBLESTON CO0., Chicago, lil
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INSTANT
FAC SIMILES
(And Numerous) of AUTOGRAPH
LAKS, Notices, Music, Official and

Peis, and
ans

MMS, of any

PERFECT

kind.

CIRCU=Legal Pa-

A Novel,

Simple

PROCESS.

A Sure and Agreeable Business. for Gentlemen,
Ladies, or even Children, both in making Fac
Similes and selling apparatus. Inquire (with
stamp) of

W.

PURE

C. CONANT,

37 Park Row, New York.
Agents Wanted every-

© 86tf
TEA

where

to sell to

fami-

® lies, hotels and la:
consumers; largest stock in the country, pe
‘and terms the best.

Country

storekeepers shoul

call or write THE WELLS TEA
Fulton St, N.Y.

P.O. Box, 4560,

COMPANY,

201

t30eow

Co

EE

THE
|)

Poetry.
=

GOD'S SAINTS.
Who stays
Here long must pass

world, the singing

*ro-+o

SEED.

they had been so willitig to take an utter-

¢¢ I’m of no use,” said a little brown seed;
“ Where shall I go and hide?

ly selfish rest. Several mothers anxiously asked if their little ones were among

Tm little and brown, with nobody’s love,
‘And ugly beside.”

the group, and were gratified when told

So she rolled, and she rolled very quickly away,

And tumbled on the ground;
‘The rain came in torrents, and fell upon her
And all things around.
And

she felt herself sinking in darkness beneath—
Poor little faithless seed!
‘Where never an eye could see her sad fate,
Oh! she was hidden indeed!
The little brown seed lay still in the earth,
To herself still sighing-~

up, and

- “ll begin by trying.

that they were.
:
Pansy and the others sang, and read,
and bowed their heads in silent prayer.
Unmindful whether or not there were
lookers-on, they went on with their little
hour of divine service. And every week,
the summer long, they had their Sunday
morning of praise. More grew out of it
than any one would have supposed possible. It changed, to some extent, the way
of Sabbath-keeping, or rather of Sabbathwasting in that sea-side hotel. It became
quieter.
The hush of the holy day came
over

“ TI try and stop fretting, for ’tis of no use,

>

Oh, would you believe it! straightway the dark
ground Began fo tremble and shake,
And make way for the little seed, hopeful now,

Her upward way to take!
Up, up she went, till at last she saw
The lovely, bright blue sky ;
. Oh, the beautiful spirit had found release,
And the summer time was nigh,

that grew

stood,

who
and it

became the fashion to close the sacred
day with music, not light and brilliant,
but solemn and grand.
Pansy never dreamed that she had
found her heathen, or begun her missionary life. Yet she had done both; and
whatever work God may appoint her, in
the days to come, she will never find a
sweeter, better one than that of which she

one

summer by

the sea.—M. E. Sangster, in S. S. Times.

upon

beloved

by

So lovely—yet so meek.
—The

a little, there was an in-

took hold so willingly

I'¢an not begin to speak;
with flowers she

After

desired to attend it, every Sunday;

THE LITTLE BROWN TAGShe would run away.
You see, she

her,
Crowned
all,

it.

formal service in the parlor, for all

who will

:
:
The dear God above.”

God's

Common People.

family Circle.
PANSY HILTON’S HEATHEN,
‘¢ Miss Summerbell,” said Pansy Hilton, lifting a pair of earnest brown eyes
to her teacher's face, ‘“ when I ama woman grown, I mean to be a missionary to
the heathen. My mind is made up about
it.”
3

sometimes called her “The Little Brown,”

ber that it is qnly preparation for useful
and happy womanhood.
But why wait
until you are'a woman? = Why not begin

To be sure she had dolls and all the
playthings she asked for, but nothing was
half so nice as the great out-doors. So
it happened that whenever this baby-girl

:
after the talk with Miss

felt like it, and got a chance, she was sure

Mr. and Mrs. Mdiltod left

to run away. Mamma and nurse couldn't
be watching all the time, as there were
more little Browns besides Nellie to be
taken care of.
At last mamma hit upon

the city for a watering-place, taking Pansy with them.

In a large hotel, crowded

with gay people whose main business in
life was to amuse themselves, little Pansy
found that she had pledty of idle. time.
She liked many of the girls about her
own age, and enjoyed their company.
There were tiny tots of three anc four,

a plan that she thought might be of some
use.

She took

wrote

on

it,

a pasteboard

‘ Nellie

Brown,

card and
No.—

Washington
Avenue, Brooklyn,” and
every morning when Nellie was dressed,
under the care of white-c#fped nursés, this card was fastened securely to her
For a whole week this little bunand they soon found out that Pansy Hil- back.
ton was always ready to tell them stories, dle of mischief seemed perfectly contentand play little games with them. Her ed at home, but one beautful summer
fancy-work and her books helped the afternoon Miss Nellie strolled down into
long, bright summer days to pass very the garden. The coachman had neglectpleasantly.
But one thing troubled her. ed to close the back gate, and out she
‘When Sunday came, there was no Sun- went.
day-school for the children to attend, and
Oh! what fun this was! Nellie's flaxen
the day was spent in frolic and fun.
If curls stood out straight as she bounded
possible, there was more dress, more fri- down the street. Where was she going?
volity,and more mirth than on other days, Nowhere in particular, but everywhere.
for Saturday night brought its influx of She felt as if the air and all the sky were
gentlemen to enjoy their one interval of hers, and she could do as she pleased.
leisure, ere_ returning to town on Mon- She’had been brought back so many times
day.
:
that she hardly stopped running till she
One Sunday morning, Pansy, who w
reached one of the entrances to Fort
sitting in a shady corner of the hotel ve- Greene.
She sauntered in till she came
randa, as it happened, quite by herself, to a seat under a tree, and there fell fast
with her beautiful ¢¢ Life .of Christ,” a asleep—of course she did—for the “little
book full of lovely pictures, was sought Brown bird ” was all tired out.
The first thing she knew she was awakby a half dozen of her young friends.
ened by a rough hand on her shoulder,
““ Come with us,” said Jessie Pharos,
“¢ we are going to the woods to stay until and a rough voice said, ‘* What are you
doing here, little girl?”
Then Nellie
dinner-time.”
rubbed her sleepy eyes, and looked up to
“ Tum, darlin’,” pleaded wee Kitty
Miller,

the

pet

of

the

whole

Robert

the

Horned,

wore

of that day immensely,

and the points

went on increasing yearly until the reign
of Richard II., when they had to be tied
on the knees of the wearer,

to

save

him

house;

“¢ tum, 00 tan p'ay such pitty p'ays.”
*¢ But, Kitty dear, girls,” replied Pansy,

half a foot long; the richer and more
eminent personages wore them a foot,

and princes, two feet long.”

By an act

of the reign

the

of Edward

IV.

absurd

lengths to which these points had attained
were limited ; and no one under the rank
of a lord was to wear shoes more than
ten inches long, and all cobblers making
them were to be fined and cursed by the
clergy.—All the Year Round.
O-0-0-01%

+0

THE DISOBEDIENT CHICKEN.
Once there was a little, fluffy, yellow
chickey, who lived with his mother and

little brothers and sisters in a little bit of
a house, which stood not far from a very

pretty pond.
This little chick was

very

bright

wide awake, and in spite of his

and

mother’s

cluckings'would keep running away from
his

home.

He

was

very

fond,

too,

of

walking on the very edge of the pond,
though his mother had told him he would
surely get drowned if he fell ia.
One day he saw a number of little,
fluffy, yellow things walking toward
him.
“They look very much like me,”
thought little chickey. ** But how queerly they walk!
I can walk much better.”
And he straightened himself on his little,
slender legs, and walked gracefully
along.
.
Ee

Soon these little, funny, yellow balls

the water.

out,

few days

Rufus, called

shoes with long, sharp points, stuffed
with tow, and twisted in a special form,
This fashion took the fancy of the people

not go where she pleased. There was so
much more room out of doors than there
was in the house, and Nellie, though not
three years old, was very fond of blue
sky and sunshine. Then, the sparrows
never came into the house, and Nellie
‘had an idea that the birds and gay-tinted
butterflies had fluttered down from heaven
for her especial pleasure. The neighbors

tion will go on the better, if you remem-

A

A great beau of the time of William

waddled to the very brink of the pond,
and, ina moment more, glided away on

good thing to have an dim set definitely
before one's thoughts.
All your’ educa-

‘“ Well, dear, said the teacher, “itis a

Summerbell,

"J .. POINTED SHOES,

didn’t know any better, and I suppose
couldn't understand why a little girl could

and papa frequently called her his little
Brown bird,” because she was so small
and had such funny ways with her. Now,
Nellie had large grounds to play in, but
she imagined that the high fences kept a
good many of the birds and butterflies

now?”

The

from being incumbered
in walking.
This tying, or fastening, in the case of
gentlemen, was by chains of silver or
Onward, Christian soldiers,
Marching as to war,
silver gilt. In Chaucer's time the upper
With the cross of Jesus,
part of these shoes was cut to imitate a
*
Going on before!
church window. The rank of the wearer
Two or three gentlemen and ladies, acin those days was known by the length
customed to Sunday-school work at home, of his poulaines. *‘ The men,” says
Parwere pricked in their consciences that adin, *‘ wore them with a point before,

— Presbyterian.

:
And if Ive nobody’s love,
I’11 look up in hope, for there is one

to

in

listen to the stirring melody of

»

Till at last withan effort she roused
cried,

of children

Kirk,

stocks and horses and crops and prices to

Kept man from sin.
First out; this beam
Will guide him in.

And brightness and beauty

the insti

praise.
One and another world-wearied
man paused in his conversation about

We travel to.

THE LITTLE BROWN

for the children, who
stools and arranged them

ment. Soon the clear morning air was
thrilled by the sweetest singing in the

A sword-like gleam

see,

Christian Union.

in an orderly manner around

They are indeed our pillar fires,
Seen as we go;
They are that City’s shining spires

»

and Betty Tyrrel, who

the melodeon
brought camp

And steep ways
As smooth as glass;
But these all night,
Like candles, shed
Their beams, and light
Us unto bed.

-

run away since, — Eleanor

|

see who it was.

There

man, so dirty, ragged

stood a horrible

and

wicked-1oo0k-

ing, that it is no wonder the child began

:

We ought not to go to

-

is Sunday.

Mr. Lane to let us have’ a melodeon out

** Look on my back! ” said Nellie, and
then he put lier down on a seat and ex-

some of our hymns, and read in the
1am sure we would feel happier
Bible.
for such a use of Sunday morning.”

amined the little Brown Tag. Of course
she got home all right, and the police-

here on the veranda, and we ean sing

man

laughed all the way there.

I sup-

sit a good deal, and in which we meet our
friends, should not only have useful articles disposed about it, but there should

also be in addition to pictures and tapestry, some trinkets of historic or artistic
value. These furnish topics for thought
when you are alone, and at other times
‘* help people to something they can talk
about.” In warm countries the house is
not of so much consequence, and coolness and comfort are there the overpressing needs; but in our cold latitude the
best part of life is inclosed within four
walls, and with woman's life this seclusion continues the year round. Our lives
take color from what they find here. If
the rooms are cheerful they should help
to make a cheerful household, or in some

way add sunniness to the temper. But if
they are gloomy and morose, the product

to be expected will be

similar, and

will find expression in a sort of mental
dyspepsia.
Those
who
have
read
Carlyle’s
Wilhelm Meister,” and have not forgot-

ten Mignon’s pretty song, will recall the
pathos which she puts in one of her stanzas when she thinks of the tender home
she had left behind. Even the particular
rooms come back to her memory. Standing before the door of her protector, she
sings:
“Knowest

thou the house, with roof upon piles ?

The long hall glistens, the chamber smiles,

And marble statues stand looking at me,
Saying, “ What, poor child, have they done
thee #
;

with

as if the very furniture and material surroundings were bemoaning her absence.

It gives a pleasant hint, at any rate,

of

the sympathy which can subsist between
the appointments of a house and its oeccupants.
/
When the furniture is once in the house,

But, alas!

the cruel water

had

almost

dry

m

:

Poor chickey was half dead with cold
and fright; but soon the warm sun dried
his wet feathers

and

warmed

his

little,

cold body, and gave him strength to stand
on his feet. With one look at the ' dreadful pond, he flapped his wings, and with
a shriek ran back to his home.
:
“Foolish

child !"

said

his

mother,

when he had told his story ; * those little

fluffy things were ducks, and live half the
time on the water.”

«i.

Go

‘So little chickey found out that his
mother knew best, after ‘all; and ever

after, when he was tempted to disobey,

he thought of the dreadful pond where he

had been almost drowned, and he became
a good little chickey, and was a comfort

to his mother.—®hurchman.

tall

chairs

:
ROCK OF AGES.
How many hearts this sweet hymn has
comforted! In sickness, sorrow, and death
it has often been the staff of pious souls.
Johnny Blankley had learned it in the

infant class. ~ At four years of age he took
croup, and died

in

a few

days.

About

half an hour before he died, he said to his
parents :

“Sing for me.”
“What shall we sing?”
“Sing ‘Rock of Ages.'”
They sung it, and then he said :
“Sing again.”
“What shall we now sing, darling?”

“Sing ‘Rock of Ages,’ ” said little John-

ny.
:
They sung it, amid

bands of embroidery. simulating peacock

feathers will be used for trimming. Gold
color is used to pipe dresses of this color.
—The

their tears,

and a

MR,

W,

H.
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Ever

since the doctrines

have made

their way

GEORGE /(BLIOT,

ENGLISH

of mod¢rn

among

CA-

science

the

educated

classes of the English people, the Roman Cath-

olics have been reaping a harvest of ¢onverts.
The progress of science

has been not unlike

that of a precipitate; it leaver

men no

choice

between the difficult and often 'sorrowful profession of one Mvith, which rests on slender and
spiritual props, and the acceptance of an older
faith which, while assuming greater spirituality (han any other, is really

strong

by

reason

of its appeal to comparatively lower motives.
The Germanic races for the most part cast off
the yoke of the chuych because it had become
intolerably off@#sive; they had -no quarrel
with the spiri
art, but only with the material. More |
y-loving, and having more
commonplace
common sense than the Latin

races, they refused to obey a human institution
that made the spirit a pretext for interference
with the material concerns of all men.
But it
would be a mistake to suppose that they did
not admire and reverence the edifice that gradually became too overbearing.
As the barba-

rians

furnished

the best soldiers for the an-

London

Queen

remarks

that

the

its walls, while it sequestered the Pope
the limits of the Vatican.

Such being the apparent helplessness of the
great engine of priest-craft, the time is ripe for
a reaction. It should start among the same

people who formerly revolted against

it in its

most vigorous days. A sturdy people, liable
to panics, and deficient in the artistic sense,

would be the first to take the alarm at the apparent encroachments of science on religion,
and, for fear of one danger, fly into the arms
of another.
The thing is not only theoretically
probable, but is actually being accomplished.
It explains the number of converts to Rome
made in England, especially among the upper
classes, and also gives the clue to the urguments aad conclusions, such as they are, that
can be drawn from the writings of Mr. W. H.
Mallock.

body

hus

been

men,

if, in-

deed, they take as many.—Muffs to match
suits will be carried this winter. When
the trimming of a costume is of cashmere,
the muff will either have a cashmere
border, or else will be made of that

ma-

terial with

day

a fur

trimming.—The

when the German vote shall be paramount

in this city does not seem much to be desired by women who have to earn their
living, if the statement be true that only
eighty-one female telegraph operators are
employed in all Germany, and that these
are to be replaced by men as fast as vacancies occur.—The redingotes worn for
traveling in France open nearly to the
waist in the back. They are quite undraped, have their edges simply stitched,
and are fastened by large buttons, two of
which are placed at the back of the waist.
—There is nothing that makes a woman
her

down-trodden

state

so com-

pletely, and nothing that shows her from
how many avenues of improvement she

is shut out, as fo hear six

full-grown men-

solemnly discussing the possible results of
the base-hall season.—Soft muslin, cut
into points on the edge and chain-stitched
with bright silk, and having a fall of lace
beneath the points, makes a very pretty
cloth for a tea-table.— Boston Transcript.
FasHION RECORD.
Ladies industriously inclined are making *rickrack” and
+ feather-edge” braid, which is the proper
trimming for skirts.—Masculine fashions
are to be kept up by those women who
believe that they do not have all to which
the law entitles them. The coming bonnet is anxiously awaited. Milliners are as
wise as owls, and, some say, not quite as
interesting.—In bonnets two extremes are
shown for fall wear, the huge flaring one
and the cute little cottage-shaped affair,

which has attained so much

popularity.

The poke shape is not becoming, as a
rule, and should not be worn by ladies
whose size recalls the midgets.—Long,
fur-lined mantles may be expected to
make their reappearance about November.
They are elegant, stylish and comfortable.
What more could be desired P—Woolen

dresses made with coat basque and

pleat-

ed round skirts are announced on fashion’s
fall’ bulletin.—Colored thread laces are

among the new things imported by milli-

ners who have just returned. from the
*« other side.”—Short skirts for out-door
wear are to be retained in fashion, and
very long trains for full-dress occasions
is to be the rule.—In the matter of new
colors there is a variety that recalls
Joseph’s coat.—In new woolen cloths
there is a very large variety in colors and
texture. One of the prettiest goes by the
name of Rembrandt,, but it has no conculated to touch the heart. There is no nection with an oil painting... High fashpieceof furniture so valuable as the chair, ‘ion authority says that fall dresses ‘will
which was not so much purchased as be trimmed with satin, silk, plush and
made under personal direction; the sofa, many rows of machine stitching. A stitch
in time saves more than half a dozen.—
or
sideboard, or screen, which
shows N. Y. Mail.

bas heen culled selfish; but

she

exile, she naturally found it

dificult to

is more

and:

better than that,—she is an egoist. This pas.sage will illustrate the distinction: ¢ Having
always been the pet and pride of the house-hold, waited on by mother, sisters, governess.es and maids, as if she had been a princess in

ber own pleasure less important

think

than

others:

made it; and when it was positively thwarted,

felt an nstonished resentment
‘apt, In her crud-

er daysto vent itself in one of those ‘passionate
acts which look like a contradiction of habitual.
tendencies.’
She is unaware of the demand
she is making on others, until monstrous adversity suddenly presents its stern, unrelent-

Ing features to her view.

Then

we

see

that

time perceive no sensation

of having a stom-

class he represents suddenly awake to the need
of a soul. For a soul represents immortality,
aud immortality represents to them a possible
continuance of the equivalent of earthly advantages, such as food, clothing, horses, houses

and

bric-a-brac which

word

happiness.

constitutes

It is, therefore,

the

living ifan utter blank stares

Can we

usin

the face

by, the London season, our fortnight’s shooting, our little trip to Paris, our collection of
blue china, if we are not comfortable in the
belief that

there

are

celestial

sees

it, and has at

last

illustrated

with

followed

under

the

most

trying circumstances (the loss of her chief sup-

port, Deronda)
the completest of slf-conquests.
Do we not meet occasionally such an
one? They are few, certainly, who really
succeed; but they are strong facts when
their

and

their influence

is never

book certain churacteristics
him

and

discussed

with

are attributed to

freedom,

which

fortunately his deeds do not bear out.

un-

Gwen.

dolen improves continuously; Deronda’s progressiveness of aim is as embryonic at the end
as at the beginning.
Gwendolen moves upward; Deronda duwdles.
Gwendolen realizes

the necessity of constantly

watching

Deronda wanders off into vague

herself;

idealisms

un-

der the tutelige of Mordecai. Gwendolen’s
personality grows fuller and richer; ‘Deronda

still remains in outline.
Were Derondx mentally and morally as strong as he is represented
to be, he would never have allowed himself to
remain in ignorance of the facts of his birth.
Such aman would take the earliest opportunity of asking Sir Hugo whether his coming into
the world was a fault as well as a misfortune.
Instead of doing this, Deronda gropes about
with his hands *‘ clutching his coat-collar,”
broods over his fancied taint, and contentedly

pockets what ready cash Sir Hugo is disposed

to give him.
Again, his lack of decision is
shown in the desultory way in which he car-

ries on the search for Mirah’s brother.
It is
through no direct effort of his own,but through
mere chance words, that he at lust finds in
Mordecai the much desired one.”

great

this subject

which is most interesting to thbm.

one

what consummate art the author has

‘“ So far as actions are voncerned, Deronda
lacks all the qualities in which a man of
the
world should be strong; yet throughout
the

thought necessary to an education in the -fossiliferous strata of the university.
His soul,
however, has been so starved that he really
does not know whether he has one or not, as
people who go empty for a sufficient length of
ach. But as starving people suddenly begin to
feel a terrible pain, so Mr. Mallock and the

germ of a fine nature is there,

ost.

well-

the other side of the curtain? Can we (asks
Mr. Mallock in effect) go on enjoying the Der-

off no more honors than the

which.

makes one loth to leave her. To define this
fascination is difficult. There is #0 Tiuch of in-.
terest in the author's every observation about
her, us well as in the drawing of the character,
that Lo seek which particular point has an excess of benuty is a thankless task. Gwendolen.

fuceess is made,

cared for, and his mind filled with the subjects

ed women far more than the male

dates are. picked men, and shows that
even now it is becoming evident that
after a short time the women will carry

fuscination in this study of Gwendolen

ingrained; Gwendolen’s was,in great measure,
due to her home training. Admitting that
the

within

women who present themselves for the
London University examinations are pickcandi-

In a clever essay on George Eliot, in the In.
ternational Review for July, Mr. Francis.
Maguire, Jr., shows the prevailing ethical:
doctrine which pervades all her writings:
‘* Added
to all the. other qualities developed:
80 clearly and consistently, there is a peculiar:

sheis no such incarnation of solfishness as
cient Roman armies, so the Germanic races
supplied Rome with the ablest instruments of Rosamond Vinei. While on a superficial read-ing one might be easily misled into ‘thinking
hierarchical oppression.
But these things happened long ago. Rome is no longer what it that under no possible circumstances could
was. The persistent conflict of the Gallicsn -her character be artistically developed into one
church with the mother church had its secret of high nim, yet on a closer examination one
finds that tae egotistic trait, which admits
effect to weaken Rome, a"\d other causes, withof
greatly improved changes if rightly worked
out, have contributed to humble it. The wave
upon,
is
strong, while there is little of mere
that started with Luther reached the Eternal
selfishness about her.
City itself and carried the King of Italy into
Melema’s egoism was

be happy now, they ask, if we are not sure
that we shall be happy hereafter? Is life worth

realize

0-0

Literary,

there is no better way to dispose it than
to observe the posture it falls naturally
into when disarranged by a social group.
This will illustrate what may very well
This gentleman is one of the latest products
be its habitual attitude, and so suggest
of the English university education, the rethe amenities of social converse: It is
sultant of that sneering dilettanteism which is
said that a lady who peeped into her par- thought cleverness in those old abodes of learnlor the morning after a specially delight- ing, and which appears transplanted, extremeful party had vacated it, and which had ly attenuate of shape, in the tone of ‘thé under
kept the festivity up to a late hour, was graduates of our own Harvard. He has been
amused to notice that everything was still. well-born, well-fed, well-read, well-supplied
vis a vis —the sofa talking to the rocking- with luxuries, doubtless well taught at the
wicket and the 6ar. His
chairs, and the

covered his poor head; and this would
have been the last of chickey if a man
had not just at that very moment passed
the pond with a small fishing net in his
hand.
Seeing chickey struggling in the water,
he quickly fished him out and threw him
upon the grass, saying, *‘ There, you
foolish little thing, lie there till you get

|

strikingly original treatment ; or the curtains and quilts which embalm some mementoes of family history.
But it is needful that rooms where we

to the small
“Dear me!" said little chickey; « if
ones. Not being an ingrained martinet,
I can walk on land so much better than
she did not push them back parallel with
they, of course I can go on the water, too.
the wall again, but left them substantially
I don’t believe mother knows everyin that order which had put them on a
thing.”
better sociable understanding with each
So into the water he sprang, and soon
other. And the hint is a good one for
found that he was sinking, He flapped
one to follow.— Christian Union.
any
his poor little wings, and shrieked with
TETE-A-TETE.
Peacock green will be
all his might.
“Dear me,” he thought, “if I had as fashionable in the winter as it has
been during the summer, it is said, and
only minded mother!”

to cry. ‘Come along with me,” he said ; third time he wanted it sung, and they
+T’ll
give you some candy and some sung it; and this little Christian then
the woods and play just as we do on othnice ice-cream in a minute.”
passed from the poor but comforting muer days.”
“ Why not?” urged Rose Marshall. | ‘Then Neilie caught sight of a police- sic of earth to join the sweet songs of
She had been taught that little heaven.
4 My mother says it is impossible to be man.
as strict here as we are when at home. girls always had a friend in a policeman,
HOME TOPIOS.
She thinks we can lay aside some re- and when she saw his blue coat and brass
SocrABLE Rooms. When a room looks
straints, and harm nobody. And your buttons, she screamed just as loud as she
mamma said you might go, for we asked could. Oh! how that policeman did run. cosy and inviting, you may be sure some
her. We went to your room to look for You would have laughed to see him pick deft hand has been at work there; and
ellie up in his arms; but the tramp byou will see brought into play the genial
‘ you, Pansy.”
dn’t
laugh, I can tell you. 1’ tell you influence of home invention and skill. It
Rose,”
it,
abot
right
feel
not
«I should
hat he did do; he ran as fast as his is none the Worse, but is generally the
replied Pansy. * I am sorry there is no
better, that thig proceeds commonly from
Sunday-school here, but I've been think- legs would carry him.
**
Now,
little
girl,
where
do
you
live?
”
feminine
forethought, which knows hew t
ing, znd have a plan.
Why can we not
So
pick with native felicity what is best calstart one for ourselves?
Come, I'll ask said the officer.

“jt
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by all the listeners except two, Julia Fay

Mr. Lane at once sent a waiter to place

O’er dark hills, swift streams,

i

pose 'twas funny! but Nellie has never

sauntered off by

ww

STAR.

~ This proposal was received with favor
themselves, talking audibly of the queer
ways of Pansy Hilton.

God’s saints are shining lights;

)

MORNING

——

E A?

arab

chariot

races,

Looked at from his seventieth birthday, Tennyson has survived many reputations which

for the moment were
It isnot

necessary

as brilliant as his own.
to dwarf

others

to

make

him great, but some who began with him have
already disappeared.
Alexander Smith and
Philip James Bailey awakened
which they did not fulfill.
His

expectations
friend, John

Sterling, has utterly faded out of sight as a
poet; and lives only because Thomas Carlyle

devil-potting, dances and heavenly bric-abrac, after we have shuffled off this mortal
gif
coil?

wrote his biography.
Algernon Charles Swinburne, though a much younger man, has so divided his: strength between prose and ‘poetry

In * The New Republic,” Mr. Mallock looked abou. him and found men and women up to
all sorts of hypecritical or openly naughty

we delight in Browning, he has never mastered

games. In that book he comes to no conclusion, being content to leave all his threads
dangling at the end, having

indeed

given

wus

plenty of amusement with his satirical sketch-

es of
each
they
germ

the follies of particular persons, stabbing
one in turn, and sneering at all because
had no definite faith in anything,
The
that lay in the sketch of Huxley and oth-

er scientific men in that book was next
ed out

in

magazine

articles,

work

among

which,

“ The New Puul and Virginia” was the most
noteworthy. Here the weakness showed it~
self, for the Positivist whom he took to make
sport of was, in truth, an admirable character.
Succeeding articles only repented this trait;

the persons he attacked gained

in

luster

not

‘only in spite of, but because of his attacks.
They were the truly spiritual ones, the strive
ers, the representatives of Prometheus; while

Mr. Mallock was the earth-spirit trying in vain
to belittle their

characters.

He

was

always

doing harm to the cause he advocated, like an
unskillful sttorney

who, whatever applause

he

gets from a silly jury, éan not blind the right.
minded judge. Finally, articles began to ape
pear in which Mr. Mallock showed that he had
dropped into the current seiting toward
Rome. The national and class influence about
him was too strong; he took the panic and,
having made a bugbenr of the Positivist de-

ductions from science, endeavored

his hearers therewith
church,

into

to frighten

the

fold of the

Worth

Living? The

thor’s answer to the question is that life is

worth living unless you have a faith, but

on to argue that the only faith is that

ed by the Roman

and much as

his idiosyncrasies sufficiently to give us the full
strength of what is in him.
Clough and Arnold are rather the exponents of a phase of
thought than the inspired interpreters of life,
When compared with his contemporaries,
Tennyson may be said to bave failed again and
again in what he early aimed at, but

with

ev-

ery new volume he has shown a cleur advance
upon what was his best before.
His genius
was at first as wayward

has had the patience
the obstacles which
cess, and has shown
only the first among

as Browning’s,

but be

and industry to overcome
stood in the way of suc~himself worthy to be not
his peers, but the poet-

laureate of his time.— September Atlantic.
Par
Bil, a8

The

Princeton Review for September

tains the following variety of thoughtful

conread-

ing: Progress of Christianity in the United.
States, by Philip Schaff, D. D,, LL. D., Union Theological Seminary. The Philosophic Movement in Italy, by Prof, Luigi Ferri, Fh. D.,.
University of Rome. Puinting in its Historic
Relations, by Prof. Henry Coppee, LL. D., Le-

high University.

Religion

and Morality, by

Rev. Henry N. Day,D. D., New Haven. The
Problem of the Human Will, by Prof. Henry
Calderwood, LL. D,, University of Edinburgh.
The Laws of War in their Bearing on Peace,
by Sheldon Amos, LL. D., London,
Secular-

ized Education, by Prest. Robert L. Dabuey,
Virgil as.
Hampden-Sydney Theol. Seminary.
a Precursor

of

Christianity,

by

Principal

Shairp, D. C. L., University of St. Andrews,

It is a selection und modification of these articles which constitute the book called after

one of them, Is Life

that his fame is at a stand-still;

Catholic church,

haps it is the pure Christianity of the

faith that Mr. Mallock holds out

as

aunot

goes

inculeat-

But

per.

Catholic

the

sure ground?

only

Not at ull. It is the old , Jesuit
casaistry of a church,—a vast, wonderful, liv-

ing body of doctrines and men which is offered
as a substitute for God, It is 8s. much as to
say: You can not rise to the belief in a Supreme Being and have fuith in him; therefore,
here is something more concrete and material;
here is a tremendous System, so great and

With the issue of Sunday Afternoon for
January,1879, Rev. Washington Gladden, find.

ing the care of a large parish and the sole edi-

torial charge of a magazine more than enough
to occupy his time, withdrew wholly from his
connection with the contributors’ department
of the magazine, and has not since had anything to do with it, though he has, as before,
conducted the special editoriul departments,
and will continue to do so. The position of
general editor was then taken for the time be- ing by Fdward F.

Merriam,

who

has,

how-

ever, retained it and will sustain a similar re- lation to Good Company.
ob
rore

Miss Ingelow’s new

novel * Miss Sarah

de

it. Bow
God sc-

Berenger,” will be published in England tow-

cepts you and arranges for your future, accord.

ing to your adherence to the System’s law.
In heathen times Mr. Mallock would have

In England the firat, edition of three thousand copies of Georgh Eliot's new work wus
sold before the book was out.

made the same plea in favor of an idol,

library

wonderful that God must have made
to that, and the System will see that

It is quite possible that Mr. Mallock is serious in his attitnde toward the belief in immortality an1a God, But whether he is’ or not,
he can not expect high-minded
take his own
ignominious and

stand.— Scribner for September.

persons to
unspiritual

ard the end of the year,

alone

took

five

One circulating

hundred

copies

of

i.
:
Mr. Walter Francis Brown, a young American artist in Paris,’s making

the

illustrations

for.a book which Mark Twain is preparing on
Europe and Europeans, and which is expected
. to be the best thing he has ever written.
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sending them

Philadelphia.
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away with any

can never be a match

vil.— Coleridge.

fhend too cheap to thee,

ROhy

— Fuller.
E8audhy friend.
it
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Work 0-day,

BY

{

.

ccess is nothing more
19 can do well, without
i Eongfellow.
A

security, they

Great Britain.—Boston Transcript.

greatest and

the

best,

of their

boast of their supremacy over New

Jer-

thing

con-

sey

but like a froward

child that must be played with and humored a little to keep it quiet till it falls asleep,

taining seventy-five

ken branches and fallen leaves, and grows
out of its own decay,80 men and nations
are bettered and improved by trial, and refined out of broken hopes and blighted ex-

pectations.—F. W. Robertson.

There is a great deal more to be got out
«of things than is generally got out of
them, whether the thing be a chapter of
the Bible or a yellow turnip; and the marvel is that those who use the most material should so often be those that show the
least result in strength of character.—
George Macdonald.
]
>

than

Milford,

“middle mea” as usual

making

There is certainly nothing base about a
baseless fabrication.—Boston Transcript.

to till the ground, pick

the

of which

plainly unascountry town

are

sure

fruit,

or

ex-

the fact

still standing,

though the interior shows the result of
many modern repairs. . It seems strange
that while the town was settled by a clergyman of the English Church, and there
are numerous stories afloat about an altar-cloth worked by Queen Anne herself,

The deepest spot in the Hudson
opposite West Point, where the

the

work

of months.

However,

this

is

street cars,

omnibuses,

or

for preparing wild
meats, soups, etc.,

public conveyances of any kind. But
there is an air of solid comfort and refinement about the place that is at once
assuring of the genial home-life and
hearty hospitalities that one never fails in
finding ; and, being only six miles from

game
with

these,

frame quarters where lived the numerous

three
ones,
as the
child,

and all kinds of
tcuflles, olives,

apartment for the present colored aly,

who are paid members of the same family
that were once part and parcel of the

household furniture and personal property. The cook is the same cook of the

years before the war, only’ now sheis
married, aged, ‘* housekeeping” for herself and ‘¢ educating”
her children.
“This ** educating” and
¢ housekeeping”
‘business are the high ambition of the
for the

most part, a little time in school, and
considerable time on the streets, and the
housekeeping,” owning a house, bein

away working elsewhere all day, an
earning mone
shough to support, perhaps,a lazy
husband and idle children.
However, there are many happy families,
and their love for their old homes. is so
redt and so enduring, that at the holiays, especially Christmas times, they
flock in numbers, from distant cities
even, to spend the day with ¢¢ Massa or
Missus.” They never have any money
to take them back, and to get rid of ten or
all

regular

they are

ned, and where

+s darks,” and their manner of carrying it

fifteen, and to pay them

are

night-workers,

a present—

for they always prefer money—is sometimes a heavy drain on the purse of
«¢ Magsa or Missus.” But itis a custom
that stands to this day. In Delaware
though—let it be writ to her credit—
slaves had comparatively an easy time;

they were not locked in at night by. the

«closed porte cothére as in Cuba, or kept in

painful, hopeless'bondagé, as in the far

sold for fifteen

feel

provision’
for

the liberation of their most

faithful servants; so-thut-these poor creatures had something.
de forward to,

and were RHA

ious, at the reading of

CL

hin

anx-

a will, to learn its

contents, . Freedom was

their badge

of

respectabi'ity, and some of them to-day

“will not admit to ever having been slaves,
though nearly all of then in this part of
the country were so except the younger
branches, and many of these are indent-

ured by their parents until they are *‘of
age.”
Hau
I have reached Delaware in the hight
of the peach season, when the trees are

heavy with their beautiful and luscious

burden, and the peach-growers are busy
from morn till night overseeing the pack-

ing and transportation in

baskets, crates,

' boxes; and wagons, on the ships and cars,

with

a sprinkling of salt water and corn-meal
and the latter kept dry and fed with cornmeal only.
;
Lobsters were caught before the building of the breakwater at Lewes, but since

then they have disappeared, and it is supposed on account of a certain seaweed that
accumulates on the stones with which the
breakwater is filled. This seaweed, which
to lobsters, attracted the

blackfish ; thus,upon the departure of one,
the other came, and as the blackfish is
considered quite a dainty, the loss of the
lobster is not regretted. Then there are
the trout, shad, croakers, sheepshead, and
these, with the game in autumn, of partridges, quail, snipe, wild ducks and geese,

make the vicinity a paradise for bon vivants. In truth, it became so attractive
to gunners generally, that they came in
such numbers

from

other

localities, that

those who had the rights were deprived
the pleasureof really enjoying them, so
that now strangers are obliged to join the

yame Society, or they run the risk'of be-

ed the peach orchards during the

to

proved to be a wisdom.
Two bottles cured
her, she is now
as well
and strong as
any man’s wife, and it cost me only
lars. Be ye likewise foolish.’—H,

in a cer-

an old man.

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those
sons who do

to be thrown in; and he didn’t know I was
there, and so 1 held in and laaghed in my
sleeves till I bast ’em.— Cleveland Voice.

night escorted by a couple of young gentlemen to the pond at the foot -of-Mill street,
and given a sail about the pond in one of
the boats, and when the boat landed, and
the ladies stepped on shore, one of them

gave a great sigh of relief, and exclaimed :

A gentleman, being threatened

with

has died in 1t.
religion more

Willie,

standing

an

his

back,

papa,

looked

by-the-

is a pattern of propriety, and

quickly

“Why, papa, who did youn hug?”

Mr. Labouchere says: ‘“‘An old public
servant once gave a promising son this advice:
‘Keep quiet for a time, and don’t bé
in too great a hurry to push yourself forward,

or

to

advertise

yourself.

Just

days.

your work as well as you can, and make no
enemies. People in power will find you out
soon enough, and be only too glad to avail
themselves of the
them.’ ”

assistance you can

and

give

don’t know
News.

how

to

madame,

but I

case also with the tramps;

"This is the

they so infest
season,

asking, for work, that a law has been

passed prohibiting their stoppivg. I have
been told" by peoplediviiig. here, that pri-

have often had ‘Seven or
vate families
eight of them ta tea, and were, afrnid to
deny them food.

Sometimes,

however,

they-are of service,us in the case af a cer-

tain gentleman who, would have Tost his

milidam, but" for the timely" assistance of
tramps; during astormis brig iF
The political history of Miltord is of lit

tle importance.

Nearly all of the Govs

evhors were Milford men, but the politics

of the State are for the most part discussed in county towns. ‘There is eonsiderable shipbuilding in: the town on account

or dying, to have Jesus with him.
Libby it is well.

For

of

study

are

. the

TON,

A.M.,

¥offers
es.
ar to

Rio

appiy

Grande,

Gallia

Co.,

ments for the coming year.
For particulars address the Secretary,
MupGk, Wilton Junction, Iowa.

A.

O.

Scituate, R. I.

YNDON

LITERARY

INSTITUTE.—J.

8.

BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent assistants.
- Fall term begins
August 26, 1879
A first-class school.
Three complete courses of

study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’

Classical.

English and

Send for Catalogue.
Address,
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Trens.,
Lyndonville, Vt.

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike,
York.

Wyoming

This schoel was never

in

Co.,

better

address the Principal.

2

HITESTOWN SEMINARY.—This Institution
is one of the largest and best in the State.
Terms moderate. Send for Cawlogue.
J. S. GARDNER,
Principal,
Whitestown, Oneida
Co.,

ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
<I)
—For further information address the President, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FUILONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
J. A. HOWE, Sec.

With

A YEAR and expenses to aeents. Outfit
Free. Address P. O. VICKERY, Augusta,
y

COLLEGE,

your busi-

America

from the

year

1820

in 1872, 1500;

in

1873, 1000;

A Providence man

in

For Broken Breast, Sore
H

;

¢

N ipples,

itn

4

The

and Company's

trade-mark

paration,

however

Prices

much

50c.,

begin
that

again, as

the story

over

again?”

the question

when

memory

OND’S EXTRACT CO.
New

York hogy

‘« THE

was

to

London,

ISSUES.”

T

HE above is the title of an Essay delivered before the Iowa Yearly Meeting upon the issues
between Free Baptists and other Denominations.
The Conference voted to request its publication.
It has been done ut the Morning Star Office, and is
being read with interest among our people in
Towa, for whom, chiefly, the work was prepared.
But it deserves to be more generally read, and I
hereby call attention to it, and urge the purchase
and reading by any and all interested in the subcct discussed. The Issues between Baptists and

edobaptists, and between Liberal and
' al Baptists are clearly
and fereibly
put,

ADDRESS
4

REV.

Unliber-

BAKER, WATERLOO,

3. E.

10WA,
or, for a short time, The
PRICE 10 Cents PER CoPY.

STAR

OFFICE.

§. V. R. SLADE.

STEEL

ENGRAVING
~OF—

DR. JAMES L. PHILLIPS.
This fine engraving is of two sizes. 9 x 12 inches,
25 cents;
12 x 15 inches, 35 cents. For Sale at the

MORNING STAR ‘OFFICE.
Any one wishing to
take a quantity, to sell at Quarterly and Yearly
Meetings can obtain them at a large discount by
applying to W. O. SAYLES, 10
WALL 8ST, N. Y.,
the cash accompanying the order.
20tf
;
:

THIS

PAPER IS KEPT
AT THE OFFI

ON

FILE

JUERASON

ESTIMATES

Send 25¢, for AYER

Critical Culture!

reading in

an evening

Sumner: was no musionce told him

buy a music-box

set

to

“Qld Hundred,” she did not believe that he

could muke i5 play “more than to seventyfive.” It was, doubtless, something in the

same vein that prompted old MTs. Rothsof
the white ‘oak timber which: abounds, | child, when 97, to say to her physician:
“Doctor, you must keep me up for three
and piany fortihes have been madethrough
years more at least; it would be discreditthis industry ; in fact, owing to the water
facilities of
Milford, it hus become a noted able for a Rothschild to go off under par.”
factory and mill locality, and derives its — Harper's Drawer,

MUSEUM

OF

GEOLOGY

AND

MINER-

Three Full Courses for which Degrees are conferred. 1. Classical. 2. Phi'osophical. 3. Scientific.
ALOGY.
Foundation for a
Students fitted to enter any college. No preparatory classes taught by undergraduates.
PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT.
solid education carefully laid.
granted. The
NEW NORMAL COURSE.
Two Years’ Course. Thoroughly practical. Largely attended. Popular and substantial. Diplomas
most careful instruction given in the branches that the student will have to teach.
|

WIDE

CHOICE

COLLEGIATE

ELECTIVE

OF

STUDIES,

7000 volumes). Well filled
FINEST BUILDINGS IN THE WEST. New, well lighted and ventilated. Large and growing Collexe Library (nearly
Excellent board, clubs, family boarding. Nominal tuition, large number of
Reading Room, opén six hours daily. . FIRST-CLASS DORMITORIES.
Incidentals and General Expenses

less than in any School of like grade.

TUITION,

to those

:

having scholarships,

.

.

INCIDENTALS, per te rm (gentlemen),
[1
¢
:
:
(ladies),
MATRICULATION (paid butonce),
|

‘SCHOLARSHIPS,

I

EXPENSEKS:

™

has, been

to

VALUABLE

two.

Twelve or fourteen weeks to each study of the course save

a week for every study.

It is

sure

Grounds!

If so,
to be educated, to make the most of yourselves in health, mind and character?
F Young ]men and women, have you made up y: our mfnds
a pleasant home at a
do you Know that Hillsdale College offers you the Advantages of moral healthifulness, severe and careful mental training,fand
price UNRIVALED IN THE COUNTRY. Fifteg h regular Professors—no instruction by undergraduates. Sixty minutes to all classes. ‘Five hours

has oc-

thing is

cian, and that a lady friend
that if he’

$1.75.

BY

Healthful, Quiet!

of

Thus we thought, a day

paper that Charles

be pressed.

and

ONLY

Fine

Christian students.

going on, one witty little
‘or two since,

may

Low Expenses !

jogged by some one’s. telling a good story.
When good stories and ready repartees are
suggest another.

you

one day standing
his grandfather,

after

his

It

when he

“That reminds me of 4 little anecdote,”
is what every bright man has heard; over
over

arti

wrapper.

1874, 700;

curred to older people.

and

on surrounding

$1.00,

|

the Creation and the Fall had been related,
and the young lady had beep meditating for
some time .on the moral of it, when
she
suddenly
broke out with:
‘Aunty, after
Adam and Eve disobeyed God, why didn’t
impossible

genuine

cle has the words * Pond’s Extract,” blown in the glass,

is never soid in bulk.
None other is guimine Always
insist on having Pond’s Extract,
‘Take no other pre-

‘Good Surroundings !

There's a heap of philosophy in the question which a Washington young lady of the
mature age of six, propounded to her aunt,

pot

tin

<1
GAUTION.
POND’S EXTRACT Fst minted

till

only a mile apiece for us.” “Whom do you
want to see in Pawtucket?” inquired he.
“Be jabers,” was the quick reply, “I want
to see myself there the most of anybedy.”

he kill ’em_and

The

need bo called in for the majority of female
diseases if tho Extract is used. The pamhlet which accompanies each hottle gives
11 directions how it should be applied.
Any one can use it without fear of harm.

mock tone of encouragement to his three
tired companions, ‘‘that’s not bad at allk—

It was’

Breast.

is ‘cleanly ‘and

Female Complaints.

when four Irishmen came up, one of whom
asked the distance to Pawtucket.
He was
told by the old gentleman that it was about
four miles.
‘Well, faith,” said Pat, in a

the other day.

In

efficacious, and mothers who have once used
it will never be without it.
:
No phy-

in 1877, 45.

relates that

was a little boy, he was
in Market-square
with

or Sore Eyes.

It is a
panacea, and
. Faceache.
when 2 oa ‘aeconding
to directions its effect is simply wouderful.
Pil
Blind, Bleeding- or ¥tehing.
Jt
HES, is the greatest known rewusdy; vapid.
ng when other medicines have failed.
lye

1877: During the first forty years of that
period the total number was 8000; during
the succeeding decade, 5000 ; in 1871, 1800;
in 1875, 80; in 1876, none;

“nz tie

MICHIGAN.
7 Chriian | Thorough | Che!

==

ness.”

to

For allay-

i

if ye have no brought the common

sense with ye, ye may go about

Ulcers, Wounds

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Is a special department
atthe New Hampton Com+
mercial College.
The
)
S08
8 8 only place in New Eng.
land where Telégraphy is practically and proper.
ly taught. Young
en or ladies desirous of becoming Telegraph Operators need look no farther.
Expenses reasonable,
Send for particulars to
Telegraph Department, New Hampton, N. H.

also

Earache, Toothache,and

New

WW

le and

It can be used without the slightest fear of
harm, quickly allaying all inflammation and
soreness without pain.
!

condi-

¢ IRVING B. SMITH.

Sore

as a

28

tion for doug thorough work in Academic Instruction. ‘No primary instruction. With threé carefully arranged courses of study. The Classieal,
Seminary and English Course.
For full catalogue.

ein
stanehi

=

applied poids hry herrd

PREPARED

APHAM INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, R. I.
For particulars address the Principal.
W. 8. STOCKBRIDGE.
No

Used

Inflamed

week.

EST
VIRGINIA - COLLEGE.—Flemington,
Taylor €o., West Virginia. This Institution
to students important and peculiar advantaFor particular information, send for a circu.
Rev. W COLEGROVE, LL. D., President.
ILTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.—Wil
ton, Muscatine Co., Iowa. Special arrange-

For. or.

icing, ser

heat and pain itis unrivalled, and should be
kept in every family, ready for use in case
of aceidents.
}

MoUL-

Ohio.

ie

cured with astonishing rapidity.

Normal,

to A. A.

of

red hy the free use of the
No other inedicine will cure as

Burns and Scalds.

SBCHOQL.—The special work

further information

HILLSDALE

As for

the learning, I will try and set you in the
way of it; as for grace, you must pray for
but

courses

‘known

tion ren h

and Bruises. Jig and cloning
The most obstinate cases are healed

college

courses, viz. : Classical and Scientific.
Board, (including room rent)
$2,15 per

B. 8. MoopY.

aine.

LATIN

fa

‘other

4k

my

Sores,

Commercial, College Preparatory and two College

loyal to his

living

$117

Said the Rev. John Brown to his theological students: “Young gentlemen, ye need
three things to make you good ministers—
sense.

The

experienced
ago, and has

Bro.

swim.”—Ind.anapolis

learning, grace and common

it

bas
He
country when it needed friends,
always voted the Republican ticket since’ its
formation, and would have voted it this present fall could he have lived and got to the
ballot box, whieh, in the writer’s opinion,is no
uring his
stain on his Christian character.
last sickness he seemed to think that Jesus
not to
side—promising
his
was with him—by
Truly it was blessed,
leave nor forsake him.

“Is this the .place,” she asked, as she
wandered down to the barren sands, ‘‘where
a young lady—a beautiful young lady—fell
in the water last season, and was rescued
by a gallant young man whom she after:
wards married?”
He looked at her carefully, estiinated her ata square 47, with
false teeth, and said : ‘‘Yes,

was

He

lasted.

Finest

W. Lebanon, Me., July 25, 1878.
RX GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
Co., Ohio. The college
year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each. Fall term begins Aug. 26.

He was born in Newfield, Me., and had“

strength

cheap.

as

Nd

ed, in the early stagesof the diseases it will
surely control and cure them. Do not delay
it on appearance of first symptoms
of these dangerous diseases.
.
The Extract is the onl
Catar r h. cific for this did on —d
distressing complaint ; quickly relieves cold
in the head, &o. Our
Nasal Syringe is of
essential service in these cases.

Commercial, Pre-

ness, scientific schools or the best colleges.
J. W, HUTCHINS, A. B., Principal.
For further
jrruculats, address the principal,
or ELIHU
AYES, Sec. Trustees.

always been a resident there until about four
years ago, when he moved to this place.
His
parents’ names were Wm. Libby and Betsey
Clark. They had four children; three yet live.
Bro. Libby experienced religion about thirty
years ago, and has lived a praying lifecever
since; was an active Christian while beaith

do

and

J

Throat.

Collegi-

of the school is to prepare the students
for col.
lege, and every effort is made to do this in as thor
ough a manner as possible, Expenses are moder:
ate. Send for a Catalogue.
A. M. JONES, Sec.,
Lewiston, Me.
" EBANON ACADEMY -—Pupils fitted for busi

tinguished.
It is due her son, with whom she
lived, and his faithful wife and also their chil
dren, who are all Christians, {o say they made
their mother’s home a bappy home.
She
knew what it was to have smiles and pleasant
words, but not what it was to want.
Her
hoary head was a crown of glory because it
was found in the way of righteousness,
JosHuA 8S. LiBBEY died in Limerick, Aug.
30, 1879, aged 92 years, 1 month
and
21

in

who,

asked:

upon

Star,

Theological,

Thorough

ICHOLS

lived
a Christian. She died as a lamp goeth
out, burning less and less brightly until ex-

him, ‘“You musn’t hug me, you'll catch the
fever.”

Sister Richardson
than sixiv
years

Scientific,

—

Diphtheria
and

buildings in the
Northwest.
Tuition, incidental
and library fees, only $15 a year. Board,$2 to
$2.25 a week, Room. 40 to 75 cents a week. Scholarship for Commercia: course, unlimited time, $30,
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
:
For Catalogue address,
D. W. C, DURGIN, President,
‘Hillsdale, Mich.
USTIN ACADEMY.—Center Strafferd, N. H.
Rooms for self-boarding and board in private
1amilies at reasonable rates. Two full courses,
For further information
Ry lish and Classical.
8s the Principal, Rev. 8. C. KIMBALL; A. M.
a

and the subject of this notice the second, who

on

infectious fever, said to his little son who,
in an affectionate mooi, wished to embrace

amazement

Morning

Mis. RICHARDSON, whose maiden
name
was Nancy Small, died in S. Limington, Me.,
Aug. 17,
1879; aged 89 years, 6 months,
and 21 gays,
She was the daughter of Dea.
Wm. Small and Mary March. The fifth of eight
children;
two survive her.
Sister R. was
united in marriage to Thomas Richardson ‘in
1811. They lived happily together, and had
eight children; seven yet live. It is remarkable that the house in which they lived so long
and been kept in good condition for more than
a hundred years, that he was the first person,

Two young ladies from Port Jervis, who
are visiting Middletown, were the other

more

the

ate,

iors

and is naed by Physicians of all schools with
a certainty of success, For bleeding of the
pari
is juvainable Sut)Na hia Fow
male Syringes and anh
Are ma!
ads in cases of internal bleeding.
:

Tuition

COLLEGE.—Michigan.

ot

.

external or internal, it is always reliable,

paratory, Music and Art
Departments. Elective
studies. Admits both sexes.
Best of religious in-

sent by per:

is but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight
words. VERSES are inadmissible.

our Jule that he'd take ber, even if you had

Oh, dear, I'm so glad to be once
vice versa.”
.

not patronize

ILLSDALE

POA

YieElY:

March.
J.
a complete

term.

ANC

Hemorrhages.

and room rent frée to those preparing for the
ministry.
Summer term begins May 6; Fall term Sept. 2,
Winter térm Nov. 25.
:
For further information address the Principal.

dolDe-

@brtunrres.

‘‘How came these holes in your elbows?”
said the widow Smith to the irrepressible
small boy. ‘‘O mother, I hid behind the
sofa when little Jack Horner was sayin’ to

it;

two
W.

,troit, Mich.

Poles

is so distasteful

Six months ago I saw a U. 8. flag ‘with

Hop Bitters on it, and I thought I would
be
a foul once more.
I tried it, but my
folly

ing the cold months, the former fed

eight.

seeming

stuff.

The St. Petersburg newspaper, Rooskaya.
Pravada, gives the following statistics respecting the emigration of Russians and

ing arrester
for trespassing.

Slave-owners,

For ten years my wife was contined to her

to $4 per

YER

INFLA bE
TL
AND HEMORRHAGES.

are speed!
(Extract.

ARSONFIELD SEMINARY.
Rev. T. F. MILLETT, Principal, with competent
assistants. College Preparatory, Normal, Classical
and Scientific course of study for both sexes.
Board, including room rent, from $2 to $2.50 per

fluences.

skulls, one little one and two big
which the guide described to visitors
skull of $t. Patrick when he was a | PARTICULAR NOTICE. Obituaries should be
the skull of St. Patrick grown up,
BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over

the skull of St. Patrick as

way

of

bed with such complication of ailments that no
doctor could tell what was the matter or cure
her, and I used up 4 small fortune in humbug

and twenty cents a bushel. Inthe winter
they are bought by the barrel, and they,
with terrapins, can be kept in cellars dur-

South, but were generally manumitted
at the ages of twenty-five and twentythe injustice of slavery in their will; made

and

J., bas

mother

SEMINARY —Northwood Ridge

$2

§

of the
Neuralgia. Allionevralgic
imac orpainsbowels

Three terms per year, commencing on

Rooms from

¢

this
distressing disease fu its various forms,
Sufferers who have tried Sveryaing else
without relief, can rely upon being entirely
cured by using Pond’s Kxtract.,
/

Principal, or E. 8. Tasker, Secretary.
Northwood Ridge, J uly 30, 1879.

week.

DES

4

board of assistants. Students fitted for business
or college.
For further particulars address the

Be Ye Like Foolish.

tain Irish cathedral,there used to be shown

who are not on duty at all during the day.
Delaware is also the land for shell-fish,
except the lobster, but terrapins, crabs,
and oysters abound in plenty, and are sold
very cheap, the best terrapins for three
dollars a dozen, and hard and soft-shell
crabs for three and five cents a dozen.
Seaford, in Sussex county, within easy
distance of Milford, is the place where
most of the oysters are collected and can-

family slaves.
These houses are now
used us stables, and” work: ‘or storingrooms, and one still serves asa sleeping-

out is quite novel ; the educating,

there

says that

Lon-

“ie

Rheumatism.
jever
performed such

WM

the first Tuesday of Sept., Dec., and
H. Hutchins, A. M., Principal, with

a clerk in her husband’s hotel.
Mrs. Ward
nursed the clerk during his fatal liiness nine
yeurs ago.

member what trouble Sampson got into by
letting a woman cut his hair.”

mushrooms, and herbs, for which the
French cuisine is so famous. And think
of sending to England cans and cans of
“real old English
plum-pudding”—prepared in the little State of Delaware! In
the Delaware Bay, has the full benefit of the winters of 1877 and 1878, seventeen
the salt air, and is kuown to be so healthy thousand cans of this dainty were prethat physicians have little opportunity for pared and shipped. The boned turkey also
practice.
:
from this establishment, while it is so
The town is an odd mixture of South- much cheaper than that procured from
ern and Northern customs, people and the caterer, has been pronounced by epcharacteristics. The negro smiles at you icures quite as good. The area of the
from every corner, and the little ** black- peach country lies between the Delaware
ies" can be seen scrambling over the and Chesapeake bays, and Brandywine
broad piazzas of the very mansions, River and Cape Charles, and the shipwhere, not many years before, their par- ment of the fruit averages from three to
ents had served as slaves. Sometimes a four millions of baskets yearly, besides
pair of little black legs are seen danglin
the quantity canned, dried, and made into
from the upper step, whilst the body od brandy both in Delaware and Maryland.
head are thrust into the hall, finding an In the canning and drying establishment,
-eager interest in the detailed occurrences girls and women are mostly employed,
of the household affairs,
Naturally, a and if they are efficient hands, they can
stranger looks astonishment at this, so make over a dollar daily, being paid
frequent an event that no one apparently so much a bucket, that is to say, four
thinks of it. At the luxurious and hos- cents a bucket for tomatoes, and eight
pitable home where I am staying, which, .cents for a bucket of peaches, but it is
though it'is one of the oldest houses, has hard and continuous work, commencing
been built with its thick walla and heavy at seven in the morning until six in
wood-work, thatit is to-day more sub- the evening, on at seven again until
stantial than many a modern home, there twelve o'clock at night. In addition to
are still standing on the premises, the old

Mrs. William Ward.
of Newark, N.

‘‘ Because I re-

A French newspaper

* N. H.

i

nniversaries,

Secretary,

ORTHWOOD

Mantel pieces of steph-

received a legacy of $9,000 from the

FOR

EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION .—New Hampton, N. j
Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph.
D.
principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
courses of stud
r both sexes. Connected ‘with
the Institution is the best commercial college in
New England.
Tele; aphy a specialty,
Best
teacher of Penmanship
in the State.
KXpenses
less than in any other of like
e. Four tern's
of 10 weeks each, Fall Ted Begins August 25,
1879. Winter Term begins
Nov. 17 7579. Spring
Term Begins Keb.
2,
18 0. Summer Term begins
Apr. 19, 1880. Summer Term closes June 26. Send
for Catalogue to
"7
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.

Miss ClaraA. Armes, of Woodstock, Conn.,
has resigned her position ns teacher of music
and higher mathematics in the State Normal
School, Bridgewater, Mass., and accepted an
invitation to
me Associate Principal of the
State Normal School at Plymouth, N. H.

river is
water is

A

‘

PAIN

Me., Aug. 2, 1879,

the

by the
in

T,

Ridgeville, Indiana.

anotis,banks of gardenia, and blocks of ice
into which flowers were frozen were among
the decorations.

peating a paragraph announcement he just
read in the paper. ‘‘ I don’t believe in ’em.”

““ Why not?” we asked.

stamps

Mrs. Guinness Jesenily gave a ball

don at a cost of £4,000.

216 feet deep.

not so much the case now as formerly, as
the canning and drying establishments;
also the distilleries, are increasing in numbers all over the State, and there is a
ready sale for fruit right on the producfor the old church at Middletown, that the ing-ground, though at lower prices.
One
State of Delaware, and Milford especial- establishment in Dover,—Richardson &
ly, should be the cradle of Methodism. Robbin’s, has two hundred hands work:
Not far from Milford, about seven miles, ing day and night, and they have already
stands a low-roofed English brick church, this season canned 4500 baskets of Bart
founded more than a huadred years ago lett pears, to say nothing of the well-nigh
by one Barrett, from whom it derives the incalculable quantity of peaches.
We
name, Barrett Chapel. Here the Method- were informed that the amount of fruit
ists, Coke and Asbury, the former ap- alone prepared and preserved here yearly
pointed 10 his charge by Wesley himseif, has been estimated at 30,000 cans, the estirst officiated and laid the foundation of timate being entirely outside of the potthe Methodist faith in Delaware. « The ted meats, game, poultry, soups, fish, etec.,
houses are mostly square, three-storied,
in which they carry on a large wholesale
and double, and many of them built of business. = This firm exhibited at the late
brick, more than a century ago, and it is Paris Exhibition and received a golden
only within the last few years that gas medal, —the highest prize,—and while in
has been introduced, few of the residents France, they purchased at the cost of
having it in their houses even now. hundreds of dollars, a number of recipes
There are no

stantly supplied with postage
army of autograph hunters.

press it to different Sites. A peach tree
must be four years old before it bears, ' The Pacific Mail Steamship Company has
and there are always dangers of untimely been defeated in its attempt to avoid payfrosts and heavy sborms. Indeed from ment of taxes.
the time of first pu ng forth the early
A countryman, seeing the sign * Hands
blussoms the tree is a source of anxiety to Off,” innocently asked if they had gone on
the{rests,
by
spared
if
the grower, though
a picnic.—~New York Herald.
storms, and pestering insects, it will bear
A young New York woman who has just
fruit for fifteen or twenty years, when it visited
the United States ship Tuscarora,
must be replaced with those of newer at Mare Island, Cal, writes home to her
an
appear,
may
it
as
Strange
growth.
friends that they ¢‘ should have seen the
overcrop of the fruit has been considered expression of the captain's face when she
almost as great a misfortune as a failure, asked him if he always said ‘if you please’
for it ripens too fast to be picked, and the to his men.”
markets are glutted, while producers re“Female barbers,” sald Snodgrass, receive but a small pittance in return for

that it has a population of three thousand,
being nextin this particularto Wilmington.
It was settled by Parson Thorne, an $n
lish clergyman, also a Tory. He built
‘the Episcopal Church, the actual import-

«d bricks

the

e ti) 17

Grace Greenwood Is authority for the statement that Henry Ward Beecher is kept cen-

Suez Canal have inin 1870, to $7,000,
;
civil engineer to be
Albany Journal.

4

Normal, Fire

IDGEVILLE
COLLEGE,—The
Fall Term
will commence August 26. For catalogue ad-

the

wish you were taller.”
* Madame,” replied
the wit, * how happy I should be to stand
higher in your estimation.”

An Ohio man without an office, feels like
England without a war ou her hands.—Boston Courier.
.

profits. These are the commission men
who buy the froit and sell it again without having the expense of paying hands

DELAWARE,

notwithstanding

the

‘

begins

Plitafield,

died

tients for two monthsor more.
Said a lady tothe famous actor, Garrick, I

The revenues of the
creased from $1,000,000
000 last year.
Did you ever know a
guilty of a rudeness?—

IN THE LAND OF PEACHES.
MILFORD,

trees,

$40,000 and

physician, has been forced,by
an attack
of
whooping cough, to leave London and his pa-

boy with his

largest.
Undoubtedly, I thought, this
must be a source of considerable income to the
peach-growers; but I am
intormed that the peach trade is like most
other trades, in that it is generally a
doubtful speculation to the producers, the

Ob

No place can be more
suming, or a more typical

thousand

average being twenty thousand, whilst in
erseyv, two to five thousand are the
New

and the care is over—=Sir W. Temple.
As the tree is fertilized by its own bro-

leaving

mer

ored people at Montgomery, .
Sir William Jenner,the distinguished English

About 30,000 telephones are now in this
country, and about 500 in England.

in this particular, as it isno unusual

to find orchards in Delaware

saves nine boys. out of

Nature furnishes the small

Vienna,

TLL

foal
board of ; oh
nse port low, Fal form
!
o ih mses
begins Aug, geting Winter term begins Nov.
8,
ol Spring Seri begins Sa. =. X
Sym.

Fred Douglass is to visit Alabama, to deliver
an oration at a State fair to be held by the col-

bathing suit.—New Haven Register.

peach orchards, and make no idle

fortune-teller, known as * Metta,”

business
to her daughter.

ten.—Albany Evening Journal.

beauty, but a fragrant, luscious, tropical
sweet. Delawarians are, justly,very proud

quuch you will be hindered to-morrow.—
Er
;
Benjamin Franklin.
When all is done, human life is, at the

A

recently in

INSTITUTE.
— Pittafiel

iti

June 17, 1880, For ‘Catalovne addressK. Bache) re- der,
A. M., Principal, or C. A. Farwell, Secretary.

which Horacé Greeley paid $10,000, has
cently become worth $40,000 to his estate.

L. d. s. are considered letters of credit in
A stick in time

Mian.

A tract of wild West Virginia land, for

erimson,

not how

for you know

PARAGRAPHS.
One-fifth of the population of Berlin are
registered paupers,
’

into delicious nectarine juices. Then the
Delaware peach is not only a thing of

- @oucatronal.
AINE CE

bridgeport, Mass;

Does a standing joke ever require a seat?

the last drops of. sap

——

come a practical mechanical engineer.
The champion checker player of New England, Mr,
Wm, R. dying insane, at Cam-

markets. Here we have them bursting
in the overflow of their luxuriance; here
they ripen on the trees, andthe last few
hours that are left them of thejrnative hot
southern .sun. to highten. their blush of
and turn

a

PERSONALS

must be picked while hard, and allowed |
to, ripen on the way, or on the stalls in the

i

-

—

Prof. Sweet, of Cornell University, has be"

of this queen of fruits? For in order to
ship them

Le a

and

But what do we in cities | ft

know of either the beauty or lusciousness
A

AL

lt

era——
Ld
-—

-

.

.

.

.

.

.~

.

.

.

.

.

per term,

in three academic courses, Preparatory, School, Noxr: #5 THERE ARE NO OTHER COLLEGE CHARGES. -@¥ In college charges is included tuition
Students, do not lose sight of this fact,
Schools.
Music
and
Art
Telegraphy,
and
Commerce
of
School
mal Course and Theological School, but not the
$6.75 fo r ladies, there is small excuse for not having an educathat, with board at $1.50 a week and incidentals
tion.

at $10.50

A

YEAR

for gentlemen;

term, twelve weeks, ineluding matriculation, incidentals,
THIRTY-FOUR DOLLARS pays all bills for the first (usually the most expensive)
term to $30 or much less, if cheaper rooms and board
second
the
this
reduce
may
scholarships
holding
Students
rent.
room
and
board, scholarship
are secured. ATTENDANCE, 506.
term begins Wednesday,
Fall term begins Wednesday, 3p. M., Sept, 3; Fall term ends Friday, noon, Nov. 21. Winter
CALENDAR—-1879.
3, P. M., December 3.
For information, expenses, etc., of School of Comemrce

and Telegraphy send to Prof. A. C. Rideout, LL,D., Principal.
M. W. Chase.
:
For information concerning Art School, send to Prof. G. B, Gardner; Music School, send to Prof.
President D. W. C. DURGIN, D. D,, or
For Catalogues, which contain full information of all the departments, address
Hon. C. B. MILLS, A. M, Secretary.
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Correspondence.

vention,

menacing

parade

of

strength and bitter feeling was

LETTER FROM GERMANY.
* HALLE, GERMANY, Aug. 15, 1879.
A week in Dresden and the Saxon Switzerland, with a glance at Leipzig, on the

way, has been full of interest.

The

Uni-

versity, at Leipzig, which has become so
far Americanized as to admit ladies to the
lectures, keeps up its high place in Germa-

ny; the number of the students is large,and
the celebrity of the professorsis still considerable.
Delitzsch, Kahnis, Luthardt are
here the three pillars of orthodoxy, and
there is a strong ‘‘Faculty,” besides, embracing all the subjects usually taught at
German Universities. Among the most
memorable of the sights in Leipzig, is ‘‘Auerbach’'s Keller,” celebrated in Goethe's
Faust. The old vault remains which Goethe visited, but the present Restaurant is
a little to the right of it. Pictures from
Faust cover the ‘walls, and in the old Xeller, the chairs and tables of Goethe's

time

are preserved.

well

Dresden,

a

of itself, may

occupy a week, or more, of one’s time, for
it is full of musenms and antiquities.
The
picture gallery is one of the finest in Europe. Two whole mornings spent in it
only awoke the desire to re-visit it. Masterpieces of Raphael, Titian, Corregio, Rubens, Rembrandt,' Holbein, and others, are
worthy of much study, and never seem to

weary the eye. There is no'other exhibition in Dresden at all comparable with this
picture gallery. The ‘‘armory” is extensive and rich in antiquities; there is a profusion of jeweled curiosities in the “Green
Vaults ;” Rietschel’s sculptures, and the nu-

merous casts of ancient and modern stat-

says, that the great safeguard against Social
ism, is in the sturdy intelligence and brawn of

numerical

made

by

the

the people on the furms and in the country.
Then, again,how hungry are they for the Word
of Life ! In the cities there issuch an abundance of preaching, that people get weary of

combined resources of all the brewers, distill
lers liquor dealers, and the trades that mostly
profit by their patronage, together with the

politicians that depend on their votes.
ture breweries and beer-gardens

on wheels and paraded through
full operation,

not

forgetting

were

Miniagot

up

the streets

in

that

listening; in the country they open their eyes,
their ears, their mouths, and their hearts, and

listen for their lives!

best-worn

badge of Satan’s livery, the otherwise innocent

forget to pray and work for the upbuilding of

respondedto by many hung out from liquor

the Redeemer’s kingdom in the country.

ehops, &c., and by not a few in pointed contradiction from the houses of temperance people.
The result of the bravado and excitement ap-

THE

But if I mixjudge not,
efforts was the all-day
Woman's Christian Temball was crowded, and

while there was a good deal of speaking, there
was ilso much fervent, humble praver for the
overthrow of the counsel of the ungodly.

indeed

rousing a power of which

our adversaries know nothing and
which they can make no resistance.

I have lately

read

a resume

against

in the N. Y,

Times, of a recent nccount of the stateWT religion and morals in Germany, « high German
authority which is most appalling. It is the
emigrants from that great spiritual desolation,
with their Trinity Atheism, Individualism, and
Animalism, who seek to force their brutish
customs into the place of our chaste and deco-

rous restraints.

Schiller wrote bis Don

Carlos;

and further up you find the house where
Weber composed Freischutz and Oberon.
A walk of an hour skows you the monument to Moreau, to the left of Racknitz.
It is a plain block of red granite, capped
with helmet, wreath
and
sword, and it
stands on the place where he. fell, in the
battle of 1813, when Napoleon defeated the

allies.

/

A short railway ride from Dresden, on
the banks of the Elbe, lands the tourist at
Potzscha,and from thence, crossing the riv-

er and passing through the village of Wehlen, he enters a glen where the scenery of
the Saxon Switzerldnd begins to unfold itself to view.
Along a deep valley, through
which a brook flows, and the steep, lofty
sides of which are covered with fern and
moss, and darkened with trees, one walks
for an hour or two, .enchanted with the

beauty and freshness and still, calm seclusion that haunt the scene. Keats would
have reveled in sucha glen. Out, at length,

on the Bastei, the eye gazes on a vast and
open plain, from which rise, here and there,

in

solitary

grandeur,

huge

rocks, or round and wooded

columnar

hills;

and

as

THE

It is curious how all these

I will not here refer again—or more than refer—

thought they were

Such

you look below, there flows the Elbe at the
foot of the rampart of rock, and tiny boats

move on the surface, and tiny men walk on
the banks. It is a grand outlook, and is
a falr type of what you see everywhere in
the most picturesque parts of Saxon Switzerland. Hockstein afterwards shows you a
beautiful green valley, watered by a broad

brook, far, far down

at your

feet. Brand

"presents to you a full view of the principal
hights.—Bastei, Barenstein, Koningstein,
Libenstein,and the Lesser and GreaterWinterberg; similar views are’séen from Pab-

stein, and from the great Winterberg, and
from the fortified and garrisoned Konigstein with its ‘“maiden

fortress,”

but

the

two latter are more extensive. The district

is rightly named the Saxon Switzerland.
But it has not the interest of Switzerland.
There are no snow mountains; there are
no glaciers; the loftiest hills are only 2,000
feet high, and they stand apart and almost
within hail of each other; the valleys are.

narrow, and though richly decked with verdure, and

finely

not the endless

shaded

with trees,

variety of the Swiss

have

val-

leys; there are no lakes opening, now and
then, a calm'and glorious expanse of wa-

ters; and the whole-district may be traversed and most of the hills ascended in a

few days. Baedeker, for once, gives short
days’-walks. Starting at eight in the morning, his days’ walks were done each day by
four in the afternoon. A tourist, with knapsack fitted to the back, and stout legs,
would conquer Saxon Switzerland, in its
whole length and breadth and hight and
depth, in less than a week, and long for an
Alpine pass, at the close, by way of change.
:
THOMAS GOADBY.
Bb
>

NEW YORK
NEw

LETTER.
YORK,

Sept.

The thick of battle between
als and European

12,

1879.

American

licentiousness,

centers

morjust

now in one great westward suburb, the city of
Newark.
Probably a larger proportion of
the population

of Newark

are

Germans

than

even of that of New York, Great breweries are
docated there, and a powerful liquor league has
+ its headquarters for the State in New Jersey’s
«chief city. Bat on the other hand, the law and
order people of New Jersey are very staunch,
Law is popular in that old-fashioned State ; and
the violent enmity to certain laws displayed by
the German and liquor interest is not a policy
that will cower the average Jerseyman half as
much a8 it will exasperate him.

That

interest

has not profited by the lesson the Roman
olies received two or

three years

ago

Cathin

con-

testing the constitutional amendments for the
protectionof religious equality. So it carries
things with a high hand and an aggressive

front. Last Monday was set apart for a grand
State bacchanalian demonstration in Newark.
A

* Liberal” Convention was

held, and the

Excise and Sunday laws were formally denouncedas obsolete aud fanatical devices revived by certaia religious bodies for the furtherance of their peculiar views, and to op~ press the consciences and destroy

the

liberties

of the people: in all which, the Germaus are
as sincere as people ever were in the world;

especially where they get the chief ‘of their
_ living by. selling beer on Sundays, or the chief

of their enjoymentit drinking it—two

eatego-

ries that take in, between them, 19 in every
20 of our German population, After the Con-

before

they

were

in

of the

discovered, became

American

Institute

department,

and

Agricultural

not waut

your

time wasted, and it so huppens that the committee which has charge of me is composed of
business men, and they have marked out the
time of my visit in such a wuy that I must act

by business principles and

during my stay

with

business

you.

In

methods

the

position

which I hold, it has been my desire to try and

do something to bring it about that the government shoul! be administered upon busi-

the

ness principles and ‘by business

methods.

I

managers offer every possible inducement, of. sean see-as plainly as I do, and as all ‘my
honor and compensation for the exhibition of friendly and unfriendly critics do,the shortcomings and failures , and perhaps I see them more
superior specimens,
:
Vibr

clearly than others do, but my steady purpose
has been to go forward in the right “direction.
Although the movement has been slow, still
I can say to my friends in Cincinnati that I
have honestly tried to. keep my face in the

0-000
+04

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE.
CUMBERLAND Q. M.
Twenty-four years ago, the ‘writer attended
school in. the little village known as Webb’s

Mills, which is nestled cosily among the hills
in the town of Casco,

Maine.

Noticing, a few

weeks since, in the Star, that the August

ses-

sion of the Cumberland Q. M. was to be holden
with our church there, he resolved to attend,
largely for the purpose of looking upon old
scenes, and of meeting old friends again. The

village is very small—boasting a post-office, a
single store, a blacksmith shop, one or two
rather deiapidated mills, with a score or more

of pretty “stands,” and, in the “suburbs,” fertile and fruitful farms. A few years since, Rev.
J. Plnkham,well-known throughout all this region, descended upon this village, in the name
of the Lord, and gathered together a handful
of
brethren,
who were. organized into a
church.
At present they have a membership
of less than a score, but having the sympathy
of the people, are able to support preaching
three-fourths of the time, Father Pinkham still
serving as their pastor.
This little body of
brethren was rash enough to ask for the session of the Quarterly Meeting, and had the audacity to urge everybody to come; and every-

body came,—at least, a great host; and, sven
then, many of the hospitable people, having a
dozen or twenty at dinner, really marmured
because they had so few to provide for.
Early on Wednesday morning, the carriages
began to arrive from all directions, and when

the services had begun, the house—a large
:school-building
—was filled to repletion.
It
was in the afternoon, however, that the people
came together. The house was packed full,
and scores stood, or sat without, eager to catch
any bit of the service which .might be heard.
Iv seemed to the writer as though he had fallen
upon an ‘“‘old-fushioned’’ Quarterly Meeting;
and he was seriously informed thut the great

day would be Thursday, but was unableto stay
long enough to verify this assertion. ‘Is ii not

barely possible

that we have neglected our

country interests too much of late, in our great
eagerness to plant city churches? "We need to
build up churches

in the

cities; but after

for-

EET
LE
LE
HE

aR

be in readiness
to move forward.

oy

.

right direction.

|

One year ago I took a'trip in the northwestern
States. This month I propose to do a little
visiting for recreation and health in the western
States. A year ago I found the people gloomy
and despondent, and there were few who were
hopeful, and very few who were confident, of
the speedy coming of better times.
It seemed
to me last year, under those circumstances,
that the most good could be done by saying
cheering, encouraging, hopeful things; that,

whatever differences in opinion there might be

as to legislation looking to resumption of specie
payment, the wise thing, as we were situated,
was to let well enough alove, It seemed that
we would be wise to stop legislating and quit
tampering with the currency; to let the business of the country have a fuir chance.
With
the great resources which our country possesses, and with its boundless energy, American

business men can best work out their own

so-

lution. Fortunately, the country adopted that
general view. The business men of the coun-

try discouraged further legislation on the sub-

ject of the currency, and we are where we are.
Without claiming any credit for this or that
Secretary, or for this confrere or the other, it
does happen that specie payments have come,
ahd good times are coming with them.
Com-

Badakshan and Balkh
against the Ameer.

having

English writer on

political economy has stated

that there is a regular periodicity in the recurrence of hard times, that in England they return in about ten years, and in this count

pnce in twenty years.

he

to keep good timesas

lo

Yesirable peg
as

Ly

sible, und,

when under these inevitable ai
times
rust come,to have calamity bear as lightly up

on us as possible,

Well, now, to

this

end

it

seems to me the Yery plain and wise maxims of
Dr. Franklin should be applied; where debts
ure least, and where they are the most spread
out, und where there is the least over-production, there they will feel hard times the - least,

I think this has bexn exemplified in the histo

of Cincinnati in the last 4 years of depression. While every city in the country has
suffered more or less, and some of them very

severely,

Cincinnati

with

its

business men has felt it Jess

than

steady-going

any

other

city in the country. Let us, so far a3 may be,
in public and in private affairs, be diligent to

see to it that when hard times do come we are
not weighted by debts.
But [ am departing from business principles

section
Herat.

oMarth,
A

839; from tobacco in 1878, $3,809,078; in 1879,
$3,139,200;
from fermented liquors in 1878,
$1,166,303; in 1879, $1,257,178; from banks in
1878, $813,459; in 1879, $729,601 ; aggregate receipts during July, 1878, $10,003,0165 mn 1879,
$9,683,831—showing a decrease tor the present
year of $319,184,
The aggregate receipts from
all sources up to and including Friday, show
an increase of $72,000 over the corresponding

period last year.

A party of Boston women walking from the
Profile house to the *“ Pool”
in the White
Mountains the other day, were attacked by a
wild cat, but James Bolton, of New Haven,

Ct., defended

them

successfully,

receiving

a

few scratches from the animal.
The residents of Mahanoy Plane, Pa., were
awakened Thursday night by a rumbling noise,
followed by a rocking of houses and a gradual
sinking of the surface of the earth, and Friday
morning it was discovered that the workings
of the Stanton colliery were caving in, and, us
they take their course directly under a number
of houses, the occupants have removed to safe
quarters, expecting at any moment to see their
homes disappear.
Gov. McClellan, of New Jersey,is dangerously ill at his home in West Orange.
Forsaith’s machine shop at Manchester, N,
H., with a planing mill, box shop and valuable machinery and lumber, was barned Friday night; loss $12,000, partly insured.

college grounds and buildings have been much
improved during the summer,

placed

about

three

feet from

hole in which a quantity of bones

buried.

had

a

been

The vinesll made a healthy growth,

but the one referred to was specially vigorous.

This, however, we attributed to its general vigor, and not to any special influence, having forgotten all about the buried bones. But one day,
after digging near this hole, we noticed that

our healthy, vigorous vine was wilting, as if it
had been pulled up by the roots and exposeé to
a hot sun. Unable to account for this strange
circumstance, and suspecting come new enemy,
we dug it up, carefully

following all the

to their extremities.

roots

;

To our surprise, however, there was only
one root of any consequence, and this led di-

rectly to the aforesaid hole.

Following

it up,

we came to where we had cut it, and there taking hs the severed end, and following that, we
found
that the pit full of bones was one mass of
roots. It was evident, therefore, that when
first set out, one of the roots had pushed off in

the direction of the

bones, and

on

reaching

1]

[

diseases

active « xport movements of

Patents

ut

a

much

lower

price.

been

placed,

the

#575

quality

are neglected,

as the waats

of the

local

trade

re-

been

In winter wheats

the

sales

have

near the Rio

mand for the Provinces, with sules
bbls at $2 20 @ $2 30 ¥ bbl.

of

some

have

OAT

been at $3 50 @ 84 ¥ bbl.

MEAL.—~The demand for Oat Meal

and prices are steady.

@ $6 ¥ bbl for good and choice brands.
CORN.—The market is firm with good

Back,

Kidney

Com-

Vege.

the

secretive

organs,

allays

Dyspepsia,

Palpitation

Habitual

Cos-

of the Heart,

Nervousness,

Prostration

of

the

regulates

and

Nervous

the

Hoad-

General
stem,

no

medicine has ever ven such perfect satisfaction
as the Vegetine.
It purifies the blood, cleanses
all of the organs, and possesses a controlling power over the nervous system,
1
‘The remarkable cures effected by Vegetine have
induced many physicians and apothecaries whom
Ne know to prescribe aud use it in their own famies.

at

In fact, Vegetine Is the best remedy

yet discov

ered for the above diseases, and is the ‘ouly reliabie BLOOD PURIFIER yet placed before the
public.

4,000

~ VEGETINE.

.

is good

The sales bave been at

upon

Piles,

RYE FLOUR.—T1he market is steady and the sales
$5

SHACKAMAXON SQUARE PHARMACA,
i

demand

from the trade and exporters. The sales of m xed
and yellow have been at 52 4 53¢
bu, and firm
at these prices.
OATS. —The market is firm with a good demand,

}

1024 Beach St., above Laurel,
Philadelphia, Penn., June 12, 1877.
b

H. R. STEVENS :
Dear Sir,—Having during the last five years sold
your Vegetine, which has been praised by my cus-

and supplies continue to be taken as fust as re.
ceived. No 1 and extra white have been selling ut

Yoquiring a

tomers highly for the various diseases

blood purifier, and as.I have heard very favorable
reports of its use, I cordially endorse it as a good
remedy. and believe it to be what you claim it is;

87 @ 40c; No. 2 white at 85 @ 86¢c; and No 3 white
and No 2 mixed at 383 @ 34c ¥ bu.
RYE. ~The market is quiet for Rye with further
sales at 65 @ Tuc ¥ bu, for new ofr bi)
FEEFD.— There is no change to notice in any kind
of Feed.
Shorts and Fine Feed have beea in sair
demand at $14 @ $15 ¥ ton; and Middlings £15 50
@ 8.6 ¥ ton.

viz,, ** The Great Blood Purifier” of the day.

Respectfully yours,
4. W. ABEL, M. D., Drugzist,

PHYSICIANS SAY IT. —VEGETINE gives

BuTrrr.~The Butier markethas improved both

an equal

circulation of the blood.
All physicians will agree
that there is scarcely a disease but that could al-

in demand and price.
On choice grades aa ad.
vance of'l @ 2¢ per pound has been fiirly estabtisned and receipts are well sold up.
Medium
giades sympathizes to some extent, and several
large lots hove been disposed of at a cent a pound
more thun buyers were willing to pay a week or
two ago.
We notice sales of ne creamer ies at 19
4 21c ¥ Ib,and une or two fancy brandsgo higher,
Sto good crermerics commind 16 @ 18¢ ¥ 1b.
‘The sales of fine fiesh dairy lots trom kranklin
County, Vermout, have been at 17 g 18¢ ¥ 1b, and
occasional ;ois Lrg a little mo:e, but ISe is a top

most instantly be disposed of if pure

blood

could

be circulated generously through the parts affect.
ed. Now, this is the way in which Vegetine performs its wonderful cures.
Vegetine is exclusive.
Iy a vegetable compound, made from roots, herbs,
and barks.

VEGETINE.

price for most of the Vermont lots asq they arrive.
Receipts from Vermont 11st week and this have

Newport,
H. R. STEVENS,

Ky.

ESQ.

come along in rater poor order, and lew lois are
good enough to command extreme quotations,
A
lew of the very best lots from New York command
17c. but st. aight daiiies seldom br ng over lte,and
some pretty good lots sold at 13 4 14¢.
There has

Dear Sir, ~I sold your Vegetine for a number of
years, and I find it ives perfect saisfaction to my
customers.
HRNRY WERTHIMER,
Druggist and Apothecary, Newport, Kv.

packed bas been selling at He, and
have been moving more fieely «ie 11

gicians to be the only sure and safe remedy for al}
diseases arising from fimpure blood, sueh as Serofula and Scrofulous Humors.

been more inquiry for Western, and choice dairy
packed command 4 @ 15: # 1b. Choice ladle

Vegetine is now acknowledged hy our best phy-

fair to good
& 13¢ # Jo.

The lower grades have been ‘pretty well ¢'eared
up by expcriers,and hardly :nything on tae market
can be bougut under Y%¢ ¥ Ib. Western receipts

VECETINE

has cone (0 hand in very good condition this
season.
The market closes with a mir demand

:

from the tiade, and there is a confident feeling
that the advance will be sustained.
CHEESE —Sales of choice factory have been
readily made at 7c, and some small lots command
7c per pound, but the market is still unsettled
and it is doubtiul if the wuole advance can be

muinained.

- The stock of Cheese

here,

H,

Prepared by
STEVENS,
Boston,

R.

Mass.

Vegetine is Sod by ‘all Druggists. :
w

however,

is very small, and the indications are that best late.
made stock will command pretty full prices during the remainder of the season. The lower
grades feel the influence of the rise and are mark-

ed up, but the demand is mostly

for choice mild

Cheese. ™
;
:
GGs—There has been a light supply the
past
few days and prices are firm. Pe: Baa
have been selling at 16’ @17¢ @ dozen, the out.
side for stiictly fresh lots. Northern range from
¥ dozen.
BEANS. ~The demand for Pea continues to be
fully equal to the cupply, and prices are well
maintamed. The sales have been at $1 45 g $1 55
¥ bu for choice, but only a few extra lots command the outside price.” There has been a steady
demand for Mediums at $135 @ $1 375 ¥ bu, and
$1 37% is an outside rate except for very fancy lots
which are not here. Yellow Eyes have been quiet
at $1 85 @ $1 90 for choice and $190 @ $2 ¥ bu for
Juptoy
s With gales igetly ju Sal) lots. Red
idneys are in increased
supply
and no lots can
be placed at over $2 ¥ bu.
ny
OTATOES.—There is a little easier tendency,
and the indicaiions are that when receipts increase prices will be lower. Sales of Vermont
and Eastern Rose from cars bave been at 55 @ 60c
# bu. From boat, Bangor Rose sold at $175 ¥
bbl. Noriolk Sweets are selling at $2 @ $2 25, and
Jerseys at $2 25 ¢ $2 50¥ bbl.
HAY AND STRAW.—Coarce old Hay continues
in fair demand at $16 4 $17 4 ton. Fine old Hay
is very dull, Coarse new Hay communds $ 4 a
$15 ¥ ton, and fine new meets with a lair sale at
€:2@
$13
¥ ton. New Rye
Straw is ‘in good demand, with sales at $15 a $14 ¥ ton. We
shippers to be careful about pressing new Hay
that is not perfectly dry, as most of the new "coming in now is hot, and no one is willing to take it
even at low prices
PORK.—The market is steady, with a little
‘demand from the trade. Sales of extra better
prime
n Toston
and
ston clear
cur a aes a0 ers ba > andoun: backs Mester
at $12
@ $12 50 & bbl.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
One bottle warranted a perfect
cure Jor all kinds of PILES,

to

four

in

the

worst

cases of

LEPROSY,
SCROFULA,
SALT
RHEUM,
RHEUMATISM,
KIDNEYS, DYSPEPSIA ; CANCER, CATARRH and all dis

ws

it back to me.

LE,

Boston.

:
sent

* Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient,
it will save much ‘pain and danger. Nature is
sometimes so outraged by the burden she is made to carry, through the heedlessness of her children,
that she openly rebels and punishes fearfully.
Don’t neglect the proper treatment when the symptoms first Appear. Resort to the aperient, and get
well speedily.

2637

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

oMPLETE
AGENTS WANTED

HOME

H

FOR THE

Sin a Wesfet Brot

great

of the year, Bend for Senciption, com:

SOUND
& CO. ube Philadelphia, Pa.
EY

WANT.~The Oxford P

WE

Frame

Mfg. Co.,with unsurpassed facilities are -

in want of a few reliable —
A fine oppor.
tunity. is now offered to an:
or Zentleman who(
is willing to work..No mistake f you wantto hake
EA
money,
UARTERS
for Moul
fe’
knobs, card

mproved

Send for ca
rHoular to
A

mitre

machi

ue containing
Price List and full.
Agents, including elegant samples.

88,

OXFORD PICTURE FRAME MFG CO., Oxford,
Maine,

.

s

4135

NEW RICH BLOOD

Parsons’ Purgative Pills make New, Rich
Blood, and will completely change the blood in the
person who
entire system in three months, Any
weeks may
will take 1 pill each night from 1 to
be restored to sound health, if such a thing be possible. Sold everywhere, or sent by mail for eight’
gor, Me.

Casewll’s

Melinda

Pills

Bane

CO.,

&

JOHNSON

I. S.

letter stamps.

a Sure

1y27

Cure

for

CONSTIPATION.
These pills are purely. vegetable, being made of
the resinoids, or active principles of those
plants which investigation has
proved to be the
most reliable and specific for all diseases of the
Liver and Biliary

organs.

For family use they eo

unsurp.
d; sal
and - sure
their work, without causing
vain or uneasiness
in the bowels,
or interfering
with 2
X travel, labor or
diet. They are of &
vital impor:
tanceto every in.gs
subject to
Head
. 1- f
ness, Piles, Rheu:
ralgic
Pains, Disa
ble Breath, Pains
and Soreness in all parts ¢f'the body,
Sallow and Eruptive
Skin, Indigestion, Jaundice, Billousness, ods,

a DOE For saleby at ragguns, CASWELL
box.

or

a

Co., Boston, Prophetors.

THE

.

ne

1y8

MORNING

TERMS:
$2.50 per years; or,
vance, $2,20.

Texas, 145 miles west of Ban Antonio.
The official returns of the registrars of Ireland
for the Second quarter of the year contain a record
of the death of persons aged respectively 105, 107
and 117.
Opossums are so plenty in Petersburg, Va,
that it is not uncommon to run against them in
the streets at night.
Rabbits and partridges also
abound.
:
A single peach-grower, in Felton, Del., has

Pain is a blessing. It locates disease. When.

ever the bowels become irregular, use

a

in

picked 800 baskets of good fruit from 600 trees, and

ache,

$525 @ $6 for St Louis; $5 @ $6 75 for Hlinois and
loaian; and $5@$5 50 ¢ bbl for Ohio and Michigan
but it is difficult as yet to obtain over #525 ¥ Toi
for the best Michigan. Minnesuta spring
wheats
are scarce and range from $4 75 @ $6 ¥bbl, includ.
ing choice bakers ’brands. Wisconsin extras are
selling at $4 25,@ 85 25; and Western common ex
tras ai $4 25 @ $4 50 ¥ bbl. Western supers are
steady at $3 50 @ $4 ¥ bul.
CORN MEAL —There continues to be a good de-

in Southern

Grande

tiveness,

medium

been

acts

For Catarrh,

The salys of ‘Wisconsin and Min-

of the finest bituminous coal

discovered

system,

and 87 @ $8 ¥ LLL tor good and choice brands.
Winter wheat Pateuts are selling at $6 @ 87 # bbl,
as to quality, and the best brands
are most sought
after.

the

Jutautation, cw es ulceration, and
wels.,
:

the Grand Junction Railroad, mostly for export to
uegota extras have been at $6 @ $6 5 for

in

tine acts directly upon the causes of these com.
plaints. 1t invigor:ites and strengthens the whole

quire the best bands of this description. Included in the receipts of the week are 22,506 bbls by

Great Britain.

Pains

uterine diseases and General Debility,

Flour being quite satisfactory, and present prices
being considered about as low as the market is
likeiy to touch. Doubtful spring wheat Patents

two thousand nine hundred silk worms.
. One cent per bushel makes a difference of: $10,
000,000 on the corn crop of the United States.
have

For

plaints, Dropsy, Female Weakness, Leu-corrheoa, arising from internal ulceration, and:

new

England about $125,000,000 of timber.
To procure a pound of silk requires the labor of

beds

» For Ulcers and Esuptive Diseases of the
Skin, Postules, Pimple, Blotche , Beils,.
Tetter, Scaldhead and Bi gworm, Vegetine.
has never failed to effect a permanent cure.

@ $5 %

of the

and

Inflammatory

Sciatica,

.

ure

hromic Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Gout,
and Spinal Complaints, can only
effectual.
the blood,
ly cured through

Considerable

good St Louis Flour, ranging from

A factory in Smyrna, Del,, turns out 5000 peach
baskets daily.

Immense

VEE
is made exclusively from the juices
W
of carefully selected parks, roots, and erbs,
aud so strongly concentrated that it will effectual.
ly eradicate from the system every taintof Serofula, Scrofulous
Humor, Tumors, Cancer,
Cancerous
Humor,
Erysipelas,
SaltRheum,
Canker,
F intness
at
the
Stomach, and all diseases that arise from im.

Wheat and Flour are a

ITEMS.

During the five years ending 1876, Canada

and Diuretic.

is

certainty. The new winter wheats continue to
attract attention on account of heir comparative
cheapness, and are taking the place of medinm
¢ bbl has

ITS MEDICINAL PRO

Alterative, Tonles@olvent

influenza,

lung

m22eow

It costs eight cents per bushel to send wheat
from 8t. Louis to. New Orleans and put it on board
the vessels, while to send it to New
York and load
it costs seventeen cents per bushei,

completion, nnd the various columns will soon

asthma,

'

Boston Produce Report.
Reported by HILTON BROS & CO,, Commission
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
eggs, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 3
Quincy Market, Boston.
BuSTON, Saturday, September 18,
FLOUR.—The export trade looks quite promising.
The crops abroad are timing out guite as bad as
was anticipated, particularly in Great Britain, and

al points. Bones are evidently one of the best
manures for the vine, and as we wish them to
last for years, they need not be broken up. As
‘it is well to have the roots of the vine spread
over a considerable space, bones, or any other
rich manure, should not be placed in holes, but
Wistribured through the soil.—Country Gentleman.

Arrangements for the British advance on
the Afghan
rebels are rapidly approaching

much

and

bare

of the Lord in the country.

Really, too

throat,

cough

Invigorates the w

THE MARKETS,

To us it showed scver-

Locusts are doing much damage
Russia, also in parts of India.

Purifles the Blood, Ji

Ral.

:

of fibrils, or branches, in its course from the
vines to the bones, but once there, it divided
and branched in every direction, running into
the interior of the hollow bones and clasping
both internal and external surface with a per-

fect network of fibrils,

Whooping
¢
:

’s

BEEF ~The market is quiet, with sales in
small lots al previous prices.
_ SMOKED
HaMS.—The market has been
with sales of City and Western at 9 @ Oc steady,
¥ ib,
Faney in bags command 19% @ Jie¥ 1b.
LARD.—~The market sustains a firm tone, with
alc of Boston at 6% @ 6c, und We:tern at 6%c

them, had found such a supply of nutriment,
that it, alone ,was competent to carry to the
vines sll the food it wanted.
The other roots,
therefore,dwindled away,or, at least, made but
a trifling growth. and the vine, depending
wholly upon the single root, just deseribed,
perished when it was cut off,

We may add that the root was almost

VE

15) @ 164¢, as to quality, with sales mostly at 16
@ 16)c.
Best P. Ek. Island command .16 @ 18Xc.
Western are in light supply and selling at 14 @ 15¢

HOW GRAPES FEED.
of which was

chitis, sorenesa of the

|

BE
i

:

verson addressed, the duty thereon to be colhi by the postmaster on the book.
Gen. Grant has decided to accept the Presidency of the proposed Interoceanic Canal Co.,
provided the company is properly constituted
and gets the necessary concession
from the
Nicaraguan government,
He has written Admiral Ammen to this effect.
. . He writes
that he has given two days’ consideration to
the matter.
He is no doubt well informed us
to the drifv of political currents at home, and
in those two days of reflection
must have
weighed the chances of mominatien and elec.
tion next year. Probably his conclusion was
thut a Life position as the head of the Canal
Company would be more to his taste than four
years more of the Cuief Magistracy, even if the
atter were fully assured. Atall events he has
made up his mind, and be is the last man to
waver when he has once come to a decision.—
N. Y. Tribune.
.
Statement
showing
the difference in the
amount of internal revenue collected in July of
this year as compared with collections made
during the same month in 1878: From spirits

will be sent directly to the post-office of the

expects to secure 500 baskets more irom the same
source.

is depending upon the spiritual - enlightenment
of our country people, - President Wo!sey well

¥Y. Herald.

Without a shadow of doubt the best medicine
in the world for coughs, colds, hoarseness, bron-

for

you

of lime is
It is to be
on. . One
will do as

without detention at custom-houses for imposition of duties. Hereafter, foreign publications

of all classes in 1878, $3,540,694 ; in 1879,83,974-

(SR

and after

The unprecedented total of 884,357 barrels of
apples have been received in Boston during the
twelve months ending July 18. The exports of
apples from that
port during the same period
reached a total of
233,645 barrels.

to by the Treasury department by which foreign books can be received through the mails

and am msking a speech,
your kind reception.

thank

after pruning

down ih the fall, the prooess being, repeated

well—N.,

pronounced

saking the extreme of our fathers, let us not go
over to the other extreme, and forget the work

I

laying

lime used

Javing grin 80 far as the application
concerned, will drive away the worms.
applied in the morning when the dew is
an hority guys that plaster or road dust

A convenient arrangement has been assented

ing West again, what is the thing to be said today? Ltseems to me that a dose of the same

medicine that brought better times should be
given to prolong better times, and to put as far
away
as possible that inevitable period when
hard times shall come again.
A prominent

Airslacked

rating forces will be as large as present circumstances will permit, and orders have ‘been issued to occupy the city of Cabul at all hazards.
The latest reports from the disturbed
indicate that the revolt is spreading,

\

’

The ¢o-ope-

We had planted a row of Delaware vines,one

FRIENDS :—]1 am very glad to meet this
large assemblage of business men of Cineinna-

ti. ' As business men, Jou do

‘tleabout it in the newspapers, the great problem
being to find space in the vast building for all
ticultural

CRAZE.

come, the President spoke as follows:

more promises to eclipse all its 47 predecessors;
which is said
to be the reason why one sees go litBut in the Hor-

GREENBACK

On Thursday, Pres. Hayes, Generals Sherman and Sheridan and Attorney-General Devens visited the Chamber of Commerce in Cincinnati, and,fin response to an address of wel-

once

the exhibitors who desire it.

thick!

Hayes, of Bates College,

LR

Hetos Summary.

run a year or two.
Fair

some

rr

It would have been impossible for one to
spend ten days in Maine, during the last of
August, and fi~st of September, without getting
a taste, or, indeed, a pretty full draught of pol”
itics. The country was alive with political excitement. * Men were talking politics in the
stores, on the streets, at the meetings—almost
during the pauses in the sermons!
Unprecedented for an off year!
I: is amazing what
a hold the greenback
movement
had upon
Tatest News,
the common people.
The leaders, doubtless,
Conference
Board.
were largely demagogues,political “‘sore-heads”
he Committee constituting the General Conand buminers; but the rank and file contained |
ference Board—W.H. Bowen, G. C, Waterman,
many aa honest, fairly intellizent son of toil.
E.W. Poiter, J. L. ITigheée, O. D. Patch,C. I3.
Mills and O. E. Baker— is hereby notified to meer
Men were, everywhere, deceived, and made to
at Olveyvile
R. I, in the ¥. Baptist church,
believe that the “bard times” were caused by
Wednesday, Oct, 8, at a quarter before 10, A. M.
38
W. H. BOWEN.
resumption; that the money power was ruling
the country, and a great mass of specious nonThe week opens with an exceedingly favorasense besides.
But prosperity has now re‘ble report from the fever-stricken city of Memturned, and another year we shallall laugh
phis,—only one new case being reported Sunheartily over greenback delusions.
Christian
day, and but five deaths. There were fortyworkers ought to learn something from politieight deaths last week and one hundred and
cians. What pluck, and skill, and perseverthirty-two new cases.
The weather is clear
and
cool, and a daily diminution in the deathance, and energy, and might do they display!
rate is looked for. According to the national
Oh, for like perseverance and zeal and energy
board of health reports,the situation at all inand success in the work committed unto our fected points is rapidly growing better,—
trust! Let us plan and toil and pray and give,
Eastern Roumelia is in a state of complete anarchy, and a series of massacres have recently
indefatigably for the upbuilding of the Redeembeen perpetrated
there,——Amberst College
er’s kingdom.
RAYMOND,
has begyn its sixtieth year, with an entering
class 01106 out of 124 candidates for admission,
There have been a few changes in the faculty.
Prof. Richard+on will have the German, thus
relieving Prof. Cuather, who will give his
course of thirty lectures on art, to the juniors.
Prof, Jobn Tyler, a recent graduate, who has
CURRENT EVENTS.
been studying for several years in Germany,
will
have the junior optional in biology.
The
A Speech by President Hayes.

their accurate counterparts in
description.
Ancient portraits of the early heads of the imperial family, old pictures of costumes, arms
and armor, manners and customs, public buildings and scenes, etc., are accumulatéd in profusion for the new serial, which will probably
The

Indeed,

putting it .on rather

meff as Prof,

THE

Europe last summer, to accompany the new serial, will procure (judging from the portfolio I
had the privilege of turning over) as remarkable a feature as this romance of history. Original drawings by Charlemange, the great court
painter of Russia, were shown me, representing scenes of the highest interest in Mr. Schuyler’s history, which, without their aid, and

even

Y. M.

Rev. E. N. Fernald, and Rev. A. H. Morrell,
of Harper’s Ferry, were among the speakers.
And then, the woman’s meeting-——what a feast
of fat things was that! In one respect, it were
well if other Yearly Meetings should emulate
the example of the Maine Central, which publishes its minutes with abstracts of sermons,
and addresses in a neat pamphlet,for gratuitous
circulation.
Let all our Yearly Meetings do
likewise, and by and by we shall have the much-.
needed “year” book.

pression—*¢ One of these Young Men’s Chris-.
tian Associations!”
To protect ladies from tobacco smoke, children from debauchment, and
worshiping congregations and Sabbath-keeping
people from bacchanalian revelry, are
alike synonyms of fanatical intolerance, with
these people.
.
Itis a pleasure to announce anew departure in
the popular magazine like that soon toappearin
Scribner.
The Life of Peter the Great. by
Eugene Schuyler, will be virtually a history
of Russia viewed from the pivot of her destinies, the reign of the great founder of the Empire, who, with almost superhuman energy,
Europeanized, civilized and re-organized, as
well as aggrandized, a half a continentof ori.
ental barbarians.
All the enormous development and wonderful progress of this great,
new Empire centér and spring in this wonderful life. The germs of progress that blossomed
iu the emancipation of the serfs and also in
the baneful flower of Nihilism, are all traced
in the planting of the rough old Romanoff. f
Mz. Schuyler bas won a place among historians
already in a kindred field, and his long intimacy with Western Europe and its affairs eminently qualify him to write, as he doubtless
has done for Scribner's Monthly, the standard
work on this subject.
But the wealth of historic illustration gathered by Mr.
Roswell

his absence

CENTRAL

ing the progress of the session.

to the German antagonismto the Comstock
crusade.
An equally pertinent illustration
met my view lately,on a New Jersey ferryBoat.
A well dressed snd handsome German,
of the more intelligent ciass—a ‘* gentleman”—
was smoking, in company with a friend, at

the publisher, during

MAINE

This is a most respectable body, viewed from
almost any stand-point, in numbers, in ability,
in opportunity, in work.
The last session of
this body, at Bath, though but thinly attended,
was a series of live meetings.
The missionary
interest is well developed among our brethren
in this Y, M,, as is evidenced by the fact that
three great missionary meetings were held dur-

things sprout from the same root, and how instinctively they all antagonize every restraint.

Smith,

CHURCH.

blésded in their work for the Master,

uary, that are elsewhere to be seen, are of the door of the ladies’ cabin, in the midst of
some note and interest ; but they.are all, to a crowd of both sexes. A gentleman of the
other sort gently reminded him of the conspicthe visitor, of secondary importance.
A uous notice,“ No smoking on this side the
pleasant excursion on the river brings you boat.” He made a defiant reply, and turned
to the little summer-house overlooking the again to his companion with the sneering exElbe, where

AUBURN

It was the writer's privilege to spend a Sunday with our church in Auburn, Me., recently.
It was a privilege indeed.
A few years since,
our brethren in this beautiful city, said among
themselves, ‘‘Let us arise and build.” Resolution was followed by action, and to-day our
people in Auburn are permitted to worship in
a beautiful and commodious church-edifice.
Bro. Mariner, the beloved pastor of this people, is now in Europe, enjoying a much needed
vacation, generously granted him by his people. The writer was greatly pleased with the
place of worship, the people and the city. May
our brother and
his people be abundantly

pears to have been greatly to stimulate the law-

That was

It is a pleasure to preach

to such people; indeed, if a man has any preach
in him, he can not help preaching.
Let us not

games of cards, etc. The numerous ** liberal”
mottoes and banners in the procession were

and-order sentiment.
the greatest of all its
prayer-meeting of the
perance Union.
The

ee

WASHING COMPOUND
Ever

put

upon

the

market,

and the only one that abolishes toil and drudgery
without injuring the finest fabric.
No family
should be without it. The saving of Labor, Time,
and Soap, will prove astonishing,
J

- SOLD BY GROCERS EVERYWHERE,
But beware of vile imitations.

ASK FOR PEARLINE.

JAMES

PYLE, ‘New York.

STAR
ify
vi

in

ad-

Each subscriber will please notice the date
of payment on the label of Lispa
5 and not
allow it to be in arrears.
JHE
The Star is not discontinued when
the time
expires for which it is paid unless
persons request it; ahd it is discontinued
whe
it has
been more than one cat in arre
fter due
notice and time shall have been gi
REMITTANCES

must

be made

in

mon-

ey-orders or bank-checks if posgible, or in a
registered letter and at our risk and expense.
n writing to this office, persons will please’
| designate their STATE, as well as town, and
give both the old and new address when they
order a change in the direction of their paper.
The Star foes

press Tuesday

to

morning,

and communications for insertion ought to be *
here on Saturday Zrevions, STEWART,
Address,

'
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.

DOVER,

[]

N, H,

